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2 ORGANIZER’S BACKGROUND

Charles Perin is currently a postdoc at the University of Calgary.
His doctoral research, at the intersection of Human-Computer In-
teraction and Information Visualization, focused on exploring new
interaction techniques for Information Visualization. He mostly
published his work on interaction techniques at CHI [13, 15, 19]
and Infovis [12, 14]. He is interested in i) designing new interac-
tion techniques; and ii) information visualization application areas
related to personal data visualization for everyone (e.g., sports mon-
itoring, health improvement, individual decision-making).

Alice Thudt is currently a PhD student in Computational Media
Design. She is pursuing her research at the InnoVis Group at the
University of Calgary, Canada. Her research focuses on using infor-
mation visualization to integrate people’s personal data collections
better into their everyday lives. Recent projects have explored vi-
sualizations for autobiographical storytelling [18] and the design of
visualization techniques to reflect autobiographical memories [17].
She is further interested in democratizing the creation of visualiza-
tion to a wider audience of non-experts [7].

Melanie Tory is an Associate Professor of Computer Science at
the University of Victoria. Her visualization research applies to a
wide variety of areas spanning natural sciences and engineering,
business, and personal informatics. Recent projects have focused
on visualizing personal home energy and fitness data and support-
ing collaboration around visualizations. Relevant papers include a
characterization of personal visualization and personal visual ana-
lytics [5] an article on what motivates people to use visualizations
in non-work contexts [16] and work on integrating personal data
within digital calendars [6].

Wesley Willett is an Assistant Professor of Computer Science at the
University of Calgary. His interests span information visualization,
social computing, new media, and human computer interaction, and
his research focuses on pairing data and interactivity to support col-
laboration, learning, and discovery. In particular, his work explores
the intersection of visualization and computer-supported collabora-
tive work and shows how communities, crowds, and novice users
can work together build knowledge from data. Dr. Willett’s recent
work has explored how communities can collaborate to collect and
analyze data [21, 25], how large groups of crowd workers can help
process data sets [22, 24], and how visualization can help people
better understand personal data like digital notes [23]. This work
has earned a number of awards, including the Best Paper award at
Pervasive 2010 and a Best Paper Honorable Mention at CHI 2011.

Sheelagh Carpendale is a Canada Research Chair in Information
Visualization at the University of Calgary. Her research draws
upon her combined backgrounds in computer science and visual
arts, benefiting from the interdisciplinary cross-fertilization to en-
able the design of innovative, people-centred information technolo-
gies. By studying how people interact with information both in
work and social practices, she works towards designing more nat-
ural, accessible and understandable interactive visual representa-
tions of data [8, 11, 20]. She combines information visualization,
visual analytics and human-computer interaction with innovative
new interaction techniques to better support the everyday practices
of people who are viewing, representing, and interacting with in-
formation [2].
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3 WORKSHOP OUTLINE

In this workshop we will discuss the emerging area of personal vi-
sualization. In this section we describe the proposed focus and mo-
tivation, the technical scope, and the main goals of the workshop.

3.1 Proposed Focus and Motivation

Individuals recently began to seek how they can explore and under-
stand the data that affect their personal lives. This includes biomet-
ric personal data such as health-related data [11], self-monitoring,
sports and performance understanding and improving; and personal
data such as online social networks, energy consumption, web ac-
tivity, and photo collections [17]. These personal data often in-
volve large quantities of data. Popular devices for sports moni-
toring record measures such as heart-rate, speed, and pace at high
frequency, resulting in massive amount of data that is difficult to
make sense of. As another example, online social networks can
consist of thousands of posts every day from hundreds of acquain-
tances/friends with various degrees of intimacy. These data are rel-
evant to our personal lives, enabling us, as individuals, to explore
and make sense of important, personally relevant information [10].

Such explorations of personal data are usually carried out on the
web by non-visualization experts. Commercial products propose
simple designs to import collected data, usually specific to a de-
vice and featuring simple charts such as bar charts and line graphs
(e.g., fitbit1 and garmin connect2). However, working with large
amounts of data of particular types (e.g., multi-dimensional, tempo-
ral, cyclic, incomplete, and sometimes fuzzy) is a real challenge for
individuals. While the area of quantified-self recently emerged and
HCI communities have followed the trend (e.g., [1, 3, 9]), exploring
ways of providing individuals with new devices and interfaces for
collecting personal data, few visualization researchers have started
to investigate personal visualization as an area of research.

Information visualization application areas and visual analytics
tools tend to focus on data important to science, finance, business
and government. Such tools are designed for experts (e.g., scien-
tists, traders, and professionals trying to make sense of their data).
Personal life related data brings a new context to both visualiza-
tion and visual analytics, and with that new context come new re-
search and design challenges [2]. The visualization community has
started to consider the emerging and important case of personal vi-
sualization, i.e. individual’s challenges for collecting, visualizing,
and making sense of personal data. Personal visualization is not just
about visualizing personal data, but also about visualizing data of
personal interest (e.g., global warming, sport, neighborhood) and
about creating a personal visualization representing non-personal
data (e.g., personal artistic representations of country indicators).

Understanding individual’s needs in the context of their personal
data and designing appropriate tools to support visualization and
analysis of this data is a crucial and emergent challenge. This
should consider factors such as data collection challenges, casual
visualization, attractive and enjoyable interfaces, sensemaking and
storytelling strategies [18], statistical reasoning for non statistical
experts, and engagement. In particular, such designs should care-
fully consider pleasure, gamification, and engagement with the data
instead of efficiency to perform low-level functional tasks quickly
and accurately. The main purpose of such data understanding is
generating insights, and eventually making decisions to improve
one’s life, the ultimate purpose of visualization.

To summarize, personal visualization is still in its infancy in the
research area of visualization while individuals gather more and
more personal data and need to make sense of it. For these reasons,
the workshop format during the VIS conference offers the ideal set-

1http://www.fitbit.com
2https://connect.garmin.com

ting to gather the community and discuss open and important ques-
tions such as:

• How to connect to research areas such as personal informat-
ics [1, 9] that focus on collecting personal data?

• How to provide individuals with ways of visualizing and mak-
ing sense of large amounts of multi-dimensional, temporal,
multi-variate data?

• How to apply the knowledge from the community to this new
research topic? (e.g., uncertainty visualization, missing data,
and storytelling).

• How to tackle the important challenge of sharing and privacy,
crucial for personal data?

• Which application areas involve personal data? (e.g., health,
well-being, environmental concerns, sport monitoring, photo
collections, social networks).

• What are the differences between designing visualization for
domain experts and for non-expert individuals?

• How does personal visualization relate to art? What are the
particularities of e.g., data portraits [4, 26] and data sculp-
tures [27]?

• How to assess the challenges of discoverability, gamification,
engagement?

• How to evaluate tools for personal visualization? How to as-
sess the impact on one’s life?

3.2 Goals and Intended Results
The main objective of this workshop is to bring together people
from academia and industry to discuss future perspectives in the
area of personal visualization. This workshop has two main goals:
1) gather the community working on the topic of personal visual-
ization, and 2) converge on a research agenda for the community.

Gather the community. Personal visualization exist on the web,
on blogs, on personal websites. We hope authors of such visualiza-
tions “in the wild”, both from academia and industry will attend
the workshop. Other research areas such as personal informatics,
HCI, design, and art contribute to personal visualization. Special-
ized industries also provide platforms on the web to visualize data
collected by their wearable devices, usually using simple visual-
izations such as pie charts, bar charts, and line graphs. We intend
to bring all these communities together and demonstrate that the
visualization community plays a crucial role in personal data un-
derstanding and sensemaking and has the required expertise (e.g.,
storytelling, literacy, infographics, uncertainty) to make well suited
and dedicated visualization tools, beyond standard charts.

Converge on a research agenda. The workshop is designed in
such a way that we will identify the main challenges and opportu-
nities for the visualization community. We will need to establish
definitions, identify open challenges, and ultimately converge on a
research agenda for the community. Such challenges include chal-
lenges about data (e.g., collection, storage, structure) and are re-
lated to research areas such as personal informatics and quantified-
self; challenges about engagement, gamification, enjoyment, and
aesthetics; and challenges in terms of visualization, with personal
visualization having different purposes than scientific/industry vi-
sualization for experts. It raises numerous problems such as sharing
and privacy, evaluating such visualizations for which time and error
measurements do not always make sense, and designing appealing
and easy to discover/learn tools for the general public.

We intend to use the workshop website we will create if the pa-
per is accepted (see section 4.1) as a platform for researchers and
professionals to exchange ideas, and to showcase the results from
the workshop. We will also build a mailing list to keep people in
touch. Finally, we will ask the authors if they are interested in or-
ganizing/contributing to a special issue of a journal to publish their
work on the topic. A second objective is to gather interested people
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in writing a group article summarizing the research agenda based
on the challenges and perspectives identified during the workshop.

4 PARTICIPANTS AND CALL FOR PARTICIPATION

This workshop proposal is for a half-day workshop. As VIS work-
shops are open to all attendees, the final size of the workshop is
difficult to predict. We expect a final size of about 40–80 attendees
with 15–20 accepted position papers / posters / demos. In order to
be invited to speak at the workshop, participants will have to first
send one of the following contributions:

1. Position papers will be 4–6 pages length papers about a chal-
lenge for personal visualization. We will encourage, but not
restrict, authors to contribute to one of the identified topics of
personal visualization. Position papers should clearly identify
one challenge and discuss implications for the visualization
community.

2. Posters/Demos will be 2 pages length papers accompanied
with either a A0 poster and/or an interactive demonstration.
Posters and demos should present author’s work on the topic
of personal visualization. We expect authors to submit either
i) tools they built for themselves, for relatives, or for commu-
nities they are involved in (mainly for demonstrations); or ii)
design ideas and early sketches (mainly for posters).

Workshop presenters will be selected to represent the different
aspects of personal visualization that we enumerated above. We
will favor diversity in order to cover the topic widely. We will select
participants according to a number of criteria, which include: orig-
inality of the submission, complementary nature of research back-
ground, and quality of previous publications related to the work-
shop topic.

4.1 Participants and Timeline
To achieve a diversity of participants, we will actively advertise the
workshop to people with backgrounds in information visualization,
visual analytics, HCI, interface design, cognitive psychology, and
art. In addition to publishing it on relevant web pages, this includes
e-mail to related mailing lists as well as personal e-mails to peo-
ple known by the organizers to be working in the field or interested
in the area. We will contact industries in related areas (e.g., sport
monitoring devices) that demonstrated us their interest in visualiza-
tion.

If the workshop is accepted, we will set up a website contain-
ing the call for participation, the timeline, and the schedule. We
will also create a twitter account. We will advertise as soon as the
workshop proposal is accepted. We expect to include researchers
from the community with a strong interest in personal visualization
to help review submissions.

The submissions will be made publicly available on the work-
shop website as soon as possible. We will encourage both the au-
thors and the attendees to have a look at these submissions before
the workshop.

Additionally, we will contact several persons from outside the
research community we are connected with, whose work on per-
sonal visualization is recognized. We will i) ask them if they are
interested in attending the workshop, and ii) ask them the permis-
sion to showcase they work, in the form of printed posters. This
exhibit-like showcase will add value to the workshop and we hope
it will demonstrate the importance of this new research area from
outside the community and give an external eye on the topic.

This workshop highly encourages the active participation of at-
tendees, with the first part of the workshop consisting of presen-
tations, the second part consisting of poster viewing, interactive
demonstrations, and a showcase during an extended coffee break,

and the last part consisting of group discussions about identified
discussion topics involving the audience.

The tentative schedule for the workshop is:

1. Introduction (15–20 min) from the workshop organizers.

2. Part I (1h) Short presentations from the authors (exact time to
be determined according to the number of submissions). Au-
thors of position papers do a 4–8 minutes presentation and au-
thors of demos/posters do a 2-4 minutes presentation, as they
will showcase their work during the break. Initial presenta-
tions are short, similar to a fast forward session. This fast-
paced introduction allows attendees to get a quick overview
of the richness of the ideas but leaves the remainder of the
available time to discussions and activities. Speakers will be
asked to raise 1–2 interesting discussion topics at the end of
their presentation. We will collect these discussion topics for
Part III.

3. Part II (40min–1h) Extended coffee break during which
posters/demos authors showcase their work, and during which
attendees will also have time to look at the exhibition.

4. Part III (1h-1h30) Group discussions involving both the au-
dience and the authors. The workshop organizers will select
the best / most recurrent discussion topics from the presenta-
tions in Part I, and organize discussion groups based on these
topics. Each group will brainstorm and then give a short (2–3
minutes) summary of their discussion.

5. Wrap-up (15–30 min) conclusion and discussion of the out-
comes of the workshop.

4.2 Requested Facilities
For this workshop we will need a room with a projection surface in
the front for the initial fast forward presentations. We will need a
desk in the front for speaker presentations, group presentations, and
organizer’s introduction / conclusion. Because we intend to break
the audience into discussion groups during Part III, we would need
a room with several round or square tables arranged in a way that
is suitable for small group discussion. The tables and chairs should
be movable.

We will also need space and several desks (number to be deter-
mined) for participants to set up their demonstration on the side
of the room. We will not provide additional screens or projectors
to the demonstration authors. Similarly, we will need space and
poster boards (number to be determined) to hang out posters during
the workshop.

Finally, and optionally, it may be interesting for all attendees
of the conference to be able to showcase the posters and the ex-
hibit permanently during the conference. If there is an empty space
somewhere in the building, it would be an opportunity for the au-
thors to showcase their work on the topic.
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Data Memes for Personal Visualization

Darius Coelho, Ayush Kumar, and Klaus Mueller 
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ABSTRACT 

We introduce the concept of Data Memes as artistic visuals of 
data in which users can merge data visualizations with an image 
such that the structure of the image supports the user’s intended 
meaning (or interpretation) of the data. Since Data Memes can 
represent very personal views, it is natural to employ them in the 
visualization of personal data. Hence, in this paper we focus on 
the use of Data Memes for this purpose and also explain how they 
can be constructed with relative ease. Data Memes as a general 
concept are meant to engage users with the visualization and 
persuade a viewer to look at the data. Communicating personal 
achievements is often the wish of posters in social networks, and 
although we have not tested this yet, we believe that Data Memes 
augmented with pertinent personal data have good potential to 
achieve higher levels of attention in these circles, and elsewhere.   

Keywords: Chart junk, infographics, personal visualization. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The information age is upon us and in recent years millions of 
terabytes of data have been generated every day. A growing 
chunk of this data is related to our personal lives – information 
about ourselves, our communities, and issues that have a personal 
relevance [9]. With the access to such data, people want to make 
sense of it, and to do so they turn to visualization. While there are 
a multitude of solutions available to visualize these data, they are 
rarely used in a personal context.  

Recently researchers have been exploring the area of Personal 
Visualization and Personal Visual Analytics. Personal 
visualization caters to the wide variety of requirements of people 

who are not necessarily visualization experts or analysts. These 
people bring personal interpretations to their data and wish to 
design visualizations that can represent these personal views [20]. 
In our paper we describe a design framework that allows users to 
express their opinion about the data by framing them as charts 
into a self-selected and self-designed visual context. This has 
good potential for fostering their own engagement with the data as 
well as that of others with whom these design products are shared.  

Fig. 1 shows some examples of the personal visualizations of 
personal data our system can assist users in creating. Here we note 
that our system can also be used for other types of data, but the 
opportunity for users to frame these data into a personalized visual 
context always remains and is a hallmark of our system [5].  

We have coined a new term for these types of visualizations –  
Data Meme. Wikipedia defines the notion of Meme "an idea, 
behavior, or style that spreads from person to person within a 
culture". A more recent phenomenon is that of Internet Meme. 
These are images augmented with text in which the creator’s 
choice of image puts forward his/her idea about the message the 
text conveys. They are often reused with the same core message, 
and as a result gain viral dissemination. Similarly, our Data 
Memes are images augmented with related data in which the 
designer’s choice of image puts forward his/her idea about the 
message the data convey. 

Our Data Memes appeal to the masses by embracing mainly 
basic charts, specifically pie, line, and bar charts. Following the 
definition put forward by Pousman et al. [15], they fall into the set 
casual information visualization techniques catering to a wide 
variety of users. The chosen and further enhanced image that 
becomes part of the visualization is itself a powerful element of 
the visualization as it can encode a multitude of information. The 
image is linked to the topic of the data being displayed, with the 
choice of image putting forth the designer’s point of view about 
the data. At the same time it is also capable of enhancing 
memorability and engaging viewers. We foresee that users may 
use the Data Memes to post their own data on social media or 
blogs in order to (1) engage viewers to consider the information or 
(2) put across their own point of view about the data.  

 Figure 1.  Personal visualizations (a) shows Joe's speed over multiple heats that he ran (b) shows Mike's workout routine for the week 

Emails: {dcoelho, ayush.kumar, mueller}@sunykorea.ac.kr 

(a) (b) 
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In the following, Section 2 reports on related work. Section 3 
describes our system by ways of several use examples. Section 4 
presents a few examples, and Section 5 ends with conclusions.  

2 RELATED WORK 

2.1 Visual Embellishments in Charts 

Our Data Memes are significantly related to chart junk which are 
visual embellishments of charts. The notion of chart junk has 
received growing attention in the field of information 
visualization. Visualization guru Edward Tufte strongly 
discourages the use of visual embellishments in charts. He opines 
that visualizations that contain chart junk are distracting to users 
and make the chart difficult to read [18]. 

On the other hand, famous designer Nigel Holmes [13] 
believes that chart junk will pique a viewer's interest in the chart. 
The study by Bateman et al. [1] concluded that while chart junk 
and plain graphs were equally comprehended by users, chart junk 
was more memorable. Stephen Few [7] responded that the study 
was flawed in some ways, but then ended by stating that properly 
designed chart junk can be useful provided it does not lead to 
distractions or misinterpretations. Borkin et al. [3] investigated 
which aspects of a visualization make it memorable. Other authors 
[2][11] have made similar basic observations. Harrison et al. [8] 
studied the first impression that infographics have on people, 
concluding that colorful infographics with not much text and 
image areas appeal to most people. Viegas et al. [19] observed 
that chart junk visualizations created by artists, while memorable, 
can change the consumer’s attitude or change the way people 
think. 

Chart junk so far has been mainly created by artists like Peter 
Ø rntoft [14]. He created simple but beautiful infographics by 
dressing a model with the chart or designing it physically and then 
photographing it. Nuage Vert by Evans et al. [6] highlights 
segments of smoke in an image to show power consumption.  

All of these artist-generated chart junk creations are 
commonly very attractive and inspirational, but it remains 
difficult for main stream users to create good chart junk with 
existing digital tools [23]. Also the usability of a visualization is 
dependent on the aesthetics [4] and the style used in the design 

[13]. This inspired us to create a novel design tool we call 
MemViz which allows non-artists to design charts with visual 
embellishments. MemViz morphs charts such that they fit well in 
areas of an image. For the work that is subject of this paper we 
use an enhanced version of our tool, appropriately called MemeViz 
that enables users to create personal visualizations of personal 
data.  

2.2 Personal Visualization 

Researchers have been investigating the use of visualizations for 
personal and casual use. Some of the work explores how both 
experts and non-experts can make personal data engaging and 
gain insights into personal data. Leung et al. [10] projected a 
visualization of a user’s social network data and found that it 
triggered social interactions when viewed by others and acted as a 
mode of self expression. Xiong et al. [22] also visualize social 
network data with a flower metaphor in a manner that is easy for 
non-experts to comprehend. Wood [21] tries to express his 
personal experiences in the visualization of his cycling data. 
Rodgers et al. [16] observe that users were able to easy understand 
their energy consumption data through abstract visualizations with 
less detail as compared to traditional techniques. Wang et al. [20] 
studied the impact of design for personal visualization and 
observed that the abstract techniques were better at engaging the 
user but at the cost of determining concrete data. 

3 DESIGNING THE DATA MEMES 

Our experiments have shown that even novice users can employ 
MemeViz to create eye-catching visualizations that embed basic 
charts into an image. All can be achieved by ways of a set of 
dedicated algorithms and interactions which can be executed via 
simple mouse clicks. The user interface is shown in Fig 2. A user 
starts off by providing the data file and selecting the type of chart 
(pie, bar, line) he or she wishes to plot. Next, the tool suggests a 
set of relevant thematic image backdrops retrieved by a web-scale 
text-based image search engine (e.g., Google Images, Flickr). To 
form the search query our tool uses the title of the dataset and the 
attribute labels since these are intuitive descriptors of the data. 
Alternatively, the user can also call in a picture from his or her 

Figure 2. The MemeViz user interface which was used to create all of the Data Memes shown in this paper 
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private photo collection. The latter would likely be a more popular 
option for the purpose of personal visualization where users wish 
to post their own data to social media or blog, utilizing a personal 
image as a carrier. 

Once the user has selected an image from the provided set, he 
or she is given access to an array of processes (described in the 
following subsections) to fuse the chart with the image. Then, 
after the chart has been embedded, the user can customize the 
visualization further by applying a diverse set of visual effects to 
the backdrop (filters, transparency etc.) or to the chart (color 
selection, glow, transparency). This customization gives the 
visualization an illustrative look and feel, and it also reduces 
image detail that might interfere with the detail of the chart. This 
finalizes the result. 

3.1 Pie Charts 

Pie charts and their spatial generalizations use a division of unity 
paradigm to show numerical proportions. To embed pie charts 
into images we decided to have users select a region (in most 
cases an object) in the image after which the tool would divide the 
region proportionately according to the data.   

With this tool, after selecting the backdrop image, the user 
interactively selects a region into which to plot the chart by 
marking a bounding box around the region. The tool segments the 
region using the Grabcut algorithm [17]. The segmentation can be 
refined by marking highlights on the background and the 
foreground. The next step involves laying out the chart into the 
segmented region. Here, users have various options to divide and 
layout the chart. For pie-style charts they can divide the region 
radially in two ways: (1) angle-based, i.e. dividing 360 radially 
proportional to the data, and (2) area-based, i.e. dividing the area 
of the region radially proportional to the data. In the latter case we 
use a pixel count to determine the area. For fill-style charts we 
allow the user to specify an axis across the segmented region and 
then fill the region along this axis. Again, we divide the region in 
two ways: (1) based on the length of the axis, and (2) based on the 
area of each division within the segment for which we use a pixel 
count as well. Once the region is divided we color the divisions of 
the region in CIE LAB color space. This retains the texture of the 
region and only changes the color.  

3.2 Line Charts 

The line chart is one of the most common visualizations to plot a 
series of data points. To merge line charts with images, we match 
the line to structures in the image that have a similar trend to the 
line. In this case instead of looking for images with closed regions 
as in the fill chart task, we are now looking for images with 
features and edges that mimic the trend of the line chart as close 
as possible.  

As the first step the user is asked to place the line chart over a 
desired region in the backdrop image. We experimented with a 
number of methods to perform line matching so as to place the 

chart automatically in the image, but a solution remains elusive. 
Instead we now rely on the user to find the features visually by 
looking at the chart and the image side by side. Although this is 
not ideal we observed that users were capable of performing this 
task well. We have provided an interactive interface that allows 
users to move and scale line charts and so fit them into 
appropriate positions in the image. However, we specifically 
prevented the user from rotating the chart as it may lead to line 
chart trends looking more dramatic.  

3.3 Bar Charts 

Bar charts are mainly used to show comparison of values. They 
are also a very popular visualization paradigm. In our application, 
the bar charts can be merged with images by either overlaying the 
chart over the image or by treating objects in the image as bars. In 
this case we make use of techniques used to embed pie charts and 
overlay line charts.  

Once the backdrop has been selected, the user is asked to 
decide if he/she wants to place the bar chart over the image or fill 
in objects. In the former case the system applies the same 
technique that was also used for the line charts where the user can 
place the chart using the mouse. On the other hand, if the user 
wishes to fill objects then we follow the segmentation technique 
used for the pie charts, but in this case for every bar the user must 
mark a region in the image. 

4 EXAMPLES 

We shall now give a few examples on what types of personal 
visualizations might be possible using our tool. All images were 
obtained using Google image search using the respective activity 
terms in the search string.  

Fig. 1a shows a Data Meme featuring Jim, a short distance 
runner, who visualizes his progress in sprinting speed via a line 
plot embedded in a picture that shows him just after setting off. 
The picture was chosen since the posture at that time aligns well 
with the line plot. This creates a good synergy between image 
content and the data which is a prerequisite for a good Data Meme. 

Fig. 1b shows Mike during an exercise with his workout 
routine allocation mapped as a pie chart onto a medicine ball.  On 
the other hand, Fig. 3 shows Marcus at different stages of his life 
with the corresponding level of body fat mapped like a bar chart. 
The sequence of pictures was acquired during a long term “Get 
Lean in 180 Days” program that Marcus underwent. He uses the 
Data Meme to proudly showcase his amazing progress.   

David, who plays an online game League of Legends, created 
the Data Meme of Fig. 4a with his game stats and an image of a 
character he plays in the game. In Fig 4b, c, d we see the Data 
Meme’s of Maria, Betty and Anna, created from their fitness data. 
In Fig. 4e, we see Patrick’s Data Meme visualizing the Netflix 
data of his most watched TV shows. Finally, Fig 4f shows Ryan’s 
Data Meme that visualizes his dataset about gym accidents.  

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

We believe that the examples we have presented do a good job in 
explaining the potential of Data Memes as a means to 
contextualize the data with an image and so provide for a more 
engaging viewing experience. In the case of a personal 
visualization this image context will often involve the user as an 
actor, or a well-chosen substitute or avatar. Most of the Data 
Memes we have created here were meant to increase viewer 
engagement for data usually posted just as plots or numbers on 
social media or blogs. In some cases, however, they can also be 
used to put forth a personal point of view about the data.  

Figure 3. Marcus' body fat levels at different stages of his life. 
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Future work will run a user study where subjects would create 
Data Memes with real and even personal datasets using pictures of 
themselves. We will also test how engaging these visualizations 
are and if the user's point of view is put across in the Data Meme. 
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ABSTRACT

We present NeckLan, a physical visualization in form of a deco-
rative pendant for a necklace. The encoded data consists of the
languages a person can speak, their corresponding language fam-
ilies and the person’s proficiency for each language. This project
is motivated by internationality and globalization of research lab-
oratories and conferences. In an iterative design process we drew
sketches and designed NeckLan. Furthermore, we explore the pos-
sible usages of NeckLan for different purposes.

Index Terms: H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]:
User Interfaces—Interaction styles

1 INTRODUCTION

We designed NeckLan, a decorative pendant for a necklace or a
keychain that portrays several facets of personal data. Examples of
such personal data include the number, the proficiency and the type
of languages spoken by a person.

People from different countries who attend international events,
or are new in multi-cultural groups like research labs or companies,
need a way to be engaged in conversation with others. Knowing a
few personal details about others plays a key role in getting involved
in conversations with them.

Information visualization can provide an engaging and aesthet-
ically appealing way of communicating data. Thus, representing
some personal data in a simple, aesthetic, and easily accessible way
has the potential to attract other people’s attention for the beginning
of a new conversation. Furthermore, this allows people to know
what characteristics they share with others. This could potentially
give them a possible topic to talk about and it can be used as an
icebreaker. In particular, knowing which languages a person speaks
might provide a common ground.

Within the last few years, physical visualizations have become
more popular due to the increased technical possibilities, such as
3D printing. Using real material for portraying data can increase
wearability and personality of a visualization. For example Meshu
[3] is a website with which people can create their own personal
physical visualization based on self-chosen locations. The result is
a piece jewellery that looks like a mesh. After selecting the places,
people can order their personal meshes as earrings, necklace or ring
and it will be 3D printed or laser cut depending on the material.

We think that having a little piece of jewellery that visualizes
some personal information about people can be helpful in this re-
gard. Thus, we designed NeckLan as a physical decorative visu-
alization revealing the languages a person can speak together with
some of its characteristics such as the level of proficiency, and the
family of the language.

In the following, we will explain our approach, the design
choices and the pendant’s possible usage in real life scenarios.

∗e-mail: tamara.flemisch@tu-dresden.de
†e-mail: frajabiy@ucalgary.ca
‡e-mail: hossem@ucalgary.ca
§e-mail: sheelagh@ucalgary.ca

2 RELATED WORK

People record their personal daily activities ranging from exercise
records, to nutrition intake, to their online interactions. Personal
visualization and personal visual analytics give people opportuni-
ties to gain insights about their data that may lead to understanding
themselves better [2]. One of the many benefits of personal vi-
sualization is raising general awareness. It may trigger people to
reflect on themselves and to take actions such as reminding people
about global warming and encouraging them to take public trans-
port [1]. In addition, personal visualization can influence communi-
ties in various domains such as raising public awareness of elections
[10] or getting to know their communities by recognizing the most
common languages spoken in their city [6].

Physical representation of data has an ancient history. For thou-
sands of years people have used tokens to represent data. Now,
people are crafting physical data visualization, called data physi-
calizations [4] to help people understand, explore, and communi-
cate data. Data physicalization has many possible benefits such as
leveraging perception, bringing data into real life, and increasing
engagement with data [4].

Data physicalization has been used for different purposes includ-
ing artistic, educational, and personal self-reflection. There is a
growing interest for owning jewellery with personal data. Reza-
eian and Donovan designed a DNA jewellery based on a person’s
DNA profile [7]. Their goal was to create an aesthetically pleasing
piece of jewellery but maintain the data readability of the complex
DNA structure. Furthermore, Stusak et al. [8] designed a physical
visualization of people’s running activity, Activity Sculptures, and
investigated its impact on people’s behavior. The findings of their
study revealed promising acceptance of the sculptures. There are
also industrial services that design and create physical representa-
tions of people’s personal data, such as Meshu [3].

Languages have always been a fascinating topic to explore and to
analyze. There are many visualizations that try to convey insights
about the distribution of languages, their structure, and their origin.
A static visualization by López [5] shows the most common lan-
guages in the world with their number of native speakers per coun-
try. The representation is similar to a radial tree map where the up-
per level shows languages and the lower level represents the coun-
tries. Another example is Tube Tongues by O’Brien [6]. It shows
a map of London with its tube stations as circles. The color of the
circle represents what the second most spoken language around the
station is. The size encodes how many people speak this particular
language. The visualization as a whole shows that there are some
areas in London which are more popular by some native speakers
than others. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no vi-
sualization for the languages a single person speaks. Therefore, in
this paper, we designed a piece of jewellery based on the languages
people know as a physical visualization to foster communication
and engagement in unknown places.

3 JEWELLERY DESCRIPTION

In this section, we describe the iterative design as well as differ-
ent parts of the jewellery that we have designed for physical and
personal visualization of the languages a person can speak.
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Figure 1: Design iteration with sketches, a+b) Lab-scope visualization of spoken languages, c) First necklace designs incorporating words and
symbols, d + e) More abstract, geometric and jewellery-like designs

3.1 The Iterative Design

Since we are working in a multi-cultural laboratory environment
where people know and talk in various languages, we started to
think of different ways that could let people communicate more
easily and get to know each other more readily. To this end, we
started to sketch different alternatives, three authors were involved
in sketching design possibilities and discussing about the advan-
tages and disadvantages of each design by considering its applica-
bility, aesthetics, and usability of the design. Figure 1 demonstrates
the gradual development of our design from left to the right. The
sketches towards the left are the lab-scope visualizations represent-
ing the languages people speak in our laboratory, while the ones
towards the right show our personal visualization designs. Figure
4 shows our final sketch representing a pendant for the personal
visualization of the languages spoken by a person.

3.2 NeckLan

We designed a gender neutral piece of jewellery, NeckLan, which is
a wearable tangible data representation of languages that a person
knows. The pendant encodes several aspects of personal data, such
as the number of spoken languages, the family of each language,
and the level of proficiency in each language. In this section, we
describe the encoding for the representation of all data aspects, and
the design of our pendant.

3.2.1 Language Encoding

Every spoken language has a classification which consists of mul-
tiple levels of language families. Each family include a number of
languages which have the same origin. In this paper, we only talk
about the most commonly spoken languages in Canada1.

Figure 2: Four different shapes to represent language families.
Indo-European: circle, Sino-Tibetan: triangle, Afro-Asiatic: square,
Japonic: pentagon

We chose to use color as a visual variable for representing the
spoken languages. As humans can only distinguish and name a
very small number of colors and there are far more languages than
could be represented by color, we chose to take advantage of two
visual variables for encoding the spoken languages. Thus, we used
shape as a visual variable for representing the language family and
color for demonstrating languages inside a family. Therefore, we
can make use of the same colors in combination with each shape
which leads to a higher number of representable languages.

1Most spoken languages in Canada

We decided on different shapes to represent four language
families including Indo-European (circle), Sino-Tibetan (triangle),
Afro-Asiatic (square), and Japonic (pentagon) which are common
languages among the most spoken languages in Canada. These
shapes are shown in Figure 2.

In order to easily differentiate languages in each family, we uti-
lized the nine different colors that Ware has suggested can be dis-
tinguished from each other [9]. The selected colors are listed as
follows: Green, yellow, orange, red, pink, purple, blue, aqua and
white. Table 1 shows the list of languages and their corresponding
colors we selected for the purpose of this paper.

Language Language Family Color encoding

English Indo-European Yellow
French Indo-European Orange
Punjabi Indo-European Red
Spanish Indo-European Blue
German Indo-European Green
Italian Indo-European Pink
Portuguese Indo-European Purple
Persian Indo-European Aqua
Russian Indo-European White

Mandarin Sino-Tibetan Blue
Cantonese Sino-Tibetan Pink

Arabic Afro-Asiatic Red

Japanese Japonic Green

Table 1: The sample languages used and their color encoding.

3.2.2 Proficiency Encoding

People have different levels of proficiency in the languages they
can speak. In this paper, we considered three levels of language
proficiency: basic knowledge, intermediate knowledge, and fluent.
As shown in Figure 3, three triangles inside each other show that
either the person is fluent in the language, or that it is his/her na-
tive language. Two nested triangles demonstrate intermediate level
language skills, and a single shape shows basic level of language
proficiency.

Figure 3: Encoding of language proficiency - one shape: basic knowl-
edge, two shapes: intermediate knowledge, three shapes: fluent or
native language
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Another possible encoding for proficiency level is the size of the
element that represents the language. However, due to having dif-
ferent shapes, encoding the proficiency using size makes it incom-
parable with other shapes. Using the stroke thickness of the ele-
ments is another option. However, both possibilities share the prob-
lem that their attributes are not discrete but continuous. That means
that, we could only encode a continuous level and not three sepa-
rate levels of proficiency using stroke thickness and size. Therefore,
we decided to use the tangible and discrete way of using multiple
shapes.

3.2.3 Pendant Design

For the overall design of the pendant our intention was to use a
gender neutral appearance because we want it to be suitable for ev-
erybody. Additionally, we thought that a necklace in general might
not be considered gender neutral and that we needed a more general
design for our jewellery. Thus, our current design and layout of the
single elements allows multiple ways of wearing the jewellery. It
can be worn as a bracelet, a short or long necklace, or as a keychain
and there are countless more options.

Furthermore, the pendant design is abstract and does not imme-
diately reveal the encoded data, which makes it incomprehensible
for people who do not know its real purpose. This is a feature that
we included intentionally to explore how this piece of jewellery
might encourage people to engage in conversations. For example,
one person always knows his/her own languages and their repre-
sentations. Therefore, he/she will recognize the same elements on
other people’s pendants and thus will know which languages they
have in common. In contrast, people who do not know about the
pendant and its goal, or those who just have not seen the shape
or color of one element before might find it interesting to ask the
wearer about it.

As we have a number of different colors and shapes for encoding
the languages, there should be a legend available for reading and
comprehending the visual representation of data. This legend could
either be a mobile app, a website or a poster hanging on the wall.
The clear benefit of the poster is that it attracts people’s attention
and fosters further conversation about the piece of jewellery.

3.2.4 Sample pendant

Figure 4 shows a sample pendant that consists of four language el-
ements. The first one on top always represents the native language.
In this case, the triangle shape shows us that the language is Sino-
Tibetan, and in this language family, the blue color stands for the
language Mandarin. So, the person’s native language is Mandarin.
Furthermore, we can see that he/she is also fluent in another lan-
guage which is represented by a yellow circle. The encodings in Ta-
ble 1 shows that this belongs to an Indo-European language family,
more precisely English. The third element consists of two shapes,
which means that the proficiency is intermediate. We can see that
this Indo-European language is Spanish. Finally, the last element
is a green pentagon with only one shape. Thus, the person has ba-
sic knowledge in another language that is neither Sino-Tibetan nor
Indo-European. The shape and color of this element represent a
Japonic language.

In total, the person can speak four languages. He/she is a na-
tive Mandarin speaker, is fluent in English, has intermediate knowl-
edge in Spanish and basic knowledge in Japanese. Furthermore,
he/she knows two Indo-European languages, one Sino-Tibetan and
one Japonic language.

4 USING NECKLAN IN PRACTICE

We envision that our design could be useful for encoding and rep-
resenting other personal information such as a person’s favourite
music genres or his/her skills in playing musical instruments. In

Figure 4: Sample for our design which encodes the spoken lan-
guages, their language families and the proficiency of the person for
each language.

the following, we provide three main ways that we think NeckLan
is useful when representing the spoken languages of an individual.

NeckLan as an icebreaker: For people who do not know each
other well, NeckLan has the potential to engage them in a conversa-
tion. It could provide opportunities to meet new people and it would
act as an icebreaker. Special events, conferences, and meetings be-
tween different companies are a few examples of using NeckLan in
real life scenarios.

Communicate shared spoken languages: Another way of us-
ing NeckLan is to find out the languages two people are sharing
and can communicate with. An interesting example would be rep-
resenting the sign language and its various dialects. So, deaf people
and those who can use sign languages will be able to easily recog-
nize who they can talk to and who will not understand what they
are saying.

Customize based on personal preferences: One of the main
features of personal physical visualizations is optional customiz-
ability based on individual’s preferences. In our design, we thought
of two main ways the languages encoded within the necklace can
be customized.

• Country symbols: Different people might have different
signs in their mind as the symbol of a country or a language.
Examples include country flag, the most popular attraction of
the country, and the geographic location of the country on the
map. Choosing any customized symbol allows the person to
select the symbol he/she knows about the most, and this can
possibly open up a visual discussion with others about the
chosen symbol of the country and its language.

• Country’s most common words: Languages belonging to
different language families probably have distinct alphabets.
We hypothesize that encoding one or more common words of
each spoken language in the allocated borders of that language
can catch the attention of people knowing the same alphabet.
Moreover, people who do not know a language might find it
interesting to talk to those who know that language and learn
the words written on the jewellery.
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5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We designed a piece of jewellery that encodes data about the lan-
guages a person speaks. We think this jewellery has the potential
to help people get involved in conversations with new people. It
represents the languages a person speaks, their level of proficiency,
and the language family of each spoken language.

For now, we decided to use an abstract appearance but there are
possibilities of incorporating symbols or words for each language.
We chose the abstract design because of its aesthetics and wearabil-
ity. We anticipate that if too many symbols are encoded, people will
not recognize it as a piece of jewellery and therefore, they would not
wear it very often. However, symbols and words could have ben-
efits regarding engagement and attracting people’s attention. We
would like to run a study to see which one of these three versions is
more engaging for people.

In the future, we also want to produce some pendants for a study
and to see how they look in reality. This could be done with 3D
printing or assembling the shapes by ourselves.
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Visual Characterization of Personal Bibliographic Data
Using a Botanical Tree Design
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a preliminary study on egocentric visualization
of a bibliographic database. The visualization design is based on a
botanic tree metaphor, resulting in a visually interesting and infor-
mation rich depiction of one’s research career in terms of publica-
tion records. The case studies reveal both the strengths and limita-
tions of the current design.

Index Terms: K.8.1 [Personal Computing]: Application
Packages—Graphics; H.5.1 [Information Interfaces and Presenta-
tion]: Multimedia Information Systems—Evaluation/methodology

1 INTRODUCTION

The area of personal visualization emerges as all information about
individuals and their activities and behaviors goes online. Personal
visualization may be done for either exploring data or facilitating
personal improvement. Therefore, both general public and domain
experts such as sociologists and security analysts can make use of
personal visualization. In this paper, we present a study of individ-
ual researchers’ professional development in terms of their publica-
tions, co-authorships, and associated scientific disputes using a per-
sonal visualization design based on a botanical tree metaphor [12].

Online bibliographic databases storing rich information are im-
portant resources to scientific researchers. These databases are also
of strong interest of sociologists for studying the development of
a particular discipline or patterns of academic career. For exam-
ple, these patterns could be of citations for peer-reviewed journal
articles among the scientists working in the same field. In one
study [13], an analysis of citation networks shows that scientific
debates exhibit distinct spiral patterns.

Our study uses a dataset extracted from Cornell’s public scien-
tific library at arXiv.org. This dataset is unique because it contains
not only the bibliographic data for published research works, but
also scientific disputes among over 400,000 researchers working in
physics and related fields. The disputes are in the form of published
articles for either commenting a published work or responding to
particular comments. Our objective is to visually characterize each
individual researcher’s career path and compare one’s to another’s.
We like to observe different career paths in terms of one’s publi-
cation record and co-authorships. We also like to understand the
social process due to disputes as well as the implications of the re-
sulting challenges to one’s career. Our case studies show that the
botanic tree like visualization can effectively bring out particular
aspects of one’s professional development and also facilitate com-
parisons.

2 RELATED WORK

There has been growing research on visualization of personal con-
tent. With data surrounding our lives like medical history [11], ac-
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tivity logs [1, 19], social network [9], etc., we also see growing
demands of tools and devices for visualization and management of
the data to facilitate self-development or to gain insights. Recent
research done by Huang et al. suggests that using visual means on
personal data can encourage individuals to examine their personal
life and help them promote self-awareness and self-expression, and
possibly improve their lives [7]. The types of insight that may be
gained are characterized in [3] based on an analysis of quantified
self-presentations. As daily data such as email information [17], life
events [16], and related cyber activities [6] being increasingly col-
lected into digital formats, it’s helpful to map such personal digital
archives into visual representations to trigger reflection or narrative
and recall of a person. By the help of media, personal visualization
can also be a real-time, projected self-expression [9]. To support
better personal storytelling, Thudt et al. mention the challenges
of integrating multiple data sources, personalization, self-reliance
and privacy in visualizing personal data as autobiographical visu-
alization, which might be a potential aspect of personal visualiza-
tion [15].

Our work uses a more organic visualization design, largely based
on Contact Trees [12], introduced by Sallaberry et al. for studying
contact diaries [5], data collected for the research of individuals’
social contacts and activities. Contact Trees uses a botanical tree
like visualization design to effectively present multidimensional
data with different tree features. Other botanical tree visualiza-
tions [2, 8] also encode high-dimension data into aesthetic tree ap-
pearances. LinkedIn Career Tree Builder is a tool using a node-link
diagram laid out into a tree like visualization for highlighting ca-
reer experience [22]. There are other organic visualization designs.
PeopleGarden by Xiong et al. [21] employs a flower metaphor to
visualize online social interactions. UbiFit Garden by Consolvo
et al. [4] shows that using pleasing visualization can help people
continuously improve their ideal lifestyle. More recently, Wang et
al. also use a flower metaphor for visualizing Facebook data [18].
Their study found that more abstract or organic visualizations could
be a good trigger for insight gaining, although it could take more
time to interpret the visualization.

We use bibliography data in our study. Bibliography data is com-
monly visualized with node-link diagrams to show the relationship
between authors [14, 10]. Since we are interested in studying in-
dividual researchers in an egocentric way, a botanic tree design is
adequate. Wu et al. introduce PathWay [20], also an egocentric
visualization design, to present and study patterns and trends in an
individual researcher’s bibliographic data over a selected period of
time. In particular, they study not only patterns in scholarly contri-
butions but also scientific disputes associated with one’s academic
career. We use a dataset similar to theirs. However, Pathway is a
much more abstract visualization design than our botanic visual-
ization which shows greater details of one’s publication record and
enables different studies.

3 AN EGOCENTRIC VISUALIZATION DESIGN

Our egocentric visualization design is extended from Contact
Trees [12] with a particular emphasis on usability. The visual repre-
sentation is a 2D tree, and its usable tree features include trunk size,
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trunk sides, tree branches and branch sides, sticks, leaf and its size,
color, and shape, fruits, and tree roots. The case studies presented
here do not use all the tree features. A web-based, interactive vi-
sual interface is provided to the users to make easier mapping of a
selected data attribute to a selected tree feature.

Considering the bibliographic database we intend to study, some
possible tree feature mappings to use are as follows. The tree trunk
presents the tree’s major shape giving a view of one’s overall career.
Trunk size can indicate the total number of articles authored by this
researcher. Trunk side can be mapped to some natural binary divi-
sion of the data. For example, in most of the trees presented here,
we place an article with a DOI (Digital Online Identification) num-
ber on the right, and without on the left. The other possible division
is to place all conference papers on one side, and all journal papers
on the other side. Tree branch is probably best to encode time in-
formation. Branches from bottom to top of the tree can represent
different periods of time over one’s career. Branch side can also be
used to encode information. For example, we can place regular arti-
cles on the upper side of the branch, and articles that give comments
to another article or responses to comments on the lower side. Each
leaf may display a particular kind of collaborative relationship that
the ego has. Leaf color or size can indicate quantitative information
such as paper length, number of co-authors, or number of citations
received. Finally, fruit can be used to highlight a particular aspect
of an article. Egocentric visualizations of the bibliographic data
using some of the above mappings are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: An egocentric visualization of one’s publication record us-
ing a botanic tree metaphor. Each leaf is a co-author. The total num-
ber of publications that the co-author has is mapped to either leaf
color (Left) or size (Right). An article with a fruit attached indicates
somebody comments on this article.

4 CASE STUDIES

We have chosen a few researchers sharing similar patterns or with
contrasting patterns for our studies. The objective is to show us-
ability and identify limitations of the current design. A more com-
prehensive evaluation of the botanic tree design and a sociological

study of the whole database remain to be conducted.

Figure 2: Two active researchers. Each branch encodes two years
of publications. Going upward, the trees display their publications
between 1993-2013 for the left one and 1995-2012 for the right one.

We start with two more productive researchers as depicted in
Figure 2. The right side of trunk displays articles with DOI while
the left side display those without. We place regular articles on the
upper side of each branch, and those articles commenting others’
articles or responding to comments are placed on the lower side.
while both researchers look productive over their career, the one on
the left has more publications than the one on the right, but only
two of his articles are comments to others’ works. In contrast, the
researcher on the right has written ten articles to comment others’
works, and he also has produced more single-author articles.

Figure 3: Two less productive researchers.

In contrast, Figure 3 displays the trees of two less productive
researchers. It’s interesting to see the one on the left was more
active over the first half of his career, while the one on the right
almost did not publish at all until much later in his career. The
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one on the left has several articles commenting on others’ works
especially early in his career. This researcher also has very few
collaborators. It’s not clear if the two sets of comments he received
in the middle part of his career impacted him or not.

According to [20], we know there are some researchers having
very close collaborative relationships. We present two such re-
searchers in Figure 4. As seen, their trees have similar shapes. The
similarity is particular strong over the early time of their careers.
We examine their similarity further by combining their trees into
one as shown in Figure 5. As expected, the resulting tree become
quite symmetrical and their close work relationship appears even
clearer. Note that we have to change mappings. Here the upper
side of each branch displays articles with DOI while the lower side
shows articles without. Each leaf is still a co-author. Orange leaves
are those articles commenting others’ works, while green leaves are
regular articles.

Figure 4: Two researchers with a close collaborative relationship.

Figure 5: Visualization of the same two researchers in Figure 4 in
one tree with each researcher on one side of the tree. The tree looks
highly symmetrical as expected.

In the next example, we separate single-authored or first-
authored articles from co-authored articles. Figure 6 shows the re-
sulting visualization compared to a partition based on DOI. While
this author clearly becomes more collaborative, he still plays sig-
nificant roles in many of his publications. In particular, the number
of single-authored articles do not seem to decrease as this author
becomes more senior.

Figure 6: The same researcher in Figure 1. Left: Articles with DOI
are placed on the right side of the trunk while those without DOI are
on the left side. Right: Single-authored or first-authored articles are
placed on the right side of the trunk while co-authored articles are on
the left.

Finally, we make a visualization of a researcher’s publication
record in terms of article length, which is mapped to leaf size. The
visualization also separates single-authored or first-authored arti-
cles from co-authored articles by trunk side. Two researchers with
the identical academic period are displayed in Figure 7. The re-
searcher on the left has largely published on his own while the one
on the right has mainly published as a co-author. Both researchers
have written articles of different lengths but we can see the one on
the right wrote more longer articles. By the dominant color of the
tree. it is clear that he has more co-authors in his publications. The
other researcher has no publication with more than 10 co-authors
since no dark green leaf is found in his tree. It’s interesting to
see both researchers become more collaborative and tend to write
longer papers later in their careers.

5 CONCLUSION

The botanic tree design for personal visualization is effective in pre-
senting multidimensional information. Our preliminary study on a
bibliography database using this design suggests several directions
for further studies:

• While our tree-like visualization looks appealing it is not
without limitations. It is not scalable. We shall introduce
more abstract levels of the tree for comparison and selection
tasks. Furthermore, current tree features limits how many cat-
egories an attributes can have. For example, there might not
be an attribute in the dataset that can be naturally mapped to
the two sides of a tree.

• The usability of the visualization very much depends on how
easy it is for the user to specify each tree feature mapping. Our
system provides an interactive interface for users to specify
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Figure 7: The same researcher in Figure 6 (left) compared to another
researcher for the same academic period 1997-2013 (right). Leaf
size indicates the length of a paper. Leaf color tells us if the article is
co-authored or not and approximately how many co-authors. Single-
authored or first-authored articles are placed on the right side of the
trunk while co-authored articles are on the left. Articles with DOI are
placed on the upper side of each branch while those without are on
the lower side.

mapping of tree features. However, this interface remains to
be evaluated and improved.

• It seems plausible to make image-level tree classification to
find like egos.

• It is desirable to provide alternative organic visualization de-
signs to the users. One design might match one particular type
of data better.

• We shall engage sociologists for studying sociological aspects
of one’s academic career development.

We also like to enhance the bibliographic database by collecting
other data such as citation numbers for conducting deeper analyses.
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ABSTRACT

We describe how small visualizations embedded in text (word-scale
visualizations) can be used to share information from and in per-
sonal notes. From our previous research, we learned that people see
many opportunities for sharing personal notes, for example among
a small social group. Yet, people reported that they were hesitant
to share raw notes due to the notes’ often disorganized structure,
haphazard writing style, or due to the fact that notes may contain
a number of unrelated or irrelevant pieces of information. In this
paper, we discuss how word-scale visualizations can be used in a
collaborative personal visualization setting—to show abstracted in-
formation from a shared set of notes in the context of personal note-
taking. In particular, we discuss potential kinds of data about notes
that can be shared and motivate why sharing them may be helpful.
Additionally, we provide two examples that illustrate the challenges
and implications of using word-scale visualizations to share data in
notes. The first example describes how notes in a shared notebook
can be combined with private notes. The second example shows
how data from public sources can be mixed with private comments
to support sharing between notes on a common topic.

Index Terms: Information visualization, personal visualization,
digital note-taking, awareness, collaboration, word-scale visualiza-
tions.

1 INTRODUCTION

Digital notebooks can store a variety of different types of personal
information, including recipes, health related information, results
of web searches, shopping lists, or personal diaries. Digital notes
are, thus, a unique and common type of personal data. They of-
fer numerous opportunities for personal analysis—for example, ex-
amining the evolution of a person’s culinary tastes or retracing a
person’s daily activity.

While note-taking is typically a solitary activity, for certain situ-
ations and tasks sharing the content of notes is important. Examples
include a family planning their summer vacation or the members of
a book club reading a book and preparing themselves for the next
meeting. Many note-taking tools support content sharing. How-
ever, note-takers typically refrain from sharing their notes because
they are concerned about how their notes and note-taking style will
be perceived by others [10]. As a result note-authors clean, refor-
mat, and even rewrite their notes before sharing or simply refrain
from sharing their notes at all. Yet, they seem to be comfortable
with sharing some information about the notes’ content—including
which terms in the note are also used by their collaborators[10].

Sharing information and ideas among acquaintances and family
members can be a perfect way to spark discussions, prepare events,
and increase awareness of other people’s thoughts. For example

∗e-mail: pascal.goffin@inria.fr
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when planning a summer vacation, several family members may
use their personal digital notebooks to collect information about
potential destinations, what activities or points of interest are avail-
able at these locations, or which friends live close by and could be
visited. Later, the family must collaborate and consolidate these
notes in order to settle on a single vacation plan.

Here, we explore the use of word-scale visualizations—small
data graphics that display information associated with specific
words or word combinations in text—to enrich personal notes with
information from collaborators’ notes. In the vacation planning sce-
nario above, small visualizations embedded in a note about possible
vacation spots could show which other family members have listed
similar properties, locations, or countries and, thus, aid in the pro-
cess of finding a joint destination.

In this paper, we discuss how word-scale visualizations can be
used to show descriptive metadata from collaborators’ notes. We
specifically focus on sharing only metadata extracted from notes as
a simple channel for communicating shared ideas and understand-
ing collaborators’ activities. By focusing on metadata we also free
collaborators from the burden of feeling that they need to reformat
and clean their notes before sharing.

Here, we explore and describe which types of information orig-
inating in notes could be shared between friends and family mem-
bers. We discuss potential problems that can arise when sharing
personal information and then elaborate on how word-scale visual-
izations could help to support sharing relevant pieces of information
between members of a small social group. Finally, we illustrate our
discussions with two examples.

2 RELATED WORK

In recent years, digital note-taking tools have become more and
more available both inside and outside the workplace. Yet, gen-
eral information on the characteristics of personal digital notes is
relatively sparse. We base most of our knowledge on digital notes
on our own previous study [10] of digital note-taking practices and
their implications for visualization. We found that while notes that
are digital can theoretically be easily shared and distributed, people
typically felt the need to edit notes prior to sharing. Hence, we dis-
cussed how visualization can be a good way to abstract notes and
prepare them for sharing. In that previous work, we discussed vi-
sualizations that can create awareness of overlapping concepts and
phrases in collaborators’ digital notes. Here, we discuss in par-
ticular how small-scale visualizations can integrate metadata from
friends’ and family’s notes in-context of one’s own notes.

Chuah and Roth [2] previously discussed how visualizations can
provide common ground during collaboration. One example of the
use of visualization to provide common ground was introduced by
Brennan et al. [1]. In their work, private views of a graph visual-
ization in a distributed work scenario are merged to show shared
information and common ground. Keel [5] discusses a similar idea,
using computational agents to identify information in private views
that should be relayed to a larger group of collaborators. Similarly,
we use word-scale visualizations to provide common ground for
small social groups.

Other researchers have used visualization to create awareness
about collaborators’ search activity. Awareness of other people’s
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data and actions is an important prerequisite for common ground
formation and several tools have attempted to provide mechanisms
for facilitating awareness. For example, in Cambiera [4] Isenberg
et al. use small visualizations (e. g. bars) as Scented Widgets [11]
to show the overlap between the documents two participants had
searched for and used to provide awareness of the pair’s reading
histories. The authors termed this concept of explicitly visualizing
collaborators’ activities “collaborative brushing and linking.” Sim-
ilarly, Mayar and Tory [7] use partial merging to provide subtle
awareness of other people’s work. They term this concept of merg-
ing “linked common work” and implement it in their tool CLIP. The
tool includes node-link graphs in which nodes have color coded
overlapping segments to represent common and different informa-
tion among collaborators. This is similar to our approach, which
uses word-scale visualizations to provide subtle awareness of infor-
mation that is shared between collaborators’ notes. Finally, Morris
and Horovitz’s SearchTogether [8] creates awareness of web search
histories by showing what collaborators have searched for and by
explicitly sharing information via recommendations. In contrast to
these previous three tools, we use small visualizations embedded
directly within the text of digital notes rather than stand-alone visu-
alization tools.

3 WORD-SCALE VISUALIZATIONS AS AN APPROACH TO
PRESENT SHARED INFORMATION

Here, we discuss how word-scale visualizations embedded in notes
can support shared awareness among a small social group. We be-
gin with a short definition of word-scale visualizations before dis-
cussing the types of data that can be shared.

3.1 Why word-scale visualizations?

Word-scale visualizations are small data graphics that are associ-
ated with words or sets of words (which we refer to as “entities”)
and integrated alongside them in the text. Word-scale visualizations
are similar to sparklines [9], in that they are “small, intense, sim-
ple, word-sized graphic with typographic resolution”, but can use a
wider variety of visual encodings and sizes [3]. Small word-scale
visualizations can be the size of a single letter, while larger ones
can approach the size of a sentence or paragraph.

Word-scale visualizations are small and can easily embed addi-
tional information in text without being obtrusive. As a result, we
can use word-scale visualizations to add additional information in
the context of a note-taker’s original notes. This can help note-
takers better understand the overlap between their notes and their
collaborators’, without requiring a separate interface.

3.2 Sharing metadata and snippets

In our previous study of digital note-taking [10], we found that note-
takers were generally open to sharing their notes but were worried
that unedited notes would overwhelm collaborators with unimpor-
tant information. In order to facilitate sharing notes, we therefore
propose using word-scale visualizations that show abstracted meta-
data and snippets from notes. Using only metadata and brief snip-
pets alleviates collaborators from the burden of having to edit their
notes and, thus, simplifies sharing.

We specifically discuss descriptive metadata that is created when
a note is saved or edited and snippets extracted from the notes them-
selves.

3.2.1 Technical metadata

Where the note was created: Sometimes digital notebooks store
GPS locations when notes are created on mobile devices with lo-
cation services turned on. Seeing where notes were written could,
for example, allow you to see if a collaborator has visited and taken
notes on a potential vacation destination. While location data can

be particularly sensitive, it is also easy to abstract (e.g. reporting
only the city, country, or even continent) and obfuscate [6].

Who authored or edited a note: In personal notebooks, notes are
typically first authored and later edited by the same person. When
sharing data from notes, the author/editor information might be cru-
cial in order to judge the potential usefulness of information given
existing background information in a social group. This informa-
tion could also make it easier to contact the author directly and
request the full content of a note.

When was a note created or edited: This information can be an
indicator of how recently someone has engaged him or herself with
the topic of a note. In addition, this information could give ad-
ditional information on the note type. In our previous work [10]
we found that certain types of notes, such as project logs or run-
ning lists were edited relatively frequently while notes containing
information scraps or references and copied content were rarely if
ever edited by note-takers. Thus, data about note creation and edit-
ing patterns—coupled with other metadata—can provide a power-
ful tool for deducing the importance of a note.

Other metadata: There is a wealth of other technical metadata
available for notes that can be the basis of a shared visualization.
For example, the length of a note may hint at how much informa-
tion a note contains. The note content type describes if the note
has been authored by the note-taker or if it only contains clippings
from public sources (what Willett et al. [10] call “references and
copied content”) or if it is a mix of authored and clipped content.
These clippings can be text or image clippings from websites such
as Wikipedia or any other website. The tags or notebooks used to
file the note might also be useful when identifying related notes.

3.2.2 Extracted keywords
In order to avoid sharing the raw text from notes but still provide
cues on the semantic content of notes, automatically extracted key
terms from notes could serve as a data source. These terms can be
keyword labels applied to the note by its author or named entities
like locations, dates, and surnames that are extracted directly from
the text.

User-authored keywords or entities can succinctly describe the
topic or ideas of a note without disclosing much unrelated infor-
mation or revealing a note’s disorganized structure. Entities can
be found in the text through entity recognition and text processing.
They can also be manually tagged by the original note-taker. For
visualization purposes, entities or keywords can be used to cluster
notes that are of interest to a specific topic. For example for plan-
ning a trip to New York City, notes containing entities such as “New
York City”, “Manhattan restaurants”, or “MoMA” are relevant and
may provide inspirations of what to visit and where to eat.

In addition to the mere presence of a specific entity, a diverse
set of statistics can be gathered around entities. One of them is the
number of occurrences of an entity in a note. Others include co-
occurrence patterns with other entities or entity types and semantic
relationships between entities extracted from knowledge structures
such as WordNet. The number of occurrences, for example, can be
a good indicator of what to expect from a note in terms of informa-
tion relevant to a certain topic.

4 EXAMPLES

We discuss two information-sharing scenarios that illustrate how
word-scale visualizations embedded in notes can show some of the
data mentioned in the previous section and help support information
sharing in a small social group. Additionally, we provide sketches
of potential word-scale visualizations.

4.1 Shared recipes with Roommates
In this scenario, four flatmates live in a shared apartment. They like
to cook together in the evenings and on weekends, and enjoy creat-
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Figure 1: This sketch is an excerpt of a recipe from the flatmates’
shared recipe notebook. Each ingredient is accompanied by a word-
scale visualization depicting the number of recipes with that ingre-
dient shared by other members of the group.

ing new menus. Each of the apprentice cooks has a notebook called
recipes. All of them like to collect interesting recipes from their
family and friends. Moreover, they enjoy browsing the Internet to
find interesting recipes to add to their collection. The four flatmates
created a shared digital notebook where they collect and share large
numbers of recipes with each other.

This shared notebook provides a mechanism for sharing specific
recipes, as well as for planning future meals, identifying interesting
recipe pairings, and selecting sets of recipes that share ingredients.
However, if the shared folder contains a large number of recipes it
may be difficult to get a sense of which recipes others in the group
are interested in or which have overlapping ingredients.

4.1.1 Sketch
Figure 1 shows a note containing a recipe for “Zitronencake” which
has been shared by one of the flatmates. A small bar chart next to
each ingredient highlights how many other recipes in the shared
folder contain this ingredient as well as which roommates added
them. Each of the bars corresponds to a single roommate and in-
dicates how many recipes with that ingredient he or she has con-
tributed. Hovering over a bar opens a small window that provides
links to the three recipes with that ingredient which that roommate
has most recently read or added. These visualizations make it eas-
ier for the flatmates to navigate the large collection of shared notes
and identify interesting recipes added by their peers that might pair
well together or which use the same ingredients.

4.2 Book Club
Our second scenario—a book club with about ten members—
differs in that no notes are shared directly. Instead, each member
of the club keeps their own personal notes about the current book
and those notes can be annotated to provide peripheral indicators
of other members’ activity. Each member’s individual notes on the
book usually contain direct quotes from the work as well as obser-
vations about the characters, places, events, and ideas mentioned
in the book, written in their own words. For example, a member
may take notes discussing why they think a character behaves in
one way or another or describing interesting situations that appear
in the book. He or she may also discuss relationships between char-
acters or describe feelings and ideas that occurred when reading a
memorable passage.

4.2.1 Sketch
Figure 2 shows how a member’s personal notes about the book
could be augmented to provide more information about which as-

If it be a sin to covet honour, I am the most 
offending soul alive.

I like these powerful words, taken form Shakespeare’s 

Henry V, quoted by Woodrow Wilson 

“
... guard at the door was staring at them. 
There was nowhere they could be 
private. It was maddening.“

Uneasiness by Gus          towards Mrs. Wingmore is palpable; 

extract of how such relationship was seen in this epoch

Uneasiness by Gus          towards Mrs. Wingmore is palpable; 

extract of how such relationship was seen in this epoch

Green: 25x

6

2

2

Figure 2: This sketch is an excerpt of one of the book club mem-
ber’s note about the current book. The bar chart describes the num-
ber of occurrences of the character in each book club member’s
current book note.

pects of the book were interesting to their fellow members. Specif-
ically, the augmented note highlights the shared use of quotes from
the book as well as how often other members used the names of
important characters, places, and ideas. The quotes can be seen
as data from a public source—the book—and can be presented in
more detail, whereas the comments about the characters and places
might be seen as more private. As a result, the note can be aug-
mented to highlight shared mentions of those entities—letting the
note-taker know which other members have something to say about
these points, without directly revealing their personal thoughts on
the topic. This information about shared quotes and entities can
then be used to steer the conversations when the club meets in per-
son.

In Figure 2, the colored circle in the upper right corner of the note
indicates its owner—Mrs. Green. The bar charts over each charac-
ter’s name depicts how many times that character was mentioned in
each of the other members’ notes. Interaction can be used to show
more details. By hovering over a bar, the note-taker can reveal the
name of the book club member and the number of occurrences of
the entity. Additionally, hovering highlights all bars belonging to
Mrs. Green in the paragraph. Any characters that are mentioned in
the same paragraph are visually connected via a line. The strength
of this relationship—number of co-occurrences of the characters in
the note’s paragraphs—is also shown on the line.

Quotes drawn from the book are marked with a large quotation
mark, indicating that this complete snippet of public material is
present in multiple members’ notes. The bar on the left of the
big quotation mark indicates which other members included the
quote as well as how many times they included it (for example,
Mrs. Green included the second quote three separate times, when
discussing different aspects of the book). The note-taker can also
click on the bar to see the names of the characters associated with
the quote.

5 CHALLENGES AND IMPLICATIONS

Using word-scale visualizations to share metadata and entities
drawn from personal notes requires careful consideration of the
content of the visualizations and openness of the collaborators.
Moreover, designers must create visualizations that help to abstract
note content but also do not unintentionally remove or create links
between pieces of information.
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5.1 Visualization
The design space for word-scale visualizations is very large. How-
ever, an interesting implication for word-scale visualizations in the
context of notes is that notes are often edited. As a result, even
though embedding visualizations in-line can minimize the degree
to which the text is disrupted [3], it may break note-takers’ expec-
tations about the behavior of common commands like cut, copy,
paste, or backspace. For example, what happens if the cursor is to
the right of a word-scale visualization? Will it be okay to delete
using backspace? As a result, the best position for the word-scale
visualizations may depend on whether or not the note is likely to
be edited. Consider the word-scale visualizations we placed in-line
in the sketch for the recipe scenario. Since ingredients are typically
given as itemized lists with plenty of empty white space to the right
of each item, and recipes are less often edited than other notes [10]
this placement is less likely to cause problems.

5.2 Privacy
The degree of privacy attached to information in a note has a wide
spectrum. On one end is the raw note, that when shared with asso-
ciated metadata discloses everything. The other extreme is a setting
in which nothing at all is shared and all notes are kept private. In
between these two endpoints we have many possibilities. Certainly
there are tradeoffs between sharing and providing awareness and
privacy. Word-scale visualizations can be a way to deal with this
tradeoff. By the sharing metadata and entities of a note there is
a level of flexibility available. Not all metadata, entities, or types
of entities have to be shared if not wanted. Entities can be chosen
through entity recognition and text processing. For digital note-
books, however, this means that an additional infrastructure has to
be available to provide the possibility to regulate which entities and
metadata are shared and to whom.

5.3 Sharing useful data
Word-scale visualizations provide a degree of abstraction from the
original note. Yet, when they are based on metadata such as entities
or keywords, word-scale visualizations might provide less informa-
tion than originally contained in the note. For example, relation-
ships can disappear or be created by inferring that two characters
from a book appear in the same paragraph. In fact, the two char-
acters might appear in unrelated sentences or even in quotes from
separate books, but the abstraction of the paragraph may seem to
imply a relationship. The challenge of choosing the right infor-
mation to share through word-scale visualizations can be complex.
This has implications for the design of the word-scale visualiza-
tions. For example, a word-scale visualization that groups entities
based on co-occurrence at the sentence level could help avert incor-
rect assumptions about the relationship between entities, but runs a
greater risk of revealing the raw content.

6 CONCLUSION

Word-scale visualizations provide a lightweight way of sharing im-
portant pieces of information from personal notes, and can support
awareness and decision making without requiring family, friends
and collaborator to reveal their raw notes. Personal digital notes
are a treasure trove for personal analytics. This work represents a
first attempt at helping make family, friends and collaborators more
aware of one another while keeping sharing light-weight, avoiding
the need for note editing prior to sharing, and placing shared data
in-context to already existing personal information.
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ABSTRACT

Leveraging the findings in Psycholinguistic studies, we now can
automatically compute an individual’s personality traits, including
Big 5 traits, emotions, and human basic values, from one’s linguis-
tic footprints left on social media. To help users interpret one’s
personality traits derived from social media, we are building inter-
active visual analytic systems with a set of visual representation
to summarize the derived traits and explain the associated linguis-
tic evidence to generate such traits. In this paper, we present the
design challenges and two protoype systems for visualizing per-
sonality traits derived from social media. We also discuss future
challenges for peronality trait visualization.

Keywords: visual text analysis, personality traits, personality, so-
cial media, information visualization.

1 INTRODUCTION

A number of human studies have shown that one’s personality traits,
such as Big 5 personality, motivation and belief, influence a per-
son’s behavior and performance in the real world, including oc-
cupational proficiency and economic decisions [7, 18]. With the
emergence of social media, hundreds of millions of people leave
their digital footprints on the Internet, which can be leveraged to
automatically infer various personality traits (e.g., [8, 14, 9]).

Inspired by Psycholinguistic studies (e.g., [22, 20]) and numer-
ous efforts of applying such study results to social media analytics
(e.g., [4, 8, 9]), we are developing personality analytics that can
automatically derive an individual’s personality portrait from their
linguistic footprints left on social media (e.g., Twitter and Face-
book). Such a portrait is characterized by multiple types of person-
ality traits that uniquely identify an individual. Each type of trait
further comprises a hierarchy of sub-traits. For example, one’s Big
5 personality trait has five dimensions, each of which has five or six
sub-facets. To better understand how these traits are derived, such
trait data are associated with linguistic evidence extracted from text
based on personality analytic models. For example, the Agreeable-
ness trait from Big 5 personality is positively correlated with Inclu-
sive’ words such as “we”, “us”, “together” and “with”.

Given the complexity of the derived traits, we are facing some
challenges of designing visual analytic tools to help people explore
and understand such personality traits derived from social media.
In this paper, we present the unique data characteristics of person-
ality data, outline the design challenges for exploring and explain-
ing such data, and show several visual analytic systems designed to
alleviate these challenges.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Personality Analytics from Text
The findings in Psycholinguistic studies (e.g., [20, 22]) and the
availability of people’s online text footprints have inspired a large
body of work on automatically inferring one’s personality traits
from one’s text footprints. For example, there are many efforts

∗e-mail: lgou@us.ibm.com

on predicting one’s Big 5 personality traits from various types of
text, including from essays and conversation scripts [12], and so-
cial media [8]. Besides deriving one’s personality traits, there are
also works on inferring other personal traits, such as political ori-
entation [14] and emotional states [6].

Similar to the existing efforts, ours also aims at deriving one’s
personality traits from text. Unlike these works, ours focuses on
inferring an extended set of finer-grained personality traits and vi-
sually explaining the inferred traits to end users.

2.2 Visualization for Personal Trait Data
The results of personality analytics can be complex and abstract,
which make them difficult for users to comprehend and consume.
For example, our personality analytics currently produces a hier-
archy of 50+ personality traits. One of our challenges is to find a
set of suitable visual presentation to convey the derived traits and
associated linguistic evidence.

Few existing work is designed and developed to visually explore
and explain personality trait, although increasing amount of visual
analytic tools are presented around personal data, such as physi-
cal movements, health and well-beings [11, 3]. The closest work
along this line of research is visualzation of emotions and senti-
ments derived from social media. For example, Whisper [2] traces
the process of information diffusion via microblogs on various as-
pects including temporal trends, sentiment states and community
topics. AffectAura [13] captures, predicts and visualizes emotions
through a user’s valence, arousal and engagement values. PEARL
[23] visualizes the emotion changes over the time and how the emo-
tions are derived from tweets.

3 PERSONALITY ANALYTICS

Currently, we model five types of personality traits. Here, we pro-
vide an overview of these traits and how they are computed.

3.1 Five Types of Personality Traits
Table 1 summarizes the five types of personality traits and their
facets that we currently derive. First, the Big 5 personality traits
capture one’s unique and enduring personality character from five
aspects, each of which further includes five or six sub-facets [22].
Second, the needs model captures a person’s fundmamental needs
along 12 dimensions (6 of them are currently used in PETALS),
which often influences one’s brand and product choices [7]. Third,
the values model characterizes one’s beliefs and motivators along
five major dimensions [18]. Fourth, the emotion reflects one’s pri-
mary emotional state (e.g., angry and joy) [16]. Finally, the social
genome characterizes one’s social network make up (e.g., homoge-
neous vs. heterogeneous network). This trait can be used to de-
termine the person’s network potential–how much and whom the
person can influence within his/her own social circle.

3.2 Personality Trait Modeling and Analysis
Currently, we use a lexicon-based, psycholinguistic analysis to pro-
cess one’s tweets and derive the first four types of traits based on
the particular word uses in the tweets. Specifically, we use the
LIWC [15] dictionary and its extensions to derive the Big 5 per-
sonality traits and Values traits, our own lexicon to infer Needs, and
ANEW [1] to extract Emotions. The LIWC dictionary also includes
word categories that group similar words together. For example,
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Big 5 Personality (Use: emotion and problem coping; Lexicon used: LIWC [15] and
Yarkoni [22])

Openness (Imagination, Artistic interests, Emotionality, Adventurousness, Intellect,
Liberalism)
Conscientiousness (Self-Efficacy, Orderliness, Dutifulness, Achievement striving,
Self-discipline, Cautiousness)
Extraversion (Friendliness, Gregariousness, Assertiveness, Activity-level,
Excitement-seeking, Cheerfulness)
Agreeableness (Trust, Morality, Altruism, Cooperation, Modesty, Sympathy)
Neuroticism (Anxiety, Anger, Depression, Self-consciousness, Immoderation, Vul-
nerability)

Needs (Use: brand and product choice, Lexicon used: our own)
Ideals: a desire for perfection
Harmony: appreciating other people, their feelings
Closeness: being connected to family and setting up home
Self-expression: discovering and asserting one’s own identity
Excitement: upbeat emotions, and having fun Curiosity: a desire to discover and
grow

Values (Use: motivations and incentives, Lexicon used: our own)
Self-transcendence (universalism, benevolence)
Conservation (conformity, tradition, security)
Self-enhancement (achievement, power)
Openness-to-change (stimulation, self-direction)
Hedonism

Emotion (Use: interaction state, Lexicon used: ANEW [1])
Anger, Disgust, Fear, Joy, Sadness, Surprise, Trust, and Anticipation

Social Genome (Use: network potential, Lexicon used: none)
Social network makeup (homogeneous vs. heterogeneous network)

Table 1: Five types of traits derived from social media in PETALS.

one category called “inclusive” includes words like “with” and “to-
gether”. To infer the social genome, we compute the percentile of
one’s social network who has the similar personality of the person.
The bigger the percentile is, the more influence the person has more
on her own social network, assuming that like-minded people influ-
ence each other more.

In general, a type of trait, Ti, in our model can be derived based
on the appearance of certain words or word categories in one’s text
footprints (e.g., tweets) and the frequencies of their appearance.
Computationally, it can be modeled as a linear combination of rel-
evant words and associated categories (if any):

Ti = fi(LC j(wk)), (1)

Here fi(·) is a linear mapping function, LC j(·) is a mapping func-
tion for word categories, and wk is a word that is correlated with
trait Ti and appears in the tweets. The correlated word categories or
words, and the weights (correlational co-efficients) in these map-
ping functions are found by various Psycholinguistic studies (e.g.,
[22]). If there is no associated word category, LC j(·) then becomes
a self-mapping function. The full detail on how each type of trait is
derived can be found in [4, 21].

3.3 A Data Model for Personality Analytics
Our derived personality traits (Table 1) contain multi-dimensional
values and some of them are also hierarchical. To support effi-
cient visual representation and interactive exploration of these traits
and their associated information (e.g. linguistic evidence), we use
a compound graph model, TKG, to manage both trait values and
other related information (Figure 1). The graph model is defined
as:

T KG = (T,K,ρ) (2)

The traits themselves are represented as a tree, T = (VT ,ET ),
where a set of nodes VT denotes the traits, and a set of edges ET
denotes the relationships between traits and their sub-traits. Each
trait has a value and two meta properties. The linguistic evidence

Portrait Tree

Traits

Subtraits

Linguistic
Categories

Words

Text

Evidence Graph

T1 T2 T3

T21 T22 T23

C2 C3 C4C1

W1 W2 W3 W4 W5

T1 T2 T4T3

...

 ...

...

Root

Figure 1: PETALS data model that represents all the data.

used to derive a trait may include multiple levels of information, in-
cluding related word categories, words, whole tweets, and weighted
links among them. This data model is represented by a k-partite
graph [17], K = (K1,K2, ...,Kk,EK) , where the Kth part includes a
set of nodes, VK , representing a set of evidence at a particular level
(e.g., word level), and a set of edges, EK , representing the relation-
ships between the entities. A mapping function, ρ , links the traits
to their associated evidence, ρ(nT )→ nk, where nT ∈Vt , nk ∈Vk.

4 DESIGN CHALLENGES

Personality analytics includes two types of data: (1) five types of
personality traits, including their meta properties, and (2) linguis-
tic evidence used to derive the traits. With this unique data, we
first present the design challenges and goals for personality visual
analytics.

The general goal of personality visual analytics is to aid users
in understanding, exploring, and assessing their psychological por-
traits characterized by a set of personality traits. To achieve this
goal, there are four design challenges.

DC1 Easy Visual Exploration. A system should use proper visual
presentation to help users explore a personality profile with
multiple traits. It should enable users easily interact and nav-
igate through the hierarchical structure and also other proper-
ties, such as temporal changes over the time.

DC2 Accountable Visual Explanation. A system should provide
accountable visual explanation of the multi-level linguistic
evidence discovery to help users understand how traits are
derived Our design must enable users to easily link analytics
results to their evidence at multiple levels and facilitate the
verification of the results.

DC3 Engaging and Enjoyable. Personality traits are about people
and artifact derived from people’s data, and the system may
be used by users repeatedly. To engage users to explore their
data, the system should be enjoyable and fun to use, since
positive affects can improve the users’ performance in their
visual tasks [10].

DC4 Novel Visual Metaphor. The personality profile is a new type
personal data, and a novel visual metaphor could help people
digest the data. It should be
(a) Intuitive. People tend to interpret new, unfamiliar infor-
mation based on their past experiences and knowledge [5].

(b) Distinct. Since users may need to examine and compare
different portraits, the desired visual metaphors should help
them easily distinguish one from another. This requires our
design to capture the most salient traits of each person so that
a user can recognize the unique characters of the person at a
glance.

5 RESEARCH PROTOTYPES

We present two research prototypes to illustrate our design efforts
alleviating the above challenges. These systems focus different as-
pects of the design challenges we outlined.
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Figure 2: Big5Vis visualizes the Big 5 personality derived from
tweets.

5.1 Big5Vis
Big5Vis is our first attempt along this line of work by visualizing
the Big 5 personality traits derived from tweets. The system con-
sists of four views, shown in 2, including (1) Basic information of
a Twitter user; (2) An overview of the Big Five personality traits
(including six sub-facets for each trait); (3) A timeline view of tem-
poral changes of Big Five personality; (4) Visual evidence for the
value of a personality trait or facet, including: a ranked LIWC cat-
egory scores view (bottom left), a word cloud of LIWC dictionary
(bottom middle) and tweet snippets related to the LIWC categories
of interest (bottom right).

This system is an initial effort to visualize personality traits by
considering the design challenges of supporting visual exploration
(DC1) and explanation (DC2), but did not address the issues of en-
joyability (DC3) and visual metaphor (DC4).

5.2 PETALS
To make a visual analytic tool of personality data enjoyable and
engaging, we designed and developed PETALS, which uses a set
of nature-inspired, interactive visual metaphors to summarize the
derived traits and explain the associated linguistic evidence.

Given one’s tweets (Figure 3a), PETALS automatically derives
one’s personality portrait (Figure 3b), which is visually summarized
using a flower-inspired visual metaphor. Each portrait includes five
types of derived personality traits, each of which forms a flower
petal. The fullness of a petal indicates the person’s trait value in
percentile compared to a test population. For example, 87% agree-
ableness means that the person is more agreeable than 87% of the
population that we have analyzed1. A user can further examine the
details of a particular trait and the linguistic evidence used to derive
that trait, including the relevant tweets shown as flower seeds (Fig-
ure 3c), and word categories and words displayed along the trailing
vines (Figure 3d).

5.2.1 Personality Portrait as Flowers
Inspired by both classic Radial Space Filling (RSF) technique
[19] and the beauty of a flower, we design a flower-based visual
metaphor to illustrate an individual’s psychological portrait with a
set of personality traits.

Since our data model represents a portrait as a tree internally,
we use RSF for its initial layout. A RSF layout places the root
node in the center of a circle, and distributes all the children along
an arc sector (Figure 4a). The angular width of a non-leaf node
is calculated based on the aggregated properties of all its children.
We adopt the RSF technique for two reasons. First, it encodes a
complex data structure in a compact form. Second, we can use the
arc sector encoding a node to display additional information. For

1So far we have derived portraits for over 1 million people. All the trait
percentile scores in this paper were computed against this population
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Figure 3: PETALS user interface and visualization design. (a) in-
formation panel of an individual who is being analyzed; (b) visual
summary of this person’s portrait as a flower; (c) visualization of
the linguistic evidence as a vine; (d) visualization control panel.

example, each flower petal encodes one type of trait (node) and
additional information of the trait (e.g., meta data) (Figure 4b).

We use different visual elements to encode metadata related to
each derived trait: trait type, trait value and accuracy of trait value.

The trait type is mapped to the color of a petal and use the “filled”
area of a petal to encode the trait value: the higher the value is,
the more filled the petal is. All petals have the same size (unfilled
area shown in gray) to show the magnitude of each type of trait
value. (Figure 5a). The accuracy of a trait value is encoded with
the smoothness of a petal edge. A smooth edge indicates a high
accuracy (a large amount of evidence used) in the derived value,
and a jagged edge indicates otherwise (Figure 5b).

5.2.2 Linguistic Evidence as Vines and Seeds

To help users understand and verify the derived personality traits,
we visualize the linguistic evidence used to derive the traits. In
particular, we visually encode three levels of evidence: related word
categories, words, and original text.

Word Categories and Words as Vines

We use vines and their branches to encode multiple word cate-
gories and words that may be used to derive a trait, (Figure 6). Word
categories are represented as the main branches along the trunk, and
words are displayed as sub-branches under the associated category
branch. The word branches are organized by their properties, such
as frequency and semantic similarity.

Visual Elements of Vines. We also use various visual elements of
a vine to encode additional information of the linguistic evidence.
As show in Figure 6a, glyphs are used to represent two types of
evidence: a hollow circle for a word category and a solid dot for
a word. The glyph size encodes the correlational strength of the
evidence with the derived trait, while the text font indicates the fre-
quency of the evidence appears in the original text (tweets). The
color of a branch indicates the type of correlation: green for posi-
tive correlation and orange for negative correlation.

Text Snippets as Flower Seeds

We use the flower seeds in the center of a flower to represent the
original text (e.g., tweets) used to derive a particular trait (Figure
6b). The flower seeds are sorted by their time stamp. More recent
tweets are placed toward the center while older ones appear near the
edge of the circle. Each seed is colored the same as the associated
trait.

6 DISCUSSION

The lessons we learned from two prototypes suggest some design
considerations for visual personality analytic systems.
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Figure 4: The visualization design of a portrait flower: (a) a RSF view of a sample
profile; (b) a portrait flower view; (c) the petal primitive for the portrait flower view.
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Figure 5: The visual encodings in a portrait flower:
(a) the length of a petal to show a trait value; (b) the
smoothness of a petal edge to show the value accu-
racy.

b
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Figure 6: Visualization design for linguistic evidence: (a) cate-
gories and keywords as vines (b) text snippets as flower seeds.

6.1 Scalability

So far we have shown that the systems depicts five major types of
personality traits. As the number of derived traits increases, we
need to scale the systems to handle potentially an arbitrary num-
ber of traits or sub-traits. Since the flower metaphor is partly based
on RSF, it can be scaled up to handle a large data set as a RSF
does [19]. Specifically, the flower metaphor can “close” and “open”
different petals encoding different traits, and almost infinitely add
sub-traits as additional layers of petals. However, with the increased
number of petals or layers of petals, not only will the display be-
come cluttered, but there will also be limited space for displaying
trait labels.

6.2 Balancing Aesthetics and Usability

During our design process, we had to constantly balance between
the aesthetics and usability, as we struggled whether we should
faithfully follow the visual features of a real flower or render just
an abstract design. For example, we used different petal colors of
a single flower to encode different types of traits to facilitate visual
perception. However, such encodings are unnatural, as in nature
a flower normally has the same colored petals. Another example
is that we initially used the luminance of petal color instead of the
“fullness” to encode trait value to maintain the shape of the flower.
However, it is hard for people to perceive the luminance variations
to distinguish different trait values. The vine layout with keywords
makes the best use of visual metaphor but introduces visual com-
plexity. So how should we balance between the aesthetics of the
design including visual realism and the effective illustration of the
information? To answer these questions, we need to conduct more

research to rigorously evaluate the pros and cons of different de-
signs, especially their effects on users with different cognitive styles
(e.g., analytic vs. intuitive).

6.3 Privacy Concerns
People may be concerned with the privacy issue. Although their
tweets are publicly available, the derived information about their
personality is sensitive and should not be disclosed publicly. Be-
cause of the sensitivity involved in personality analytics, a sys-
tem must address various privacy concerns explicitly and support
privacy-preserving visual analytics. One approach is to make the
system more transparent to users by clearly explaining how their
information is used to derive their personality traits and potential
consequences of revealing such information. The above systems
has made the first step in this direction by allowing users to exam-
ine the linguistic evidence used to derive a trait. As the next step,
a system should allow users to explicitly mark which traits s/he is
or is not willing to share and with whom. Based on user-specified
preferences, the system can then decide how to visually disclose the
intended information and hide others. Moreover, due to the imper-
fections in our personality analytics, users should also be allowed
to annotate the derived traits and mark their own assessment (e.g.,
disagreement on the wrongfully derived traits).

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we identified the design challenges of visualizing per-
sonality traits derived from social media. We also reported the de-
sign and development of two prototype systems which help users to
explore the derived traits and explain the associated linguistic evi-
dence. We finally discussed future challenges for personality trait
visualization with the lessons we learned from two prototype sys-
tems.
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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes a study that sought to understand elite soccer 
teenagers’ use of information visualizations to learn about their 
own sports performance, how this might motivate them to change 
behavior, and thus potentially improve their own performance. We 
specifically investigate how information visualizations support the 
players’ data comprehension, and how their level of comprehension 
might depend on factors such as their general literacy, visualization 
literacy and maturity. We show unsurprisingly that elite soccer 
teenagers are able to use information visualizations to gain new 
information about their performance. Based on our investigation, 
we define a classification of the level of data comprehension. 
Secondly, we demonstrate a method which allows visualization 
researchers and practitioners to design and evaluate visualization 
concepts based on real data over a short time-span. Finally, we 
argue that designers of personal information visualizations need to 
consider the range of visualization literacies that are to be expected 
in many target populations. Our lessons provide new insights in 
peoples’ use of visualizations and more broadly in visualization 
literacy. From these insights, we discuss implications for design of 
visualizations that consider peoples’ level of visualization literacy. 
Keywords: Qualitative study, Interviews, Children, Teenagers, 
Visualization literacy, Sports visualization, Personal visualization. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Much information visualization work focus on visualizations 
designed for people with great expertise within a particular field 
tasked with complex problems. These people are often discussed as 
domain experts in the visualization community. In personal 
visualizations [5], we expect that the people using our 
visualizations, might come from a wide range of backgrounds and 
social hierarchies. However, this means that there is a wealth of 
differences in the target population for our designs. In this paper, 
we aim to shed light on these differences, and explore what they 
might implicate for design of personal visualizations. 

We do this based on findings from a qualitative study that 
inquired how elite soccer teenagers (boys, 13 years) might use 
information visualizations to learn about their own sports 
performance, how they might be motivated to change their 
behavior, and thus potentially improve their own performance. In 
the study, we identify different levels of comprehension between 
the teenagers.  

We conducted the study in collaboration with the Danish 
Football Club FC Nordsjælland (in the following FCN) and 
Eye4talent. Eye4talent develops an application for soccer players 
to tag and evaluate personal performance data. Their application 
gathers data on performance specific parameters (e.g. passing, 
repress, finishing accuracy) and visualizes these according to the 
players’ personal goals. The application uses the collected data to 

partly show information visualizations of performance data and 
partly to show synchronized match video clips of the soccer field. 
FCN is currently evaluating the application with their youth teams. 
Teenagers on the team follow an elite program that combines 
school and training. They are highly motivated to increase their 
soccer skills, and so spend most of their leisure time with activities 
related to soccer. For example, they follow diets, watch soccer 
matches, play soccer console games, and reflect on their previous 
and upcoming matches. The teenagers have varied backgrounds, 
belong to different social classes, and live in different regions. They 
were scouted to FCN based on their soccer talent. Despite their 
different backgrounds, their talent and motivation is comparable. 
Thus, we argue that these differences enabled us to obtain a varied 
sample of study participants, which personal visualizations are 
expected to support.  

Based on our qualitative study we present the following two 
contributions: 
1. A three-level classification of people’s level of data

comprehension based on visualizations. We base this
classification on our investigation of how information
visualizations support the players’ understanding of
performance. The classification is introduced as a measure of
analytic output, which we believe is related to the emerging
visualization literacy concept [3]. We grounded this
classification in data collected during design workshops,
interviews and evaluations with teenagers who were motivated
to improve their sports performance. Based on these findings,
we suggest to a) consider a stronger focus on non-experts in
designing visualizations and in talking about how they are used,
and to b) identify peoples’ level of understanding in
visualization design, and to include people that represent the
different positions along this dimension, both in designing and
evaluating visualizations.

2. A method that allows early design work to be based on concrete
domain-data in cases where no data exists prior to the
visualizations. The method is based on study participants’ own
data collection. This facilitates quick and simple data collection,
which allows visualization researchers and practitioners to go
from concept to paper prototype evaluation within a day. The
method seems particularly relevant for personal visualizations
researchers.

2 RELATED WORK 

We briefly review two strands of related work: First, we describe 
related sports visualization contributions. Next, we introduce work 
that considers visualizations in teaching or coaching situations. 

2.1 Sports visualizations 

Though people have created sports visualizations for decades, 
sports visualizations emerged as a subfield in information 
visualization and visual analytics recently. The first workshop on 
sports data visualization was held in conjunction with VisWeek 
2013 [2]. Most importantly, Perin et al. [9] visualized soccer 
performance data in SoccerStories. SoccerStories provided 
interactive information visualizations of soccer matches, and 
displayed performance data according to the phases of the match 
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and visualized players’ positions, movements and actions on the 
field. The program was intended for coaches and soccer analysts. 
Other contributions have also considered visualizations of soccer 
data (e.g., [8]). Pileggi et al. [10] visualized ice hockey matches in 
SnapShot. The visualizations were designed to support coaches, 
sports journalists, and talent scouts, in providing commentary and 
obtain data-based insights. While these previous contributions have 
focused on communicating sports data to analysts, we study how 
soccer players themselves might use visualizations to understand 
and improve their performance. This bares some similarity to other 
types of data logging situations in individual sports, which have 
become ubiquitous with the rise of smartphones (e.g., RunKeeper, 
EndoMondo, Nike+ Running). 

2.2 Visualizations as part of coaching situations 

We are unaware of sports visualization work that considers the 
communications between players and coach. However, we found 
similar interactions occurring in other domains. Paay et al. [12] 
showed the value of personal guidance in helping people quit 
smoking. Based on a prior study [11], they designed a mobile 
application which enabled people to track their smoking habits. 
Employees at a national smoking cessation service provided 
personalized weekly counseling based on data collected in the 
application, and thus observed a role similar to a coach. Gasser et 
al. [4] suggested to use social facilitation between people using 
mobile and web-based applications to help them manage nutrition 
and physical exercise activities. MacLeod et al. [7] described how 
patients used information visualizations to provide a way of 
understanding their condition within the framework provided by 
their doctors. 

After this brief overview of related work, we continue to describe 
our choice of methodology. 

3 METHOD 

To study the elite teenage soccer player’s use of visualizations, we 
set up a series of inquiries (see Figure 1). In conducting the 
inquiries, we recorded video or audio as appropriate to the form of 
inquiry. We analyzed the inquiry data with inspiration from 
Grounded Theory [14] and interview guidelines [6]. Next, we 
describe each step of our approach. 

First, we conducted a first round of interviews with four key 
stakeholders: two team members, a coach, and the chief of talent 
development. We conducted these interviews to learn about the 
teenager’s background and daily life, to obtain an overview of the 
goals in introducing visualizations to the elite teenage soccer 
players, and to establish rapport with the club management – 
necessary for the next step in our study. 

Second, we conducted a workshop with the twelve players on the 
soccer team, to observe how the elite teenage soccer players used 
the existing solution to understand their own soccer performance. 
The team players watched a video of a match and tagged their own 
performance data using the existing mobile application. Based on 
the mobile application, which represented the performance specific 
data, we collected written summaries from the players, which they 
were given ten minutes to produce. The workshop led to the 
identification of differences in the team members’ abilities to 
evaluate their performance, based on the current application design. 

Third, based on the workshop, we conducted a second round of 
individual interviews with three team members, to learn more about 
the differences in their abilities. We identified team members which 
we suspected had different abilities in understanding their data. We 
based the selection criteria on the previously collected data. This is 
a form of theoretical sampling; we specifically looked for interview 
participants that had shown different analysis capabilities. The 
interviews allowed us to inquire about the team members’ written 
soccer performance evaluations and thereby determine the player’s 

level of comprehension. We performed opinion-categorization [6] 
of the player’s ability to explain and reflect on their performance. 
Next, we categorized their statements in a) explanations based on 
data from the Eye4talent-application, and b) explanations based on 
the captured video. These interviews showed that the three players’ 
level of comprehension fit in the three different categories. 

Fourth, we chose to design a range of visualizations. We aimed 
to study the team members’ abilities to understand their personal 
data based on these visualization designs. Using the interview 
insights, we created visualizations of the manually tagged data, to 
support the players’ analysis of their own data from a football 
match. We sketched a range of visualizations as suggested by 
Tohidi et al. [15], which we condensed into two core design 
concepts. We based the design work on insights gathered during the 
previous inquiry steps. 

Fifth, we selected two visualization designs, which we developed 
into interactive paper prototypes. We used these paper prototypes 
as the basis for a third round of interviews with the same three team 
members as previously, to once again inquire into their 
understanding of performance based on visualizations of personal 
data. Here, we were interested in observing and measuring 
visualization-based insights. To base these inquiries on concrete 
data, we repeated the data entry workshop with the team. The data 
for the three players that we interviewed were entered by other 
members of the team, to reduce potential learning effects. 

Finally, we based the paper prototype interviews on concrete 
match data. Before the match, the interviewed players set personal 
goals, which we used for the paper prototype interviews. We did so 
to be able to correlate the players’ expectations before the match to 
the visualizations afterwards. The manually tagged data allowed 
participants to compare their goals to their performance. Within a 
day, we collected the correlations and differences between player 
expectations and the tagged data in paper-prototype visualizations. 
We grounded and analyzed how the players used the visualizations 
to gain unexpected insights and how the visualizations supported 
their understanding of their performance.  

Our study approach and intertwined analysis of the collected 
empirical data was inspired by Grounded Theory [14].  Throughout 
the study, we based decisions for next steps, on the findings 
emerging from analysis in the previous step. The guiding research 
question in the study started out as a wish to understand how the 
elite teenage soccer players might use of visualizations.  However, 
we quickly identified comprehension level as an important concept, 
and became interested in pursuing this. By successive steps of 
inquiries with the team members, we aimed to saturate our 
empirical data about the players’ information comprehension level. 

4 FINDINGS 

In the following, we present our findings in two separate sections: 
First, we describe our findings of differences in level of 
comprehension. Second, we describe how we examined how to 
support these different levels in the study. The primary source of 
these findings stem from the interviews and workshops conducted 
with the elite teenage soccer players. 

4.1 Understanding Different Comprehension Levels 

We analyzed the data collected from the initial workshop, in which 
the team members used an existing Eye4Talent application. This 

Figure 1: Study process. 
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application provided the players with a simple visualization design, 
which represented their performance data in bar charts. 

By analyzing data collected at the initial workshop, we identified 
different levels of comprehension. At one extreme, the team 
members were only able to explain what they saw. At the other 
extreme, the team members were able to explain, interpret, and 
evaluate the perceived visualizations, and thus discuss potential 
changes in behavior, which might result in performance 
improvements. For example, a player that did not gain additional 
knowledge from the visualizations, said: “I did four forward 
passes, which hit in the feet. One deep, and only one miss”. When 
asked how he might improve his performance, he replied: “there’s 
always room for improvement…[but,] I don’t really know how”. 

Another player read the visualizations easily. He described data 
about his performance with improvement proposals: “I can see it 
in the numbers, I don’t have any loss of [ball] possession, because 
I am good at keeping the opponent away from me”. When asked 
how to improve his performance, he replied: “I need to keep 
training my core, because it gives me a physical advantage… also 
I need to be better at orientation, in order to have a better overview 
of where my opponent is located”. 

Naturally, we observed other team members between these two 
extremes. These team members were able to interpret and explain 
data, but did not provide suggestions for improvement. For 
example, when we asked a player whether his data showed good 
performance, he said: “I see that I had six out of six represses. Due 
to my position, it’s important that I don’t lose the ball. It’s 
something that I have improved”. Thus, while he was able to 
interpret and explain the performance data, he simply remarked that 
he had improved lately, and ultimately did not use the data to gather 
new insights. From the workshop data, we understood the varying 
levels of comprehension. Thus, we became interested in supporting 
these different levels, to help all team members to advance their 
data comprehension level. In the following we define these levels. 
First, we considered team members that provided only data 
explanations from visualizations, as being at comprehension level 
1. Second, we considered team members that also provided
explanations and interpretations of data as being at comprehension 
level 2. Finally, we considered team members that realized 
potential behavior changes to improve their performance, as being 
at comprehension level 3. This classification naturally serves to 
consider how we might support the various levels, to allow all to 
gain comprehension. 

4.2 Supporting different comprehension levels 

By introducing the team members to the prototype, we wanted to 
study how personal information visualizations might help enhance 
the team members’ abilities to understand their data, and thus 
increase their level of comprehension. We based the interviews on 
a paper prototype, which displayed visualizations of the individual 
players’ performance data for a match they played the day prior to 
the interviews. 

We observed that the paper prototype supported a player at level 
2 in evaluating his performance and contextualize it, in relation to 
previous and coming matches. For example, he structured his 
actions by color: “I can see that I have a surprising high amount of 
red actions in the end of the match. This is because I am getting 
tired. I should have asked for a break”, clearly considering how he 
might change behavior in the future, which he did not do 
previously. Thus, effectively, we believe that the improved 
visualizations helped him to better understand his performance 
data. In contrast, the other team members received only marginal 
comprehension benefits from the paper prototype.  

The player at level 1 only slightly increased his understanding of 
the data.  We believe this stemmed from confusion caused by the 
visualization. For example, he said: “This one is yellow here 

[points at his average performance], so it is displaying my repress 
like here [points at the timeline]. No, it doesn’t add up, I don’t get 
this”. These confusions stemmed from our design choice, which 
we believe created a worldview gap [1] - a gap between what was 
being shown in the visualization and what needed to be shown, to 
support the players’ decision-making. The player did not gain help 
from the visualization, to distinguish a relation between the 
visualization and his experiences from the match. These 
misinterpretations made it difficult for him to conclude any 
improvements, and thereby he did not gain additional insights, in 
contrast to the player at level 2 described previously.  The player at 
level 3 obtained most insights, and had few problems understanding 
the prototype. He used most of the prototype-based interview to 
draw connections between his memory of the match and the 
visualized data in the prototypes. He used colors to cluster his 
soccer actions and compare them to each other, and to his memory 
of the match. He also used a time visualization, to understand the 
phases of the match, in relation to his performance. His insights and 
his ability to compare his performance to the match resulted in a 
marginally enhanced level of data comprehension. This gave him 
new insights and suggestions for how to improve soccer 
performance. For this player, we observed a low worldview gap. 
We believe this stemmed from his ability to draw connections 
between the paper prototypes and how to improve his performance. 

4.3 Implications 

To create better premises of understanding for all comprehension 
levels, we suggest creating information visualizations, with a low 
complexity of initial visualizations. Each view has a collection of 
data, which summarizes the action points of a match. The players 
might then be able to explore additional data levels, in order to 
increase complexity and challenge them to find data insights. 

After interviewing the team members based on the paper 
prototype, we observed that the gap between the levels of 
comprehension significantly rose compared to their previous 
interpretation of video data. We believe that the initial visualization 
design offered by the Eye4Talent application did little to support 
the team members’ analysis needs. We base this consideration on: 
first, that we noticed the players had problems elaborating on their 
results during the workshop, and second, that the comprehension 
level 2 player increased his understanding by using the 
visualizations during the final interviews. Going back to the early 
interview transcripts confirmed our suspicion. The interviews 
supported our belief and extended our understanding; the players 
explained their own performance more easily from video data, than 
from visualizations provided by the mobile application. All players 
gained a better understanding by looking at the collected video 
material, than by using the Eye4Talent application.   

5 DISCUSSION 

We acknowledge that our study is based on very few participants 
(one for each identified comprehension level). To learn about 
differences in comprehension, we carefully selected interview 
participants, who we believed represented different data 
comprehension levels. This allowed us to study how people at 
different levels might benefit from visualizations, and how to best 
support multiple levels in a system. Thus, our deliberate choice of 
participants built on theoretical sampling as argued by Strauss and 
Corbin [14]. With this approach, we defined comprehension level, 
by closely examining the player’s verbal expressions of 
understanding and the insights they gained during interviews. 

 Given our few samples, our findings should be considered as 
potential future directions, rather than as proofs. However, we still 
believe that we have shown, that with the right balance between 
visualization literacy and visualization complexity, all people 
might benefit from data visualizations. 
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This suggests to identify the range of visualization literacies within 
the group of people intended for a visualization design, and thus 
design for diversity within this group. Additionally, this suggestion 
points to the danger of considering domain experts in the design of 
personal visualizations. For addressing designs towards domain 
experts might take focus away from issues that might only appear 
for weak visualization readers. Comparing visualization literacy to 
textual literacy, designers should consider how they might lay out 
the text, such that booth novice and experienced readers are able to 
take something with them. For example, in children’s books, 
authors might provide gems for the parents. How might we do 
similar in visualizations? We believe that using interactions or 
gradually introducing complexity, might be answers to this, and 
obviously have been applied previously (e.g., [13]). At the same 
time, we acknowledge that other techniques might be fruitful. Next, 
we discuss our use of real data in paper prototypes, which we 
believe other personal visualization researchers and practitioners 
might benefit from. 

5.1 Real data in paper prototypes 

To ground the third round of interviews in concrete visualization 
designs, we constructed paper prototypes based on data from a 
training match played the day before the interviews. To collect 
match performance data, we asked individual players to tag their 
own or another players match performance data. The players used 
the Eye4Talent application, which had support for this task. 

We believe that using real data minimized the worldview gap [1]. 
It gave the players an opportunity to explore and interpret a realistic 
representation of their personal data. If we had not used real data, 
the players might have had difficulties mapping the prototypes to 
their soccer performance. This might have caused difficulties in 
obtaining performance insights from the visualizations. By using 
real data, we are aware that players might have been able to express 
statements of their performance by memory, rather than using the 
visualizations. This is both an argument for basing our study on 
insights and an argument for the use of real data. The insights-based 
approach allowed us to focus on team players’ unexpected 
discoveries, and the real data to use insights as a measurement to 
study the effectiveness of personal information visualizations. 
Additionally, the use of real data allowed the players to provide 
proposals for performance improvements based on the prototype. 
Therefore, as a motivational aid, we exposed the players to the 
prototype, while their memory was still fresh, and any insights they 
would obtain, still useful.  

The paper prototype method, gave us the opportunity to quickly 
and easily create a design based on the team members’ real data. 
We expected the players to contribute design improvements, but we 
found that they were far more interested in their performance, than 
the design. The Lo-Fi design resulted in some misunderstandings 
rather than explicit proposals of improvements. The rough edges of 
our paper prototypes confused some players, as they attempted to 
cluster separate data categories, which were drawn in the same 
colour. Despite the shortcomings of the paper prototype, our 
method was useful, and provided an efficient way to evaluate our 
personal visualization design concepts. In conclusion, we observed 
that the study participants focused on their personal data and how 
they could improve their performance based on the insights they 
obtained in the prototype. 

We believe this approach to data collection might be valuable for 
other researchers or practitioners that aim to build paper or other 
Lo-Fi prototypes based on real data. 

6 CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we provided two main contributions. 
First, we classified people’s level of data comprehension based 

on visualizations, and described three main levels. At the first level, 

people are able to read data from visualizations. At the second level, 
people use visualizations to understand previously collected data. 
At the third level, people consider behavior changes driven by data 
insights. We grounded our classification in data collected during 
design workshops, interviews and evaluations with teenagers who 
were motivated to improve their sports performance. Based on this, 
we suggest to first, reconsider the heavy focus on domain experts 
in designing visualizations and in talking about how they are used.  

Secondly we suggest to identify peoples’ level of understanding 
in visualization design, and to include people that represent the 
different positions along this dimension, both in designing and 
evaluating visualizations. Second, we described a method which 
allows early design work to be based on real data in cases where no 
data exists prior to the visualizations, and showed how this might 
be implemented in a concrete study. This method seems 
particularly relevant for personal visualizations researchers. 

While many personal visualizations do not specifically aim to 
support children or teenagers, we still believe that the differences 
within this group possess relevant issues related to personal 
visualizations. We argue that it might even provide fertile grounds 
for studying differences in visualization comprehension and 
literacy, which seem more pronounced in this group of people. 
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User-driven Expectation Visualization: Opportunities 
for Personalized Feedback 
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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, we define and motivate Expectation Visualization, 
an interactive technique for soliciting, and presenting personalized 
feedback on, a user’s expectation of the data. Expectation 
Visualization (EV) addresses the common challenge faced by 
designers of how to engage users with visualized data on a deeper 
level. We describe the design space of EV, including how it can 
be used for data encoded in marks and mark attributes, and 
describing forms of training and personalized feedback. We 
propose three specific applications where the benefits of EV may 
be particularly useful. We conclude with ideas for future research. 

Keywords: Human-centered computing, Visualization, 
Information visualization. 

1 INTRODUCTION 
Traditionally interaction in visualization has been understood as 
user-driven manipulation of views of an existing data set: for 
example a user might select, sort, or filter a view [3]. Such 
interactions allow a user to generate views that are particularly 
relevant to him or her. As rich interactive visualizations become 
easier to author and more ubiquitous in media and other outlets, 
novel interactions, particularly those that make the data personally 
relevant to a user, are desired.  
    One form of “personalized” interaction that researchers have 
argued for is the manipulation by the user of internal (mental) 
representations as he or she makes sense of visualized data [10]. 
Relating an external visualization to one’s internal representation, 
or mental model, can lead to better comprehension of gaps in 
one’s knowledge [4][13]. For example mentally animating a set of 
small multiples showing a physics process, or comparing the 
small multiples to an internal representation, can lead to deeper 
understanding of the process [6].  
    Prompting users to engage in self-explanation, the process by 
which users explain its concept or example to themselves, may be 
useful as a means of guiding a user to compare internal 
representations to an external visualization [1]. As a form of 
prediction, self-explaining stimulates greater engagement with the 
topic. For example, it has been proposed that a system might 
prompt more active processing of data by asking a user to guess 
the direction of the trend prior to viewing the data [7]. 
     In most examples studied in psychology [4][6][13], the 
benefits of self-explaining and internal visualizations come only 
after considerable cognitive work on the part of the user, who 
must mentally imagine the difference between their internal 
representation and the external visualization. In this work, we 
consider a new possibility: What if visualizations allowed people 
to draw their expectations of the data prior to viewing? Seeing the 
data along with the expectation provides a form of personalized 

feedback, as it renders this gap between expectation and fact 
explicit. The act of drawing maintains a user’s engagement, while 
the visual representation of the expectation against the result 
allows more detailed observations than may be possible through 
mental visualization alone.  
     In this paper, we define Expectation Visualization (EV), an 
interactive technique for soliciting and presenting personalized 
feedback on a user’s expectations of the data. Expectation 
Visualization (EV) addresses the common challenge faced by 
designers of how to engage users with visualized data on a deeper 
level. In the rest of the paper, we describe the design space of EV 
including how EV could be applied to common visualization tasks 
and visual encodings. We propose specific types of applications in 
which the cognitive benefits of EV could be useful. We conclude 
by offering ideas for future work. 

2 EXPECTATION VISUALIZATION DESIGN SPACE 
We use a recent New York Times interactive graphic to motivate 
the design space of EV. We define the design space according to 
tasks and visual encodings. We discuss forms of training and 
presentation of personalized feedback.  

2.1 Predicting Marks 
We begin our characterization of the design space for EV by 
considering a recent New York Times graphic of this technique 
(Fig. 1). The interface presents a XY plot without any data shown, 
however the axes are labeled as Parent’s income percentile and 
Percent of children who attend college. The user is encouraged to 
draw their guess for each income level in the chart (Fig. 1a). In 
the accompanying text, definitions of various visual trends are 
provided to help users to relate the graphical representation to 
their expectations (e.g.,        or       ). After the user is done 
drawing the line, the true trend is presented as an overlay on the 
chart showing the user’s expectation (Fig. 1c). Statistics 
describing how the user’s guess compares to those of other users 
are presented in text below the chart. 
     In this example, the user’s mental model is represented by a 
trend line. Two continuous variables are being considered, so a 
simple labeled XY plot is sufficient for the drawing interface. 
However other visual encodings and data types require different 
drawing interactions and interfaces. We envision how EV can be 
applied to other tasks and encodings in Table 1.  

2.2 Extension to Mark Attributes 
Visualizations are composed of marks (e.g., a bar in a bar chart, a 
circle in a scatterplot) and mark attributes (e.g., size, shape, color). 
While the above example provides interactive support for 
visualizing one’s expectations by adding marks, it may also be 
possible to support interactive prediction of a variable, which will 
be encoded as a mark attribute. For example in a choropleth map, 
a user brush on color to predict the trend in a region for a 
continuous variable. In these examples, marks are presented and 
the user interacts to add value expectations (Table 2). 
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(a) (b) (c) 
Fig. 1. A screenshot of ‘You Draw It: How Family Income Predicts Children’s College Changes’1. 

Table 1. Possible tasks and visual encodings for predicting marks. 

Task Drawing task Encoding 
Comparison between 

means 
Draw bars, dots Bar chart or dot plot 

Uncertainty Draw confidence 
interval, coverage 

interval 

Bar chart or dot plot 
with error bar 

Analyze a distribution Draw probability 
density function, draw 

quartiles, annotate 
expected outliers 

Histogram, violin plot 

Identify clusters Draw contour, drag 
and drop element to 

the cluster  

Scatter plot, 
dendrogram, Node-

line diagram  
Judge correlation/fit Draw line of best fit Scatterplot 
Analyze connectivity Draw edges Node-line diagram 

Table 2. Possible tasks and visual encodings for predicting mark 
attributes. 

Task Drawing task Encoding 
Predicting values of 

variables 
Brush on color, drag 

symbols to size 
Map (choropleth 

graduated symbols), 
3D+ scatter plot  

Predicting categorical 
membership 

Brush on color, draw 
shape 

Bar chart, scatter plot 

2.3 Training 
We anticipate that EV could be especially useful for non-expert 
analysts, such as news readers and students. However, it might be 
necessary to train such users by providing a “drawing 
vocabulary’’ that relates the expectation to the visual encodings. 
This vocabulary consists of sample marks and marks attribute 
along with definitions of what the example element represents.    
    For example, for the visualization presented in Figure 1, sample 
trend lines were given in the text (e.g.                 means the 
chances are the same for everyone). Another way to support 
novice users is by providing annotations directly on a plot 
structure to describe how to interpret the graph schema (e.g., 
indicating what data relationships different regions of an XY plot 
represent).    

2.4 Forms of Personalized Feedback 
Presenting the real data against the expectation in the same view, 
such as through an overlay, directly shows the user gaps between 
the facts and their expectation. However, personalized feedback 
on the user’s expectation can also be presented in the form of a 
comparison to previous users. For example, an overlay on the 

user’s drawing might instead depict aggregated estimates from 
other users.  Personalized annotations can be added directly on 
marks that the user predicted which vary significantly from the 
true data or from those derived from aggregated user data.  The 
discrepancy between the expectation and the true data can also be 
quantified and presented with a description of how much the user 
should adjust their internalized model to accurately perceive 
reality. 

3 POTENTIAL BENEFITS OF APPLICATIONS1

We expect EV to facilitate deeper understanding of graphical 
format. Based on the more active processing of the data that 
prediction can stimulate, we also expect EV could increase 
engagement and memorability of data and concepts. Furthermore, 
by visualizing the discrepancy of a user’s expectation and 
providing personalized messages, EV could be used to motivate 
users to change their behaviour in certain ways. 

3.1 Deepening understanding of data and graphical 
schema 

The canonical self-explanation approach induces active 
processing that stimulates deeper understanding of a concept by 
showing a user a representation and then prompting the user to 
explain it to herself [1]. In our adaption of self-explanation in EV, 
the user makes her prediction before seeing the visualization.   
     We expect that predicting before seeing the visualization will 
cause novice users to devote more attention to the data and 
graphical schema. This may result in better understanding of the 
semantics of reference structures of a graph (e.g., the axes, legend, 
etc.). It could be useful for understanding units, time span or other 
domain specific aspects of a dataset.  
     Other aspects of the data schema including the nature of the 
variables, or the difference between observed data and a model 
derived from the data, may also be better understood depending 
based on how the drawing interaction is realized. For example, 
drawing a line to visualize their expectation of a trend may help 
the user to perceive the variable as continuous if the line drawing 
interaction is smooth, and to understand that their drawing 
represents a model instead of a set of data observations. If the 
system requires the user to draw a line as a discrete set of points, 
this might help the user understand that the true data is a set of 
measurements, not a model.  

1  http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2015/05/28/upshot/you-draw-it-
how-family-income-affects-childrens-college-chances.html 
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3.2 Engagement and Memorability 
We expect EV to have benefits for increasing a user’s engagement 
with the data and increasing the memorability of the data. The act 
of drawing is still relatively novel compared to typical point-and-
select interactions, and therefore likely to engage users’ interest. 
This “more natural” form of interaction may be particularly 
attractive to novice users who are new to data analysis.  
     Active processing, particularly via self-testing exercises [2], 
can improve memory for information [7]. By presenting 
personalized feedback, EV makes the information more relevant 
to the user, which is also likely to benefit memory [8].  

3.3 Behavioral change 
Personalized messaging is an effective way of motivating one to 
make a desired behavioral change [9][12]. Imagine a chart in a 
news article describing how temperatures in the world have risen 
over the last century. The chart is intended to deliver information, 
but also to urge readers to change their behaviors that affect 
global warming. By using EV, the feedback presented after the 
user draws their expectation provides individualized messaging 
that directly measures their awareness of the problem. We expect 
that seeing the gap between reality and their expectation will 
make a user more likely to change their behaviour than if they had 
only seen the data. 

4 FUTURE WORK  
There are multiple important next steps for research and 
application of EV. An important next step is to further specify 
how EV interactions should differ for different types of 
visualizations and data. This may also include identifying 
automated techniques that can be used to more easily compare 
users’ drawings to a data schema. For example, if the variable the 
user is predicting is encoded in mark shape, a computer vision 
algorithm may be needed to classify the shape the user draws.  

     One important next step is to provide experimental evidence 
of EV’s benefit for visualization comprehension. A number of 
questions arise regarding how particular applications of EV will 
influence a user’s comprehension. For example: 

• How should the true data be presented against the
expectation?

• How often should dynamic feedback be presented?
• What forms of training are necessary for allowing novice

users to use EV applied to different visualizations?
• How useful is personalized feedback compared to the true

data vs. compared to other users’ expectations?
• To what extent do the benefits of EV stem from the act of

drawing vs. the act of prediction?
     We are beginning to develop an interactive prototype for 
applying EV to different chart types in order to answer these 
questions and others. 

5 CONCLUSION 
We define and motivate Expectation Visualization, an interactive 
technique for soliciting and presenting personalized feedback on a 
user’s expectation of a data set. We describe the design space of 
EV including application to mark and mark attributes and 
describing forms of training and feedback. We propose three 
specific applications where the benefits of EV may be particularly 
useful. We conclude with a roadmap for future research of EV. 
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Figure 1: A prototype for the Fingerprint which represents data from Figure 3. Each vertical side represents the nutritional data for a food item.
The arcs from inside to outside correspond to the data set from top to bottom. Each arc represents a single nutrient, and a full arc indicates a
higher value. Selecting an arc provides more information, such as the nutrient’s name and amount in each food item.

ABSTRACT

We introduce a visualization which has been designed to create a
Fingerprint of a product, and have applied this to the nutritional
data in food items. This visualization allows customers to compare
the data in a Nutrition Facts Panel between two different food items.
It is becoming increasingly common for people to seek information
so they can make more informed decisions about their diet. One
such method is by reading the Nutrition Facts Panel on a product’s
packaging. However, the information presented is inconsistent be-
tween products, and thus, is difficult to compare. To help people
make the necessary comparisons, we created the Fingerprint, a vi-
sualization designed to help customers find suitable food items by
enabling direct comparison of nutritional data in food items.

Keywords: Personal visualizations, nutrition visualization,
health, nutrition, nutrient data, nutrition facts

Index Terms: H.5.m [Information Interfaces & Presentation]

1 INTRODUCTION

We introduce Fingerprint, a visualization that has been designed
to support comparisons and make it easier to recognize similarities
and differences between products. Customers seek information on
the nutritional data of food items and look for tools that help them
make better decisions about their diets [1]. One of the deciding
factors when selecting food items is knowledge about what nutri-
ents are contained in them. Currently, one of the main sources of
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this information is a food item’s Nutrition Facts Panel [2, 3]. How-
ever, the information is presented in inconsistent ways; one label
might refer to ounces, another to grams, and another to the per-
centage of daily recommended amounts for a given nutrient. As a
result, customers have to translate between different measurement
units, which is tedious and error-prone. By comparison, presenting
information visually has the potential to increase comprehension,
recollection, and retention [4]. We visualize the nutritional data to
draw upon natural human abilities to process visual information [5].

Fingerprint is a visualization that has been designed to compare
multiple aspects of two products; specifically, we apply this to the
nutritional data in food items. The visualization presents data in a
manner that resembles actual fingerprints (see Figure 1) by modify-
ing bar charts into curves and making use of symmetry to represent
two products. It organizes the data in Nutrition Facts Panels in a
consistent way that visually identifies food items and helps con-
sumers find suitable food items based on its nutritional data. This
Java and Processing application is designed to ease the task when
comparing the nutritional data of food items.

2 RELATED WORK

Our work has strong ties to personal visualizations. Personal visu-
alization explores the creation of visualizations about data that we
encounter in our personal lives [6]. Many types of tools have been
designed to help people with the data in their personal lives. A few
of these that include some visualization are: providing feedback
in home utilities consumption [7], visualizing our musical listen-
ing habits [8], working with personal data such as exercise logs
to help people understand themselves and make better decisions
in their lives [9], exploring options to help people make greener
transportation choices [10], and providing feedback for water us-
age [11]. Visualization tools are being introduced to many aspects
of life such as River, which is a tool that visualizes personal activity
data [12], and Visits, which visualizes travel histories as personal
movement data for the purpose of reminiscing and sharing life ex-
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periences [13]. More and more commercial tools are also available
to help people keep track of their activities, such as Fitbit [14] and
Nike+ [15], and their nutritional intake, such as Fooducate [16] and
My Fitness Pal [17] to reach their health goals [18].

There are visualizations that display the nutritional data about
food items. Often these visualizations and tools use a large database
which can overwhelm a consumer and displays data in conventional
rectangular bar charts. For example, DesignxFood [19] is a photo
book that arranges food items proportional to each item’s calories,
carbs, fat, and protein values. This book is limited to a few meals
and does not compare items directly with each other as many items
use different measurement units. Other tools include The Nutri-
tional Understanding Tool (NUT) [20], a visualization of the nu-
tritional data in whole food items that helps people decide what to
eat by supporting comparisons between different food items to help
people find food replacements. Newtrition [21] compares meals
based on carbs, fat, and protein values. They also represent caloric
intake for a meal and map it to equivalent amounts of physical activ-
ity. Visualizing Nutrition [22] recommends food items by ranking
them based on specific amounts of nutrients the food item contains.

Other visualizations have been described as being ”fingerprints”,
a visual mark used for identification [23, 24, 25, 26]. The Cin-
ema Redux [23] takes movie frames every second and presents it
as one image. Dawes describes the composition as a visual finger-
print, as it provides an impression of the movie’s color hues and the
rhythm in the editing process. Similarly, Cinemetrics [24] creates
rings that interpret and compare movie characteristics using seg-
ments that contain color, speech, and movement during a shot. Dig-
ital City Portraits [25] are sunflower-shaped visualizations, which
are described as visual fingerprints that enable people to identify
cities based on their citizens’ social media posts. The designer’s
collections in the New York Fashion Week that were visualized in
minimalized color-blocked layers [26] are also referred to as finger-
prints. Hinton et al. envisions these as fingerprints that present the
colors of dresses and the order in which they appear [26].

3 DESIGNING THE FINGERPRINT VISUALIZATION

Our long range goal is to develop an application that a customer
can use to compare two or more products while they are shopping
in a store. There are many challenges to this, such as retrieving the
data from the product bar code, or QR code if they exist, translating
data to comparable units, as well as creating a suitable visualization.
In this paper, we discuss the design of our prototype visualization,
Fingerprint. We worked with nutritional data from multivitamins,
and restricted our visualization to nutrient data and comparing two
products. We start by describing the data we worked with.

3.1 Nutrient Data for Comparison

It is common for food items to have a Nutrition Facts Panel, which
lists information such as nutrient amounts per a specified serving.
However, the data between packages is presented in inconsistent
ways. As seen in Figure 2, red the nutrient values differ in mea-
surement units between two multivitamins. This makes direct com-
parisons difficult, even between similar products. Labels may also
differ in other ways, such as serving sizes.

Figure 2: Comparison between two multivitamin products. Nutrient
values are displayed inconsistently with different measurement units.

Figure 3: Data Chart Sheet used for the Fingerprint prototype.

To obtain meaningful data for input to our visualization, we se-
lected four different multivitamins and converted the data to share
the same units and serving sizes between items (Figure 3). Choos-
ing multivitamins as our data sources allowed us to compare the
nutritional differences between similar products, a common task by
consumers. Also, our visualization supports the wide range of di-
verse data points often found in multivitamins.

3.2 Designing a Product Visualization
We consider the problem of designing this visualization around the
context of a consumer shopping in a store, wanting to compare two
products found on a shelf. Framing the problem in this way led us
to develop three main design factors:

1. Represent nutritional data in an attractive manner, easily view-
able and browsable on a mobile phone

2. Be able to easily compare nutritional data between food items at
a glance

3. Help consumers select food items with the nutritional data that
best meets their current goals

3.2.1 Design Iteration 1
We initially focused on using visualizations with simple shapes, be-
cause we wanted our visualization to be easily understood. We con-
sidered using bar charts, as they have become increasingly more

Figure 4: A double bar chart makes it difficult to compare products
as a whole. The vertical axis in this chart uses a logarithmic scale.
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Figure 5: Comparing one multivitamin (left half) to three different multivitamins.

common and can be read by many people. However, some peo-
ple struggle interpreting data from bar charts [27] and they present
some unique challenges when viewing high density data. In partic-
ular, a double bar chart (see Figure 4) can be used to compare two
similar sets of data, but at a glance, is difficult to draw conclusions
as to how the data sets compare as a whole. On a small screen, the
problems compound; a bar chart presented on a landscape aspect
ratio, allows the display of many variables along the horizontal axis
but with less vertical space. This results in making it harder to per-
ceive minor differences in values. When viewing bar charts with a
portrait aspect ratio, we noticed that curving the bars allowed for
additional length. The elliptical curves resembled a fingerprint, an
attractive shape that colloquially means a method of identification;
each product can then have a distinct fingerprint associated with it.

We represent fingerprints in our system as a collection of B-
spline curves. As seen in Figure 7, we modified the number of
B-spline control points and their coordinates to create several pos-
sible designs that resembled a fingerprint. We moved forward with
the elliptical prototype (Figure 7 right), as it filled the most space
on the small screen and most resembled a human fingerprint.

3.2.2 Design Iteration 2
There are several ways our fingerprint design could visualize food
item information. For example, each multivitamin could be repre-
sented as its own complete fingerprint, with each nutrient mapped
to a curve, and the arc’s length representing the proportion of that
nutrient to the maximum value in the multivitamin. These multi-
vitamins can have very different nutrient values, but if the ratios
of multivitamin nutrients are similar, the differences between two
fingerprints can be difficult to distinguish (Figure 6). In addition,
comparing two fingerprints side-by-side means either compressing
them to fit on half the screen or using two screens. Both alternatives
meant that at-a-glance viewing does not lead to many meaningful
conclusions about how the two products differ.

Another approach is to alternate the drawing of nutrient curves
from two fingerprints moving outwards, combining the visualiza-
tion into one large entity (see Figure 8 C). The final result is a sin-

Figure 6: Comparing two food items. Calculations are based on nu-
trients within the item.

Figure 7: By varying the B-spline properties, we can change the fin-
gerprint’s overall shape.

gle fingerprint with twice as many curves as nutrients. This suffered
from two main flaws: it was very difficult to parse at a glance, and
direct comparisons between the same nutrient could not easily be
made, as one B-spline curve would be bigger than the other.

3.2.3 Design Iteration 3
Our final design splits the fingerprint into two vertical halves, each
representing a product (see Figures 1, 5), with zero beginning at the
bottom of the center line. This symmetrical, side-by-side presenta-
tion, increases the contrast of nutrients between products, allowing
for differences to be distinguished in a shorter amount of time [5].

To ease comparison between two food items, tooltips were used
to display details of the nutrients, such as their name and exact
amount, and used the visualization for relative comparisons. A
given nutrient starts at the same height on the central zero line for
each half of the visualization and curves to the left for one product
(Product X) and to the right for another (Product Y). To measure

Figure 8: A series of sketches showing the progression of different
arc designs.
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the length of these curves, we used relative amounts. The larger of
the two values is a curve that extends all the way to the vertical line
at the top, while the smaller value has a curve with length propor-
tional to the larger value. For example, if X has a nutrient with 100
mg and the same nutrient in Y has 35 mg, this nutrient’s curved bar
will extend all the way to the top central divider for X and Y’s curve
will only extend 35%. The consumer can then use a pointer to se-
lect an arc and see more specific information about a nutrient via a
pop-up dialog. Reading guidelines were also created to indicate the
radial axis in 10% increments. To aid with at-a-glance comprehen-
sion, a different color range was selected for each individual food
item. Each nutrient within the food item is represented by a unique
shade. For example, Product X uses shades of blue and Product Y
uses shades of red (see Figure 1).

This design offers several benefits. It does not require extra
screen real estate and the fingerprint does not get more dense, as
the total size and shape of the fingerprint is unchanged from Sec-
tion 3.2.2. It remains easy to get an at-a-glance summary of a
product’s values, as each product still has an identifiable ”half-
fingerprint”. Lastly, it leverages our ability to quickly notice dif-
ferences in symmetry to compare products at a high or low level of
detail [5].

4 FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSIONS

We have presented Fingerprint, a visualization that we developed
to present a characterization of a product. We used it to present
vitamin nutrient data details in multivitamins. It can support the
comparison of two similar products, showing relative differences
visually and providing specific details via tooltips.

There are many opportunities for future work. Perhaps the most
important is to enable it for live real world usage. However, this
would mean that product components would need to be available
via a bar code. Currently details available through the bar code in-
clude varying factors such as price, suppliers and manufacturers.
Alternatively, a visualization such as the Fingerprint could be in-
cluded on the product package.

Another possibility for future work could include the exploration
of alternate visualization designs. There are still many opportuni-
ties such as other circular or elliptical patterns [24, 25], or radial
parallel coordinates [28]. Also, further explorations into the use of
color would be of interest, and integrating a thumb activated pointer
instead of simple tap for revealing tooltips would be important.

We have applied Fingerprint to food items, but this idea could
be extended to represent other products. In the future, the Finger-
print can be improved and integrated in a variety of ways to help
consumers make choices amongst different products.
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Figure 1: The degree of user engagement with visualizations (adopted from Bloom’s digital taxonomy [1]). The degree of engagement increases
from left to right as user performs higher-level cognitive tasks such as synthesizing information, and making finial decisions.

ABSTRACT

Nowadays, with the availability of massive amounts of personal
data, the role of Information Visualization is getting more and more
important. There are a lot of visualization and visual analytics tools
to help people to make sense of their personal data in their everyday
lives. There is a consensus in the visualization community about the
importance of user engagement for personal visual analytics. How-
ever, there are many challenges associated with this topic. As of
yet, there is no clear and widely accepted definition for user en-
gagement. Consequently and despite some recent efforts, there are
no systematic and unified methods for evaluating different aspects
of user engagement. In this paper, we bring attention to some fun-
damental open issues in the context of Information Visualization:
What is the definition of engagement? What are the levels of en-
gagement? How to measure engagement? How to improve user
engagement level? This research is an initial attempt towards ad-
dressing some of these issues. Our main goal is to enable visual-
ization researchers to more accurately measure and evaluate user
engagement with visualizations. To this end, we reviewed defini-
tions, measures, and frameworks from various other disciplines and
specified the gap in the visualization community. We propose a
five level taxonomy for engagement which is deeply inspired by
Boloom’s Taxonomy. In addition, we address some important open
questions that require further exploration. This paper establishes a
groundwork for future research in user engagement with visualiza-
tions.

1 INTRODUCTION

The importance of engaging new audiences for visualization be-
comes more and more prominent in the Information Visualization
(InfoVis) community [8]. While user engagement with visualiza-
tion is important in general, it is even more critical when deal-
ing with non-visualization and non-domain experts. These users’
information-seeking motivations and objectives are usually differ-
ent from those of expert users. While data visualization and vi-
sual analytics can empower non-expert users to make sense of their
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data [5, 9], many challenges remain in designing visualization for
such a diverse audience. Prior research on personal data visualiza-
tions aims to visually present the data so that users quickly gain
insights by deeply engaging with visualizations (e.g. [3, 9–11]).
Though the concept of engagement appears important, we do not
have a unified definition of the engagement and understanding on
how to systematically measure it.

Commonly, engagement is measured and evaluated using met-
rics such as “count of user interactions with view”, “how much
they remember from visualization” and “time spent on view”. Yet,
these measures fall short in evaluating deeper levels of engagement.
According to Pirolli and Card model [17] sensemaking consists of
two iterative loops: information foraging and sensemaking. The in-
formation foraging loop involves searching, reading, filtering and
extracting information, whereas the sensemaking loop involves it-
erative development of a mental model that leads to formation and
reevaluation of hypotheses, and publishing the results. Pirolli and
Card [17] describe the sensemaking loop as a high cognitive load
process, people may fail to go to deeper levels of sensemkaing such
as generating new hypotheses. This is especially true for novice
users who can be easily overloaded by the large amount of data.

Few research have tried to address engagement in deeper lev-
els. For instance, Wood et al. [21] used “willingness to annotate
a visualization” as an indirect measure of engagement with the vi-
sualization. While annotation could only address simple findings,
they could also report some insights derived from data which is a
product of a deeper level of the sensemaking loop.

In this paper, we argue that engagement has multiple levels, and
in each level users may perform different levels of cognitive tasks
with visualizations. However, it is not clear how to measure these
deeper levels of engagement with visualization. In other words, the
deepest engagement with visualizations may not mean that users
frequently perform actions on visualizations, but it could mean that
users perform more creative tasks using visualizations. Thus, the
degree of engagement should also be captured and measured by
diverse activities that are related to such degrees. To address this
issue, we suggest metrics such as measuring people’s ability to re-
member, understand, analyze, and derive insights from data. We
emphasize that while deriving insight is one of the main purposes
of InfoVis [16], measuring how much people gained insight/s from
visualization is still a challenge.

In the following sections, we address how prior research in dif-
ferent domains have defined and measured engagement. Then we
discuss existing frameworks for engagement from other related
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fields. Finally, we propose a taxonomy which we adopted based
on previous frameworks for information visualization. This work is
an initial step towards answering the question of “How to measure
engagement with an Information Visualization system? and there
are many other open questions that need to be explored in more
depth.

2 BACKGROUND

In this section, we address how engagement has been defined, mea-
sured and categorized in information visualization and other related
domains.

2.1 Engagement in Information Visualization

2.1.1 Definition

There is no clear definition of what engagement means in the Infor-
mation Visualization domain. From a behavioral perspective, Boy
et al. and Haroz et al. refer to engagement as users’ willingness to
invest effort to explore further and gain more information from the
visualization [2, 6]. Moere et al. [12] used the term engagement as
the (perceived) effectiveness of visualizations, measured by higher
participation/use of visualizations. We think that these definitions,
along with behavior-specific measurements of them, do not high-
light the granularity of engagement.

2.1.2 Methods for User Engagement

Previous research mainly addressed three dimensions for engage-
ment: aesthetic, narrative, and interactive [13]. Recently, re-
searchers have reported empirical results of what triggers engage-
ment with visualizations. Different aspects of visualizations have
been evaluated to see whether the participants were engaged with
the visualizations. Wood el al. suggested that using a sketchy style
InfoVis may increase engagement. They observed participants had
more positive attitudes while annotating sketchy style visualiza-
tions. Moere et al. tested different styles of visualization such
as analytical style, magazine style, and artistic style [12] and found
that users could find more fact-based and deeper insights with an-
alytical style visualizations. Haroz et al. showed that ISOTYPE
that uses simple pictographic elements helps users to inspect vi-
sualizations more closely [6]. At last, Storytelling was used to
trigger user-interaction and exploration. However, the results indi-
cated that augmenting stories with visualizations did not increase
user-engagement [2].

Prior research categorize methods to engage people with InfoVis
with respect to following aspects of visualizations: Visual Encod-
ing, Aesthetic, and Interaction Techniques. We believe that an
engagement taxonomy should not only reflect all of these methods
but also include users’ goals, familiarity, interest, and background
knowledge of the data. These factors can affect the willingness to
explore the visualizations and eventually determine the insights that
users gain [22]. In addition, we think that there are other factors that
could affect user engagement particularly in the context of personal
visualization. Factors such as Display Type, Size and Input and,
Accessibility and Device Compatibility.

While designing methods for engagement, we also need to con-
sider the users’ context while using Personal Visualization and Per-
sonal Visual Analytics applications. Huang et al. [9] categorized
current applications on Personal Visualization and Personal Visual
Analytics and distinguished the designs based on the different lev-
els of attentional demands, explorability, and actionability. For ex-
ample, a sleep-related activity reminder app would require low at-
tentional demand, low explorability, and high actionability. These
different levels of design could require different levels of engage-
ment to fulfill the goal of the application.

2.1.3 Measures
Prior research provide measures of engagement. Boy et al. [2] mea-
sured low-level interactions such as hovering and clicking that were
mapped to certain activities such as retrieving values, filtering, or
exploring with the visualization. The total amount of these type of
interactions were considered as the level of engagement. However,
we suspect that the metrics used may have been inadequate and in-
sufficient for measuring engagement. Haroz et al. gave a 3x3 grid
of thumbnails that include text, plain InfoVis, and ISOTYPE Info-
Vis, and captured how much users clicked to get more details in 2
minutes [6]. This measure could also be inaccurate as it does not
reflect user level of understanding. Wood et al. used “willingness
to annotate a visualization” as an indirect measure of engagement
with the visualization [21]. Though this type of measure can cap-
ture higher-level engagement, it is too intrusive so that users need
to explicitly report the willingness.

2.2 Research on Engagement in Other Domains
Sutcliff [20] defines user engagement as “how people are attracted
to use interactive products. User engagement is a complex concept
that synthesizes several influences to promote a sense of flow and
fluid interaction leading to satisfying arousal and pleasurable emo-
tions of curiosity, surprise, and joy”. Sutcliff refers to interaction,
media and presence as three main components of user engagement.
“Interaction describes the content being communicated. Media de-
scribes how the user and the means of interaction are represented,
ranging from simple cursors to icons and interactive avatars. Pres-
ence is determined by the representation of the user and how im-
mersion is afforded by the interface on a 2D interactive surface or
in a more elaborate 3D interactive world” [20].

In the context of scientific visualization, Edelsona and Gordinb
proposed a design framework for the creation of scientific investiga-
tion tools based on differences between scientists and science stu-
dents [4]. Although the context is different, we believe their frame-
work can be adopted for designing visualizations in more general
terms. One common attribute is that they address the differences be-
tween experts and learners. Their goal is to “Take resources that en-
able experts to extend their knowledge and turn them into resources
that enable learners to develop some of the knowledge possessed by
experts by performing personally meaningful tasks”.

Hart and Angeli [7] refer to positive affect and high arousal as
measures for engagement. According to them “interaction design
may promote positive affect and arousal through serendipitous ef-
fects, variable pace, use of avatars and virtual environments”. They
address the influence of task, context and user characteristics on
perceptions of engagement as important factors.

2.3 Frameworks for Engagement
There are different frameworks that have been suggested for user
engagement in different domains. Naps et al. framework [15] fo-
cuses on the educational impact of algorithm visualization. This
framework has been used and extended for a variety of contexts
(e.g. software education and collaboration [14]). Although this
framework has been mostly used for pedagogy purposes, we be-
lieve there are a lot of common concepts that can be adopted for
personal visualization. They argue that no matter how well visu-
alization technology is designed, there is little educational value
unless it engages learners in an active learning activity. There is
a commonality between our audience and learners. Learners do
not have expertise as scientist, same as novice users who are non-
visualization experts who are trying to make sense of their own
data.

Naps et al. [15] engagement taxonomy defines six different
forms of learner engagement with visualization technology: 1) no
viewing, 2) viewing, 3) responding, 4) changing, 5) constructing,
and 6) presenting. We can adopt some of these levels, except no
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viewing, which means that there is no visualization technology in
use, and changing, which means that the system asks students for
input to affect the execution of a program. Myller et al. [14] ex-
tended this taxonomy for software visualization and collaborative
learning. One of their added items is: reviewing (i.e., viewing the
visualization for the purpose of providing comments, suggestions,
and feedback on the visualization itself or the program.) It is no-
table that they do not consider this taxonomy to be an ordinal scale
and they mention that “ The relationships among these six forms of
engagement do not form a simple hierarchical relationship.”

Another relevant taxonomy in the context of learning visualiza-
tion is Bloom’s taxonomy [1]. They look at the depth of understand-
ing and define levels while interacting with visualizations. This tax-
onomy has six levels as, the knowledge level, the comprehension
level, the application level, the analysis level, the synthesis level,
and the evaluation level. We elaborate on definitions of each level
as we believe it relates to the field of InfoVis.

1. The knowledge level: refers to mere factual recall with no
real understanding of the deeper meaning behind facts.

2. The comprehension level: learner is able to discern the
meaning behind the facts.

3. The application level: learner can apply the learned material
in specifically described new situations.

4. The analysis level: learner can identify the components of a
complex problem and break the problem down into smaller
parts.

5. The synthesis level: learner is able to generalize and draw
new conclusions from the facts learned at prior levels.

6. The evaluation level: learner is able to compare and discrim-
inate among different ideas and methods. By assessing the
value of these ideas and methods, the learner is able to make
choices based on reasoned arguments.

This taxonomy has been revised and listed as six levels of re-
membering, understanding, applying, analyzing, evaluating, and
creating which provides a better means to evaluate visualization
tools. In the following section we introduce which is very similar
to this one, but has been adopted for measuring users engagement
in InfoVis.

3 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this section, we conclude by addressing our proposed taxonomy
and how it can capture the granularity of engagement. Then we
address some of the open research issues in this field that requires
further exploration. We hope that our effort will motivate other
researchers to further investigate this problem and to establish a
better foundation for engagement.

3.1 Defining Engagement with its Degrees
As mentioned before, in order to be able to measure engagement,
we first need to have a framework that encompasses different levels
of engagement. Based on our survey of engagement literature in
related domains, we propose the following taxonomy that defines
engagement based on the level of user involvement (See Figure 1).
Our taxonomy includes five levels: Expose, Involve, Analyze, Syn-
thesize, and Decide. Each level includes former levels, but it refers
to a deeper level of engagement which also correspond to deeper
level of sensemaking. We adopted our taxonomy from Bloom’s
digital taxonomy [1]. Similar to Bloom’s taxonomy, the degree of
engagement increases from left to right as user performs higher-
level cognitive tasks such as synthesizing information, and making
finial decisions. This classification provide a working definition of

degrees of engagement and a systematic approach to capture the
individual degrees of user engagement.

1. Expose (Viewing): the user knows how to read data points.

2. Involve (Interacting): the user interacts with the visualization
and manipulate the data.

3. Analyze (Finding Trends): the user analyze the data, finds
trends, and outliers, etc.

4. Synthesize (Testing Hypotheses): the user is able to form and
evaluate hypotheses.

5. Decide (Deriving Decisions): the user is able to draw final
decisions based on evaluations of different hypotheses.

To better enable visualization researchers to evaluate user en-
gagement, we capture what can be generated about the data at each
level. We speculate that each level re-acquires different metrics.
While, addressing metrics for each level needs further research and
exploration, we believe that many of Bloom’s taxonomy concepts
can be adopted here. For instance, Expose level can be measured by
people’s ability to remember. Whereas understand, apply, derive
insights from data are addressing deeper level of engagement. To
address deeper level of engagement, there are other possible met-
rics such as users’ new questions and hypotheses which can address
Synthesize level. This shows the users’ ability to go beyond initial
questions to gain some insights [16].

3.2 Open Research Questions
In this section, we bring attention to some open research questions
in the context of Information Visualization. These questions can
be used for future researchers to discuss the future direction of en-
gagement research in the visualization community.

• What is the definition of engagement? This is the most critical
question to be answered. Addressing other issues are deter-
mined by this definition.

• What are the levels of engagement? It is necessary to identify
and distinguish between different levels of engagement.

• How to measure engagement? The inherent complexity of
engagement makes measuring a challenge. What should be
measured and what the appropriate metrics are, are still un-
clear.

• What are the differences between short-term vs long-term en-
gagement? Do they require different metrics for measure-
ment? There are situations (e.g. monitoring health indicators)
where a user needs to interact with a visualization for longer
periods of time. This issue should be reflected in any future
evaluation framework because short and long term engage-
ment may require different evaluation methods.

• How to increase the engagement level by visualization de-
sign? Although designing engaging visualizations is beyond
the focus of this paper, we believe that a clear definition of
engagement along with a taxonomy of different levels of en-
gagement would be useful for visualisation researcher and de-
signers.

• Do certain personal traits correlate with the degree of engage-
ment with a visualization? There is also the issue of personal
differences and preferences. What are the type and magni-
tude of personal traits on engagement? Would factors such as
gender, age, background and education affect engagement?

• How can we incorporate the user engagement level into visu-
alization models, such as knowledge generation [19] and trust
building under uncertainty [18]?
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Are there networks in maps?

An experimental visualization of personal movement data
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Figure 1: The Shifted Maps visualization (a) and three viewing modes for spatial (b), temporal (c), and frequency (d) networks of places.

ABSTRACT

Shifted Maps proposes a novel visualization method to generate
personal geovisualizations of individual movement data. The
resulting visual appearance can be characterized as a map network
consisting of visited places and their connections. The visited
places are shown as circular map extracts scaled according to
the time spent there and the movements between the places are
represented as edges between the places. A key feature of the
Shifted Maps visualization is the possibility to explore the data in
three different arrangements based on geo-spatial position, travel
time, and frequency of movements. By combining map and
network visualizations of movement data, it becomes possible to
analyze and compare spatial and temporal topologies.

Keywords: Geovisualization, Maps, Personal visualization, Spa-
tiotemporal Data.

1 INTRODUCTION

Due to the increasing amount of collected personal data we witness
a growing need for tools for analyzing these datasets. Conventional
visualizations are prone to represent mass data, which tend to lack
accessibility and personal relevance. Especially with the rise of
the mobile phone and its tracking capabilities, more and more
people use their devices to collect a wide range of personal data.
While personal datasets offer the possibility to recognize small-
scale patterns in individual behavior, they also increasingly result
in more comprehensive and complex patterns at a larger scale and
consequently require new methods to make sense of them.
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With Shifted Maps we present a visualization of individual
movement data, which enables people to discover recurring patterns
in long-term mobility traces. In order to reveal diverse relationships
between places, we developed a novel visualization consisting of a
network of map extracts. We designed this technique to facilitate
the representation of multiple correlations through nodes, while
maintaining a reference to the spatial information through maps.

2 RELATED WORK

In the visualization community, there is a growing interest in visual
analysis tools to support casual data visualization [6]. Over the last
few years several projects started to investigate the visualization
of personal movement data. The default view of the Moves
app [2], which allows people to log their mobility, is a non-
spatial visualization of places on a timeline using simple glyphs
to represent the temporal length of trips and stays. Move-o-
Scope [1] uses simple traces on a map but additionally provides
a flow diagram of selected places indicating the most related places
based on co-visitation. The web-based visualization Visits [8] puts
map extracts on a timeline showing visited places, thus highlighting
the relationship between time and space along a travelog. We aim
to take these efforts further and explore the non-linear relationships
between places emerging over time.

Representing spatiotemporal data is one of the core themes
of geovisualization. At the most basic, this consists of showing
different time snapshots of spatial data side by side or sequentially.
Plenty of techniques aim to visually integrate temporal with spatial
properties [3], ranging from flow maps to space time cubes. Often
these techniques are used to visually analyze large amounts of
aggregated movement data. We are interested in finding new
approaches to explore smaller scale personal data sets. Revealing
additional information such as visit duration and frequency allows
people to better understand the temporality of their movement.
These aspects can be harnessed to expose significant parts of one’s
personal environment. A number of techniques such as lenses have
been introduced to emphasize certain parts of maps. A few of these
techniques can be used to highlight several areas simultaneously [5,
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Figure 2: Semantic zoom showing more and more details. When zooming in (a to e) finer grained spatial relations emerge, then revealing the
journeys between near-by places, and finally visualizing the stays at a single place (e).

7], yet the resulting distortions can cause misinterpretation of the
underlying map [4].

In sum, most spatiotemporal visualizations tend to prioritize
spatial over temporal patterns by displaying the underlying map as
the primary representation for positioning data nodes. We aim to
subvert this relationship between space and time, in order to reveal
diverse data topologies in personal movement patterns.

3 SHIFTED MAPS - THE PROTOTYPE

Shifted Maps visualizes personal movement data. Its main purpose
is revealing patterns in one’s own movement network and enabling
users to gain a different, maybe more personal perspective on
their own movements through their spatial surrounding. Our
environmental perception is based on often visited places and
frequently taken routes. The relationships between these personal
places are complex, as some connections occur more frequently
than others, the time needed to move between them can vary
greatly, and the spatial distances between places is interwoven
with networks of visitation sequences. Considering that these
complex relationships are latent in all mobility datasets there is
an opportunity to use existing network visualization techniques
such as node-link diagrams. When visualizing movement data as
node-link diagrams, geographic references and temporal sequences
need to be integrated, for example, to aid the understanding of
co-visitation patterns, i.e., which are the most visited places and
what is the frequency of journeys between them. The design of our
visualization is led by the objective of representing spatiotemporal
networks of personal movements.

3.1 Visualizations

Shifted Maps proposes a network of map extracts to visualize
the diverse relationships between the places one traverses. The
spatiotemporal networks are represented as node-link diagrams
with nodes being visited places displayed as map extracts and
connections between them shown as straight lines. The rationale
behind such a hybrid view is to harness people’s growing familiarity
with digital maps with the general versatility of node-link diagrams
representing diverse topologies and relations. The map extracts are
circular to correspond with a sense of perceiving the immediate
spatial surrounding of a place, with a dot indicating its exact
location. The area size of a circle corresponds to the time spent
there, while the thickness of the ring represents the relative number
of visits. Though the size of a circle may change the geospatial area
it represents stays the same; it adjusts its zoom level according to
the geometric size of the circle. To focus on the network structure
between places, we simplify routes as straight lines with their
thickness representing the number of trips.

The map extracts and the connections between them result
in a graph representing the personal network of places and the
movements between them. The advantage of a network of map
extracts is the possibility to arrange it in different ways, while
maintaining a reference back to the geographic positions through
the map extracts. Shifted Maps offers three arrangements: In
the geographic view, the arrangement of places is based on their
geographic positions (Fig. 1a, b). In the temporal view, the places
are arranged according to average time it takes to go from one

place to another (Fig. 1c). For the frequency view, places with a
frequent connection move closer to each other than places with a
less frequent connection (Fig. 1d). The length of the edges and the
numeric labels labels along them respectively indicate the spatial or
temporal distance, or the frequency of travels.

3.2 Interactions

Though the static visualization already reveals interesting rela-
tionships, interaction with Shifted Maps enables a comparison of
different places, time spans, and views. The three different views
can be chosen via the buttons in the top left corner. A smooth
transition between the views aims to ease the understanding of the
shifting arrangements. In principle, data of any temporal length
can be loaded into the visualization. A time-range slider enables
the selection of a certain temporal period, making it possible to
compare shorter spans or follow the growth of the network over
time. Each view can be explored through a semantic zoom,
which enables the user to get an overview of the connections in
lower zoom levels, while revealing more detailed information about
places and connections in higher zoom levels. Zooming in reveals
overlapping circles making individual places and more connections
visible. In parallel, details such as line labels, place names, and
further information about the places are bit by bit revealed (Fig. 2).
At the highest zoom level a detailed view displays the duration of
stay at individual days, as well as connection details, i.e., which
other places have been visited before and after the focused place.

4 FIRST USES

During the iterative design process we carried out a formative
evaluation, in order to test the comprehension of our visualization,
its effects and general functionality. As testing the prototype with
real datasets was indispensable, we recruited three participants (one
female, two males, aged 24-27) with datasets of about two weeks.
The tested prototype contained all main functions, except the se-
mantic zoom. All participants were eager to explore a visualization
of their own movement data and quickly understood the geographic
and the time view. The frequency view, however, caused problems
of comprehension, which may result from inaccuracies caused by
an error in the graph layout algorithm. In general, participants
remembered and recognized frequently visited places, whereas
rarely visited places were partly already forgotten and took longer
to identify and rediscover. The interaction techniques were largely
understood and used without problems, though some of the users
wished there were more interaction opportunities, i.e., interacting
with the circles or lines, and additional information about the
places.

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The rising amount of personal movement data, collected with
smartphones, provides the opportunity for individuals to gain
valuable insights into their own movements. Shifted Maps proposes
a visualization of personal movement data with a network of map
extracts. The unique potential of this technique is the possibility
to see places and movements in novel ways. Three different
arrangements based on the geographic, temporal, or frequential
connections between places were designed to help people reveal
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patterns in their movements. An early user test showed that people
are able to reveal forgotten places and connections through the
prototype. For the next version of Shifted Maps, we are plan-
ning to include more interaction capabilities and additional place
information. Currently, we are developing a web implementation
of our visualization to make it accessible for a broader audience
and enable a large-scale evaluation of the new technique.
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Figure 1: Everyday visualization showing a single user’s data. On the left the broader calendar view, and on the right the detailed clock view.

ABSTRACT

The use of activity monitors has increased significantly in the re-
cent years. With the improvement of technology and the avail-
ability of better sensors, it became easier for users to watch their
activities. However, there is still a lot to do. We accumulate sig-
nificant amounts of data and monitor different parts of our lives,
but we still miss insights about ourselves. In this paper, we pro-
pose a way to aggregate and visualize data obtained from different
sensors, allowing individuals to better understand themselves. We
focus on acquiring data from various sources and producing simple
and casual visualizations.

1 INTRODUCTION

The primary objective of each person is to have a good life. The
concept of good life may vary according to one’s personality, but
it is often a good balance of health, work, and personal life. Each
one has just a single life, and it is not easy to achieve happiness
disregarding one of these aspects. However, keeping a balanced
life requires personal investment, self-knowledge, and discipline. It
is not easy to manage this alone. The pursuit of a better behavior
depends a lot on the knowledge of the past, and, as a consequence,
on the everyday monitoring.

There is an abundance of data in our lives. We keep produc-
ing and collecting information on everything, including ourselves.
Every day we found new ways to acquire data, and we are using
it to improve ourselves, as well as the activities in which we take
part. Thanks to Facebook we know our friends’ birthday and can
congratulate them in time while heart rate monitors help us to un-
derstand our instantaneous cardiac frequency and change our fitness
in real-time.

There is a growing variety of sensors and different forms of cap-
turing data from an individual. Nevertheless, there are many chal-
lenges in dealing with this kind of information. If not filtered or
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presented adequately it can easily become overwhelming or unin-
teresting.

The goal of this project is to produce a casual customizable visu-
alization for individuals data. It should allow the user to find knowl-
edge about him and find ways to improve his life in specific objec-
tives (i.e. health, work, or social life). This is a work in progress,
and we intend to increase the amount of data presented and the vari-
ations/customization of the visualization tool significantly.

We collected a relevant amount of information of one single user
and developed a visualization to aggregate it all. The data acquired
is heterogeneous and dealing with it is a challenge by itself. We
focus on the simplest and most intuitive way to show the informa-
tion, using visualization metaphors present in our everyday lives,
such as maps, calendars, and clocks. We present the information in
different levels of detail, making it easier and quicker to understand.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents some related works. Section 3 introduces the process used
for data acquisition and management, as well as the list of data we
are monitoring. Finally, Section 4 presents the visualizations we are
using and the results achieved, and Section 5 the conclusions and
future work.

2 RELATED WORK

Personal visualization has been actively discussed by researchers
recently. There are many challenges from capturing sensors data to
presenting useful visualizations.

Huang et al. [4] did an impressive survey on papers about per-
sonal visualization (PV) and personal visual analytics (PVA). In
their work, they sort different attributes of individual visualization
projects such as the effort to collect the data and who it is intended
to inform. They present an extensive explanation of each attribute
describing their importance and relations with each other. They also
present the current scenario and challenges of PV and PVA, which
go from fitting in personal routines to integrating computer analysis
and evaluation. According to the authors, there is still a lot to do on
PV and PVA.

Pousman et al. [11] describe casual information visualization
as visualization for non-experts. They claim that many visualiza-
tions are made for professionals and that it becomes difficult for
untrained individual to understand. For that same reason, casual
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visualizations reach a wider set of audience. Considering that per-
sonal information is meaningful mostly to the user himself, it makes
a lot of sense to make it as casual as possible.

The list of sensors that track people’s activities is ever growing,
as can be seen in TicTrac [15], a Web-based application that aggre-
gates several personal information tracking software. The objective
of TicTrac is similar to our own. The application is very strong
on aggregating many different activities monitors but the visual-
izations available are still generic and simple, without refining or
giving detailed information.

The availability of information on movement data makes it fre-
quently used for user analysis. Zend et al. [16] and Grundy et al. [2]
show different forms of visualization of movement data. In their
case, they gathered data from lots of individuals making it possible
for a different analysis. The detailed movement data may not be
necessary for individuals, though, but it can be interesting to know
the locations attended by the user.

Many works approach individual user data focusing on health
information. Pantelopoulos and Bourbakis [10] present a review
on wearable sensors for health monitoring while Schneiderman et
al. [14] address the subject focusing on how visualizations can sup-
port and improve already existing health systems. Schneiderman et
al. also present challenges of health visualization. However, this
is focused on health visualization, which is often developed for ex-
perts and not necessarily useful to the individual himself.

Most of the user individual data is temporal. In the same way,
most of the activity monitors register information according to time.
For that reason, it is often a good idea to also present data in rela-
tion to time. Huang et al. [5] created an attractive solution joining
user information in a regular calendar visualization. They can show
user’s physical activity (number of steps) or the amount of house-
hold energy used. Their solution is appealing because it displays
the information to the user in a non-obtrusive manner. However, it
lacks a method to visualize more details. The large amount of data
displayed can be of little meaning when there is no way for the user
to view detailed info.

Still regarding temporal data visualization, Kondo and
Collins [7] show a technique to interact with timeline visualizations.
In visualizations with many data, it becomes necessary to interact,
filter and visualize the details of the information presented.

Sports often explore individual information. A previous work
we developed on NBA Visualization [9] had a particular view ded-
icated to observing player’s information. It shows attributes like
points scored and rebounds of each player and his evolution each
year. This individual data visualization allowed us to observe the
players that improved the most each year, and in which attributes
specifically.

Satyanarayan and Heer [13] present a paper about storytelling
with visualizations. The authors reinforce Pousman et al. on using
visualizations that are not so focused on professionals. Individual
user data is an excellent source to storytelling, and it can be very in-
teresting for end users to review their memories through storytelling
with data.

The visualizations mentioned here have similar goals to ours,
specially the calendar of Huang et al. [5] and TicTrac [15]. How-
ever, we intend to treat personal visualization from a broader point
of view. Our idea is to aggregate much more information of a sin-
gle user, and consistently present it, in a more intuitive way than we
found in the previous works.

3 DEALING WITH DATA

Data acquisition is a crucial step for visualization because the final
product is based on the information gathered. If we can find in-
sightful data, it becomes easier to produce insightful visualizations.
This is still a big challenge when we talk about personal visualiza-
tion. People have too many variables that we cannot measure yet,

and the ones we can measure, often do not say much by themselves.
For that reason, in this project we gathered a significant amount of
information from a single user, believing that correlations between
them can be of interest.

The data collected in this work until now came from various dif-
ferent sources and are presented below:

• Steps: data captured using a Jawbone Up3 [6] tracker. Repre-
sents the number of steps taken in a given period of time. The
user wears a tracker (wrist belt) that continuously collects data
through a set of sensors including a tri-axial accelerometer

• Sleep: also captured from the Jawbone Up3 tracker, it rep-
resents the number of hours slept each night. Information is
tracked using the same accelerometer and a heart rate moni-
tor. The sleep quality is logged according to the period (wake,
light, deep, and REM)

• Location: information captured from Foursquare [1], the data
used contains the timestamp, coordinates, the name of the city
and country where the user was

• Climate: data gathered from the OpenWeatherMap API [8].
The data used includes the temperature and climate conditions
on the location the user was

• Emails sent/received: data collected from Gmail through Tic-
Trac [15]. Information obtained includes the timestamp, sub-
ject and text of each email sent and received by the user

• Tweets: also collected using TicTrac, includes the timestamp,
the “@mentions” and the text of the Twitter messages sent by
the user

• Appointments: collected from the Apple iCal app, the at-
tributes used are the start and end time of the appointment,
title, and description

• Work: information obtained from Hours [3] and Rescue-
Time [12]. Hours is an iOS app for time tracking where the
main goal is to track the time spent in different projects. The
user should be able to inform manually all data in a very easy
manner. RescueTime, for the other hand, is an automatic
tool for PCs. A script executes in background and logs all
the activity, organized by categories. The data obtained from
both sources include a timestamp of each activity and the time
spent on it

Gathering information from so many different sources lead us
to some troubles. Firstly, it is important to consider that there are
slight differences in the format of each source. For example, times-
tamps had different precision on different providers. Then, before
producing any visual result, we had to standardize all the informa-
tion.

Another problem that we experienced involved the period of the
data acquired. TicTrac, Foursquare, iCal, and Hours readily pro-
vided information with precise timestamps. However, data cap-
tured from the Jawbone Up only allowed us to retrieve the total
steps given per day. To better understand the walking pattern of the
user, we needed more detailed information. Then, we had to write
a script that request updated information on short intervals and log
the number of steps by ourselves in a local database.

We also had to deal with different periods of data on each source.
Some sources of data had been logged for longer and, consequently
had data of a larger time span. To address that, we found a period
where all of the sources were active. For now, we fixed this time
slice of data for the following steps of our work, because we wanted
to develop some visualizations with a consolidated, immutable data
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set. After dealing with these difficulties, we have a lot of registers
somewhat organized to start building visualizations.

It is also important to mention that each user has different per-
sonal preferences, and many of these sources are not suited for other
potential users. Although we believe that there is a subset of basic
“sensors” that could be always considered, a toolkit for personal
visualization should provide a graceful manner to easily save and
integrate data coming from different sources. Even if we are ne-
glecting it in this work, we are aware that this problem need to be
faced soon.

Up to now we captured the data using Python, Ruby scripts, and
some manual maintenance. The scripts written use the available
APIs of each source mentioned in this section. The resulting infor-
mation is, for now, stored in several CSV files. As noted before, this
setup is clearly a non-optimal setup and for that reason we intend
to improve the way we capture and store information in the next
iterations of our work.

The visualization produced were created to work on the Web. It
is interesting to make a Web-based solution for this kind of visual-
ization because it becomes easily accessible by the end user anytime
and anywhere. We used D3js, NodeJS and basic HTML, CSS and
Javascript to produce the visualization.

For future works, we intend to use a more robust Web framework
setup and to deploy it on a server. That way it will be possible to
deal with information of more than one user in a structured way.

4 EVERYDAY VISUALIZATION

As mentioned before, our goal is to provide intuitive visualizations
of personal data to everyone. As all the data used in this study is
temporal data, we decided to use the calendar and clock metaphors.
While the calendar provides an overview of the self-behavior along
several days, the clock gives a detailed view of a single day. In this
way, we show information going from a broader perspective to a
more detailed one.

The broader visualization is displayed as a calendar and con-
tains information of total steps, temperature, and climate condition
of each day (see Fig. 1). The information is presented in a clear
and intuitive way without many details and allows the overview of
longer periods of time, such as a week or a month.

The calendar visualization is composed of various cells, each
one containing the information of a single day. Each cell has four
attributes: the date, the temperature, the climate condition, and
the number of steps taken. The first line of each cell shows the
mean temperature and the general climate condition of the day. The
color of the cell reinforces the temperature information, where blue
means cold, and red means hot. The climate condition is repre-
sented by an easy to recognize symbol (e.g. a sun shining, a cloud,
etc.). The second line shows a bar with the total steps taken during
the day. The bar’s length changes according to the number of steps,
being bigger when more steps were taken. Once more we use the
color of the bar to reinforce the information displayed. We use a
gradient from gray to blue, where blue means more steps and gray
less.

When the user wishes to know a more detailed information he
can move into the clock visualization (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2). Each
clock is divided into 24 slices – one for each hour – and represents
a day of information. Ideally, we keep the clocks aligned in a calen-
dar setup with seven days (clocks) per line, thus making weekdays
coincide on the same column and keeping the consistency between
both visualizations.

The clock visualization is more elaborate and presents more in-
formation than the calendar. It is composed of two areas show-
ing different information on the same context. The outer part of
the clock shows the amount of steps taken by the user. Each slice
displays the number of steps taken in the respective period of one
hour. It also displays any appointment that the user had by show-

ing thicker margin and a darker color tone on the slice. The ap-
pointments reflect the data captured from the iCal app. The inner
part contains some bubbles representing the amount of time spent
on different projects logged by the Hours app. The bubbles have
different colors that make it easier to recognize the same task in
different days.

The clock vis offers two options to display the number of steps
taken during each day. If the user wishes to see a global overview of
how much he walked during the day, there is a cumulative display
option where each slice contains the sum of steps until that corre-
sponding hour of the day. On the other hand, if the user wants to
see at what time of the day he walked more, there is a noncumula-
tive display option (see Fig. 2). This customization allows for some
interesting insights. For instance, only on the cumulative mode the
user can view which days he walked more than the others. This cus-
tomization of the visualization is crucial, as pointed out by Huang
et al. [4]. Looking for avoiding excessive labels, we added a tooltip
with the raw information of each slide in the clock (see Fig. 3).
When the user hovers the mouse on a slice, the hour of the day and
the number of steps is displayed.

Figure 2: Clocks showing non-cumulative (left) and cumulative (right)
steps information.

Figure 3: Tooltip on the clock visualization.

While the blue bars on the clock show the physical activity, pro-
ductivity can be read looking to the inner bubbles that show the
amount of time spent on each project. Projects can be configured
by each user in the Hours App, but it is often used to log profes-
sional activity. The size of the bubble represents the amount of
time devoted to the respective task and its size, though, is relative
to the day, not global. In other words, the same bubble size on dif-
ferent clocks can mean different amounts of time. Each bubble also
has a label and an associated color to assist the user in identifying
the same task on different days. This way, it becomes possible for
the user to know how he spent his time each day. For example, it is
easy to identify the days with too many meetings.

Another possibility available is to visually compare two days of
activity, as can be seen in Fig. 4. The information displayed is
separated in different colors with transparency, enabling the user to
see subtle differences in the number of steps for each moment of
the day. This comparison can also be viewed in a cumulative shape.

Additionally, we developed a map visualization to offer a differ-
ent view of the data – this time focused on location – instead of
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Figure 4: Comparison of two days activity.

presenting it according to time (see Fig. 5). It shows circles where
the radius is proportional to the number of steps taken per day on
the respective location. The color saturation is used to reinforce the
number of steps per day. More red means more steps and less red
mean fewer steps. Often the circles overlap each other, so we also
added a tooltip that shows the average number of steps per day. As
can be seen in Fig. 5 the user walked much more on the west coast
then in other places. It allows for interesting insights as the user can
see if his activities change when being away from the place he lives.
In the specific case of Fig. 5, for instance, an inspection on the cal-
endar visualization can help the user to reason that these amount of
steps (more than usual) was taken during his last vacation in Cali-
fornia.

Figure 5: Map showing the number of steps taken in different places.

The map visualization is a nice addition because it allows the
user to view his data from another perspective. Here, the location
information captured from Foursquare is best presented in spatial
visualizations, and can be composed with the other data – in this
case, the steps – to provide insightful visualizations.

The visualizations presented in this section are still in its early
steps, and there is a lot to evolve. As can be noted, we are not yet
visualizing all the data we captured (e.g. sleep, e-mails exchanged,
tweets). The three visualization metaphors presented here (calen-
dar, clock, and map) allow the reasoning about our own behavior,
but a better integration between the visualizations is still missing.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we presented a proposal for a multi-layered user-
focused visualization of personal data. We also discussed the chal-
lenges of capturing and treating data from several different sources,
and we showed a visualization that comprises different information
from a single user in the same place.

The Everyday Visualization is still a work in progress, so we
still have a long road ahead, but we think the preliminary results
are promising. The technique based on the calendar and clock

metaphors can present concise information in an easy to understand
casual visualization. We believe that we are taking the next step on
activity monitors as they are too focused and frequently do not give
us enough insight. Exploring multiple sources of information can
help us to better understand ourselves and, as a consequence, to
change our own behavior towards a better life.

Until now we collected a lot of information and are pursuing the
best ways to present them. We are not yet visualizing all the data
collected and there is still a lot to improve in the way we collect
data. As on-going work, we are replacing manual capturing data
methods for a real time and automatic strategy. This is probably the
most important step to creating a user knowledge. The continuous
flow of information will allow us to learn more about the users.

We also have to work more on the composition of different vi-
sualizations. While the various approaches used here to explore
personal data work nicely, we still do not have a clear way to nav-
igate between them. The challenge is never to let the user lose the
context.

As a long term objective, we expect that with enough informa-
tion on an individual, one will be able to make predictions of the
user’s actions, and suggest good and healthy behaviors, as a per-
sonal assistant.
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ABSTRACT

Learners have personal data, such as grades, feedback and statistics
on how they fair or compare with the class. But, data focusing on
their personal learning is lacking, as it does not get updated reg-
ularly (being updated at the end of a taught session) and the dis-
played information is generally a single grade. Consequently, it is
difficult for students to use this information to adapt their behavior,
and help them on their learning journey. Yet, there is a rich set of
data that could be captured and help students learn better. What
is required is dynamically, regularly updated personal data, that is
displayed to students in a timely way. Such ‘personal data’ can be
presented to the student through ‘personal visualizations’ that en-
gender ‘personal learning’. In this paper we discuss our journey
into developing learning systems and our resulting experience with
learners. We present a vision, to integrate new technologies and
visualization solutions, in order to encourage and develop personal
learning that employs the visualization of personal learning data.

Keywords: Learning Analytics, Personal Learning, Personal Data,
Information Visualization, Teaching Analytics, Learning Support

Index Terms: K.6.1 [Management of Computing and Information
Systems]: Project and People Management—Life Cycle; K.7.m
[The Computing Profession]: Miscellaneous—Ethics

1 INTRODUCTION

In the Higher Education sector (especially) the concept of Personal
Learning (PL) is gaining momentum. Within this agenda, aca-
demics are moving from content-based learning to student-centric
learning, where an individual assumes responsibility for setting
their own goals. While there is much rhetoric around these ideas
and there are many practical ways to achieve this shift in focus, the
overarching ideology is a good one: to empower the students with
resources that enable them to learn better, based on their own data.
Ken Robinson encourages students to find ‘their element’ [20], to
find their own path and develop an innate love and genuine interest
for their subject. This learner empowerment matches deep learn-
ing with research integration and futures thinking [22]. This is a
two-way journey of a learner understanding themself personally,
their emotions, moods and sensations, and externally of the mate-
rial world, events and circumstances.

So, how can we encourage and empower learners to become
more conscious of their learning? How can we deepen learner’s
understanding of what they have learnt? How can they adapt learn-
ing strategies to their own skill-set and style or see how well they
are doing in comparison to others? How can they plan, manage and
qualify their learning? How do we capture data – and what data – to
help learners realize how they are progressing? How can we assist
students using visualizations that effectively depict their progress,
learning context and results?
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†e-mail:c.headleand@bangor.ac.uk
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Our position is that personal visualization and especially per-
sonal visual analytics can help tackle these questions. Our focus
and thoughts are born from our experiences within Higher Educa-
tion, but we believe that the principles and ideas can be applied to a
broader range of educational activities.

We organise the paper in four parts: (1) provide background that
gives context to the personal data for learning; (2) highlight core
related work; (3) focus on our experience and explain some key
projects that we have been involved with, and (4) develop a vision
for personal learning visualization. The aim is to motivate and ex-
cite the community to develop further the concept of personal data
visualization for learning (Fig. 1).

Figure 1: From personal data, personal visualization to personal
learning.

2 BACKGROUND & CONTEXT

There are many kinds of student data that a University currently
stores. These include: address, qualifications, degree major, mod-
ules or units of work to be achieved and grades. Students can view
(and edit) some of this information via a ‘student portal’ and access
learning resources through systems such as Moodle or Blackboard.
These Learning Management Systems (LMS) provide students with
access to individual grades, lecture materials, assessments and other
resources the learner might require. Usually, the instructor has ac-
cess to a more detailed overview of all students’ performance. It is
likely, however, that grade information is stored in many places and
students have to use several ‘portals’ (e.g., term-time assessment
results may be stored on a separate portal to overall grades).

These systems provide a personal view, where an individual stu-
dent only sees his/her grades. It is also true that these portals are be-
coming more feature rich and are starting to depict students grades
visually. In fact, Universities are endeavoring to make the learning
experience more personal, for instance:

• Strategies such as Personal Learning Plans (PLPs) are gaining
popularity where students set their own goals, monitor their
own progress and identify their own aims.

• Personal Learning Records (PLRs) are being introduced,
where the students not only get a transcript of their grades
but also receive a fully detailed document of all their subjects,
learning outcomes, and extracurricular activities.

• Students are gaining more authority over their own data, and
can record their own personal notes, which their tutor would
receive.
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However, there are several challenges with current systems.
They do not capture detailed information about the student (espe-
cially information that may help them realize their own mistakes).
The data granularity is poor, and only updates at major events (e.g.,
assessment milestones and examination results). Metadata such as
notes by the student, academic and tutor, cannot be stored alongside
the results. Existing systems are often not integrated and students
and administrators have to utilize many different – often incompat-
ible – tools. In order to reach a point where we can realize personal
learning visualization we need to address many of these challenges.

There are obviously many different kinds of personal data that
could be captured and stored. As we discuss below, at our insti-
tutions we capture attendance data, student satisfaction, and per-
module evaluation data. But, it is unclear what other personal data
may be useful in helping learners. In fact, some data that may seem
ideal to capture, may be subject to privacy and legality restrictions.

For inspiration, let’s consider the field of exercise. Users have
activity trackers like Fitbit or smartwatches (such as the Apple
Watch), that capture personal data and display them through special
services as daily or weekly reports of their progress. These services
gamify the whole progress, by gauging how well users are doing
in comparison with others. They indicate notable achievements or
goals and offer digital ‘rewards’ (tags, badges etc.), that people can
display on social networks, as encouragement and support. What is
required for the learning domain is a similar approach: systems that
automatically monitor progress, provide regular reports, and enable
and encourage the student to do better.

3 RELATED WORK

In the context of this paper, and with an outlook to visualization, we
look into related work in two dimensions: i) personal data capture
and ii) personal learning visualization.

3.1 Capturing personal data

Nowadays, Educational Data Mining (EDM) [21] and Learning
Analytics (LA) [5] are converging. There is a shift from EDM
merely informing educational practice to directly influencing it. LA
is becoming a timely research topic and several researchers (in-
cluding ourselves) make calls to the analytics communities to step
up [4, 17]. Along with the enthusiasm of LA is the appetite for vi-
sualization (especially visual analytics). E.g., in 2015 the ‘Learning
Analytics and Knowledge’ conference convenes its fifth event and
holds its first workshop on Visual Approaches to Learning Analyt-
ics (visla15.org).

We already mentioned a growing interest in Personalized Learn-
ing Environments (PLEs), where a learner self-adapts their learn-
ing environment to suit their own particular learning needs [2]. We
are also beginning to see data-driven systems personalized for the
learner, such as recommender systems [8, 26] that help identify
items such as learning resources and knowledge routes [9]. Powell
and Yuan [29] argue that personal data can provide higher-level in-
sights into how students learn. Nonetheless, while these data-driven
insights are proving to be of benefit to educators, learners are often
have limited access, constricting their possible reflections.

Looking at other domains, the tracking of personal data is be-
coming increasingly ubiquitous, helping individuals identify their
habits and understand patterns in their behavior [24]. In recent
years, with the advent of mobile and wearable [16] technology, and
the Internet of Things [19], self tracking has become a disruptive in-
novation in an number of domains [25], including fitness [13] and
sleep activity [7]. As these technologies become more and more
pervasive, there are opportunities to employ them in educational
context, in complementary fashion to traditional methods, and en-
rich the quality of captured data.

Figure 2: The IVY learning environemnt for language interpreters,
showing a learning scene.

Figure 3: Picture from Technocamps, building Lego Mindstorm
robots.

Figure 4: Attendance monitoring record of a typical student.

3.2 Personalizing Learning Visualizations

The continuous increase in learning data (produced and captured)
presents several visualization opportunities, in order to allow a stu-
dent to reflect on their progress [6], compare themselves with their
peers [23], provide greater context to acquired skills [11] or to build
and depict predictive models [12]. However, there has been little re-
search into how these visualizations can be personalized, to support
a students learning style and individual needs.

Systems such as CourseVis [10], Moodle (moodle.org), Black-
board (blackboard.com) etc. all display the information in dash-
boards resembling the style of Google Analytics. About half of the
tools discussed by Verbet et al. [27] display time spent, social inter-
action and tool use. In some cases students can customize data rep-
resentations through these dashboard systems [3] enabling a level of
self-reflection and greater understanding of personal performance.

Yet, for users to explore any information, they need to load a
separate dashboards, often isolated from the learning materials and
specific results and metrics (e.g., exam vs. term-time assessments).
There is an opportunity to do more than merely displaying dash-
boards of grades, by integrating personal data, students’ learning
goals, pathways and objectives.

4 CASE STUDIES

To develop the direction of personal learning data, we look to our
own experiences for guidance, and briefly discuss four projects.

The IVY project [15] (Fig. 2) was funded by the European
Union, and was a collaboration between six EU partners. The aim
was to create a collaborative environment (The IVY-Virtual Envi-
ronment) to train language interpreters. Several scenarios were de-
veloped, where students could learn interpreter-mediated commu-
nication skills, through being immersed in a 3D virtual world. Data
of scenario usage, timings, repetition of loading materials etc. is
captured. In the follow-up project (EVIVA) data stored included
videos, recorded by the users as they used IVY-VE.
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Technocamps (Fig. 3) was a four year outreach project designed
to inspire the young people of Wales to select more Science Tech-
nology Engineering and Maths (STEM) subjects at school, and
to encourage more school leavers to take STEM-based degrees or
other employment. Hundreds of workshops were organized, most
focused on constructionist approaches (learning by doing), using
tools such as Lego Mindstorms, Mindcraft, and computer program-
ming in Scratch, Greenfoot, etc.

Five Desing Sheets (FdS) (fds.design) methodology, for lo-
fidelity sketching and planning of visualization interfaces, has been
developed and applied by the authors [18]. FdS has been used in
summer schools, computer science third-year projects, and taught
modules.

Student monitoring is a major challenge in Universities. In the
UK there is a requirement by Border Agencies to monitor atten-
dance of non-UK students. Using the OPN 2001 handheld barcode
data collector we scan students’ identity cards as they exit the lec-
ture or class. This attendance data is then uploaded to a database
and visualized in several ways. For instance, the information is
displayed on each students’ dashboard as a line plot (Fig. 4), and
a visual summary of all students’ attendance can be viewed in an
administrator portal, for cohort monitoring.

Personal Learning Plan

Personal data

Data Capture

Personal Visualization

Predictive data

Figure 5: A tiered model, focusing on data capture, prediction, visu-
alization. To allow students to develop Personal Learning Plans.

5 VISION FOR PERSONAL LEARNING VISUALIZATION

Our vision is to i) place visualization at the heart of the learning
environment (rather than an afterthought), ii) put the user in control
of their own learning experience, and iii) use a wide range of data
as input. We propose a tiered approach where most data is captured,
some is predicted, then visualized and used by students to develop
their personal learning plan (see Fig. 5).

Let’s consider Steve, an imaginary second year student on a com-
puter science major. He has a set of modules that he has completed
in his first year. This gives him a credit score and also a grade
point average. He looks at a visualization of how well he did in
the previous year, and via an interface explores his activity in spe-
cific modules. He sees his notes and realizes that he put less time
into certain modules. He then makes a comparison of his results to
other students, (using a map-like visualization, Fig. 6). In the vi-
sualization, he can click on better students (depicted anonymously)
and explore their grades and progression paths. He then turns his
attention to next year.

Looking at a visualization of predicted results, he can see how
his module grades could turn out. Through this information the sys-
tem helps him create a Personal Learning Plan. The plan includes
visualizations of his current grades, along with courses to help him
improve on certain skills. Steve does not understand some statistical
analysis that was used, and refers to expanded tool-tips providing
additional information, including explanatory animations. The vi-
sualizations nudge Steve to register for several additional courses,
which focus on key skills that he identified he is lacking.

But Steve would not use the system unless the data can be easily
captured. Data gathering must be seamless and transparent with
no extra effort. We have had first hand experience of this with

Figure 6: A sketch of a proposed students’ journey. Red shows the
current time, possible routes are depicted in cyan, and key moments
are shown with circles.

our attendance monitoring. Originally paper-based monitoring was
used. But academics saw it as a burden, and mistakes happened
frequently. Nonetheless, with the scanner we are able to auto-
mate much of this process. The visualizations and the underpinning
database help tutors and students see their record (and can make re-
quests for correction should they be legitimately miss the class). It
is important, therefore, that data capture is transparent and seam-
less, very much as dictated by ubiquitous computing [28].

There are certainly similarities between the gamification of the
fitness world and our vision. Users can see their own exercise
records, set goals and have competitions with their peers. This
is a useful comparison because both domains have goals (get fit-
ter, learn better) and both set targets (lose weight, improve marks).
However, there are also major differences and potential pitfalls with
this comparison. For instance, a significant factor is the time frame
under which we observe change. Fitness has metrics that update
on a minute or second scale and fairly short term goals, whereas
education has (typically) longer term goals with longer term met-
rics. In addition, tracking mechanisms (e.g., wearables) for fitness
may have matured, however similar educational monitors are less
mature, and maybe (if they are intrusive) more controversial.

Another important consideration is the relative value of the in-
formation to the user and how it will impact on their lives. In 2013,
Rackspace [14] published a model with six classifications of the
way in which the user would regard wearable data. Over 80% of
the 4000 respondents claimed that the wearable technology boosts
their personal abilities. If a similar impact can be achieved within
education there is an opportunity to make the collection and visu-
alization of personal learning data have a profound influence in the
domain.

Moreover, there is need to capture and visualize a wide range
of data, e.g., student’s or tutor’s notes, observations, institution-
related metrics such as attendance and National Student Survey
(NSS) records, and grades of different types of assessment. In ad-
dition, HCI techniques [4] can be employed to track how students
access educational content, how much time they spend studying it
etc. Multimodal techniques (e.g., eye and gesture tracking, biosen-
sors, etc.) could be used to devise more naturalistic assessments,
giving insight to “overt and tacit” aspects that indicate a student’s
expertise on a subject [1].

Finally, the visualizations themselves need to have a profound
impact. They should nudge or change student behavior in a posi-
tive way. They could act as suggestions or demonstrations of spe-
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cific milestones within the learning journey. In fact, we imagine that
the aforementioned visualization, using a map-metaphor, would act
as an important reference. It would allow users to see their learn-
ing journey, how well they have done (compared to others), give
suggestions over possible outcomes, and allow them to drill down
into specific marks (see Fig. 6). This concept is inspired from the
sketchbooks appearing in the Adjustment Bureau (2011) film. In
our sketch, individual lines represent the progress of a student. Stu-
dents’ grades are shown as black lines, with time running on the
x-axis. The y-axis represent an aggregated score of metrics (such
as grades, time spent, notes taken etc.) Thus the flow of these lines
can go up (generally doing better) and down (doing worse). The
red line and circle show ‘today’, with the yellow bar for the next
Semester and the cyan routes for grade predictions.

6 CONCLUSIONS

There is much research to be done to achieve our vision. Not only
do we need easy ways to capture personal data, but data must be
captured sensitively. There are three enabling factors that need to
mature, to make personal learning a pervasive idea. Researchers
need to:

• investigate good ways to capture and deliver personal data.
• develop personal visualizations, that are suitable for an indi-

vidual and their needs, as well as the learning context.
• integrate personal planning and development strategies. Stu-

dents need ways to plan and manage their learning, moni-
tor their development, and take charge of their own learning
progress.

In our particular case, students also have to see a clear benefit
of these personal visualizations, such to persuade them to put extra
effort into storing and manipulating personal data. There are also
other potential challenges, where some students may feel that this is
too much of an intrusion into their own personal life and activities.
Consequently, data security and anonymization must be a priority.

New visualization techniques are required to display this infor-
mation. The created designs must be understandable by users who
may have little knowledge of specific visualization techniques. We
also believe that the visualizations created need to be first-class-
citizens, i.e., when these tools are created, developers should first
think how the information is going to be displayed, and how a user
is going to manipulate it. Too often the display of such data is an
afterthought.

Personal visualization is a growing sub-area of visualization.
While there are certainly many challenges ahead, there are also
many benefits and opportunities. Personal learning is gaining mo-
mentum, and therefore we encourage researchers and academics to
think how personal visualization can aid to achieve and enhance
personal learning at whatever level of education, whether School,
College or University.
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ABSTRACT

Computer activity logging tools can provide useful high-level
overviews of a user’s computer usage and interaction patterns, but
currently available tools usually lack specificity and can deliver
only limited insights. Instrumentation tools that can capture and
visualize richer activity-related data can especially benefit knowl-
edge workers in exploring their personal context and activity his-
tories while they undertake information analysis tasks. Moreover,
providing users access to their personal activity data through en-
gaging and effective visualizations is an incentive for them to par-
ticipate in data gathering efforts. We are undertaking an effort to
instrument computer workstations of knowledge workers to gather
digital data to study the process of information analysis. As part of
this effort we have developed visualizations to enable our user base
to explore their instrumentation data and gain awareness about their
personal context. This has allowed them to gain actionable insights
can improve their working patterns.

Index Terms: H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentations
(e.g., HCI)]: User Interfaces—Screen design (e.g., text, graphics,
color); K.8.m [Personal Computing]: Miscellaneous—

1 INTRODUCTION

Understanding how people interact with and use computers has
been fundamental to creating more effective human-computer in-
terfaces and technologies. A standard approach is to capture and
analyze activities and actions of people during their interaction with
computer interfaces, such as during casual interactions and during
complex tasks such as gaming and information search and analysis.
While much effort has been expended on studying behavior and re-
quirements of people engaged in those complex activities, there is
a growing need to develop tools that enable users to objectively ex-
plore their own actions and behaviors and gain insights about their
personal context [1].

One class of computer users who can particularly benefit from
insights derived from collecting, visualizing, and analyzing per-
sonal activities are knowledge workers. Very generally, a knowl-
edge worker is someone who needs to routinely deal with, analyze,
and make decisions based on complex data and information. A
knowledge worker can be a student, researcher, clinician, data ana-
lyst, or anyone else who needs to derive sense from complex infor-
mation.

A motivating example for instrumenting a knowledge worker’s
activities is provided by insights from Stephen Wolfram about his
own activities from nearly two decades of personal data on email,
keystrokes and phone conversations [2]. Few people can collect
such comprehensive data but there are many benefits of doing so.

∗e-mail:sthakur@renci.org
†e-mail:pjones@ncsu.edu
‡e-mail:scox@renci.org

Figure 1: Visualizations of a user’s personal activity data from their
organization’s social network platform (Yammer).

For example, such data can provide interesting insights about work-
life balance and routines. These insights can be helpful in under-
standing one’s personal context and possibly even detecting and
avoiding non-productive or unhealthy behaviors [3].

While activity logging and visualization tools are common,
many lack specificity in information communicated or are too high-
level to provide detailed, actionable information. Moreover, cap-
turing diverse data and at large scale can be prohibitive. To ad-
dress these limitations, we have developed a computer instrumen-
tation platform that captures event-based data from personal work-
stations using plug-ins called instrumentation agents. The data con-
tain information about applications used, messages created, and, on
a higher level, tasks and actions performed. The agents capture de-
tailed and specific information about user actions that are usually
not made available by standard activity logging tools.

In this paper we describe visualizations we are developing to en-
able knowledge workers to explore their personal instrumentation
data. The visualizations provide self-awareness, but are also a great
incentive for our user base to allow us to instrument their comput-
ers. Main contributions of this work are as follows:

• We outline personal context for a knowledge worker. We use
the dimensions developed by Huang et. al. [1] to describe and
discuss our usage scenario.

• We discuss novel visualizations we have developed to explore
personal activity data and discover interesting patterns such as
trends and outliers in activity patterns.

2 BACKGROUND

The landscape and scope for monitoring oneself is vast. Popular-
ization and wide availability of monitoring devices and applications
on mobile devices have spurred movements such as Quantified Self
[4]. Such efforts seek to build holistic, pervasive views of one’s
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Figure 2: The core fields in our ‘event protocol’ data exchange for-
mat, which represent user activities from instrumentation agents.
Optional fields are shown in gray; mandatory fields in black.

activities and focus broadly on health, physical workout, and so-
cial aspects. Our focus is more on a specific context that involves
providing knowledge workers self-awareness about their activities
when handling digital data.

Many software tools and applications are available that capture
data on computers and provide personal histories and insights about
a user’s activities. Examples include RescueTime [5] and DeskTime
[6]. These types of tools attempt to guess how productive a user
is being based on their application usage and web-browsing habits
(using a dictionary of apps and sites classified into categories). One
challenge is that such tools use a narrow definition of productivity
and information presented to user generally lacks context. There
has of course been vast research on computer-human interactions
and behavioral patterns during computer activities but the bulk of
past work has focused primarily on developing better user models
and on improving understanding of user actions from a research
perspective.

In this work we seek to address niche requirements of tools and
applications that can provide knowledge workers better self aware-
ness through instrumentation of their computer activities.

3 A KNOWLEDGE WORKER’S PERSONAL CONTEXT

Recently Huang et. al. [1] outlined a need for developing visualiza-
tions and tools focused specifically on personal context. According
to the authors, personal context of an individual deals with require-
ments, motivations, and scenarios that differ from those that com-
monly occur within a professional context. Thus, personal context
is focused on an individual’s interests, and not limited to personal
data, though visualization for personal context is inclusive of anal-
ysis and visualization of personal data.

Our overall data instrumentation effort is focused on studying
tradecraft of information analysis and we are also interested in de-
veloping tools that help our user base gain self-awareness of their
activity patterns, habits, and context of their actions. Motivations
for exploring personal data in our situation are multi-fold. For ex-
ample, some users might want to analyze their work/life balance
and habits based on their activity data, while others might be cu-
rious to analyze their productivity and how they compare to other
users in their organization.

We briefly analyze our domain requirements based on a taxon-
omy proposed by Huang et. al., which they produced by analyzing
literature on personal visualization and analytics. The discussion
below lists the four main dimensions of personal context and their
sub-dimensions (in square brackets). Levels of sub-dimensions
from the taxonomy are shown in italics.

• Data [Scope, Effort, Agency]: Scope: Scope of our domain is

Figure 3: Visualization of aggregated hourly usage (orange bub-
bles) and unusual patterns (dark edges) for common applications
used by a single person. The central chart shows hour-wise time
series and basic statistics for the ‘Terminal’ application.

community of knowledge workers in our organization, which
includes students, academic and industry researchers. We
primarily gather event-oriented computer activity data gen-
erated during high-level interactions and activities on com-
puters, such as application usage and web browsing. Effort:
Effort expended can vary; some data are collected through
background software agents (sensors), while other types of
data can require significant participation on part of the user
(manual entry of data). Agency: All data we collect, with ex-
ception of studies involving formal human subjects, is avail-
able to our user base.

• Context [Design context, Settings, Influence context]: De-
sign: The tools and visualizations were designed through par-
ticipatory collaboration with our user base. Setting: Cur-
rently the data are available only to our user base in a shared,
public mode. Influence: The application is intended both for
researchers studying knowledge workers and individual users
who aim to gain self-awareness through their data.

• Interaction [Attentional demand, Explorability] Attentional
demand: is low to moderate depending on complexity of vi-
sualization. Explorability: is medium to high based on fea-
tures implemented in visualization and query interface in our
data portal.

• Insight [Actionability, Automated analysis] Actionability:
can vary in the range [low, medium, high] depending on com-
plexity of visualizations. Automated analysis: We use vari-
ety of data mining and analysis tools.

4 INSTRUMENTATION OF PERSONAL ACTIVITY DATA

We have created a novel, versatile instrumentation framework to
gather computer activity data [7]. Our goal is to instrument com-
puter workstations used by knowledge workers to address chal-
lenges in gathering, processing, and analyzing activity log data to
improve information analysis tradecraft.

Our instrumentation system collects user activity data using in-
strumentation agents, which are software applications and plug-ins
deployed on workstations or through web browsers to capture spe-
cific types of information. For example, one agent captures us-
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Figure 4: Visualizations showing a user’s history of generating messages through their organization’s social networking application (Yammer).

age of applications on Mac OS (OSX) computers, while another
monitors web usage and URLs visited. Other agents capture user-
generated data from third-party servers. These external data sources
include messages published on an organizational social network-
ing site (Yammer) and issues related to software engineering efforts
(recorded in GitHub).

All the disparate data are converted into a standard key-value
event format before being stored in a back-end data store. Figure
2 shows the core part of our event format and some of the informa-
tion we capture. The event protocol can be extended as needed by
instrumentation agents. The data are then made available back to
our user base through a query interface and custom visualizations.

5 VISUALIZATIONS OF PERSONAL ACTIVITY DATA

5.1 Personal Timelines (TACO)
We depict a user’s aggregated data using an interactive plot that
we call TACO (Timeline visualizations of Aggregated Client Ob-
servations). The plot uses a circular layout to show activities for
recurring time periods such as a day, week, or month.

Figure 3 is a TACO plot that displays events generated by a user
while using most popular applications on a Mac OS computer. Each
track or ring corresponds to one application, and variable-size bub-
bles indicate relative frequency of usage of the application. The
plot shows hourly aggregated counts from the user’s entire historic
data. A additional plot in the center shows a time series and ba-
sic statistics for the selected application. Options are provided to
normalize bubble sizes by maximum over all applications to see
relative differences.

The plot depicts unusual or non-normal activity for the aggre-
gated hourly rates to show whether an application was used more
or less than usual. We measure unusual activity using the standard
z-score for computing outliers. Here, for all historic values of event
count for a given hour we compute how far an observed value is
from the mean for that hour. The thickness of dark edges around
bubbles in Figure 3 is used to convey the strength of the outliers.

Figure 4 shows a set of plots that visualize a user’s pattern of
generating messages within their organization’s social networking
site called Yammer over the course of a year (Jan - Aug 2015). The
TACO plot on the left shows aggregated hourly rates of messages
broken down by different application platforms (email, web app,

and mobile). The plot on the right in figure 4 shows cumulative
rates for all messaging platforms aggregated according to different
time granularities. Darker shades of colors in the plot represent
periods of high activities. The bars around the outside periphery of
the plot show daily counts of messages over the different months.

5.2 Personal Vis Dashboard
We have also implemented a visualization dashboard that provides
contextual information from a user’s instrumentation data. The idea
is that when a user logs into our central system, they are shown
a dashboard with plots populated by their personal data. Unlike
traditional dashboards, such as RescueTime, which provide mostly
historic timeline views of user’s activities, our dashboard provides
more contextual information about user’s actions drawn from their
instrumented data.

The dashboard contains a number of different types of plot. For
example, the set of figures on the right in Figure 1 display personal
metrics such as a user’s word cloud and frequency of hash tag terms
from the user’s text-oriented data such as Yammer or GitHub mes-
sages. Other useful metrics such as rate of messaging, conversation
group, and size of messages for the user are also shown.

Another plot, shown in Figure 5, displays a user’s personal event
volumes using a calendar-based visualization layout. We employ
sparklines to show daily event volumes and potentially entire his-
tory of activity for a user in a single chart.

An interesting tool to explore personal application usage patterns
is an ‘app graph’, shown in Figure 6. The graph displays common
applications used by a user and transitions between those applica-
tions. The graph is part of a study that is investigating how people
develop and use tools with workflows.

6 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Our main goal with this work is to provide knowledge workers with
self-awareness that will lead to a number of actionable insights.
Some examples of such insights that we are able to provide include:

• understanding of current personal working patterns and
working pattern histories. This is useful both to determine
when someone is likely to be available (in the office, or for
teleworking), and also when they might be more likely to be
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Figure 5: A partial view of a calendar-style visualization showing
activity of a single user using sparklines of daily volumes.

interrupt-able, since we can see what types of work they are
doing at any given time. These insights can help knowledge
workers and their managers schedule meetings at appropriate
times.

• generation of activity summaries for individuals, and also
for their teams and organizations. Self-awareness metrics,
when combined with visualizations such as those described
in this paper, can be used to automatically generate content
for progress reports, and perhaps even for performance ap-
praisals, although clearly much care is required for this.

• usage of specific applications, which may require particular
resources to be available. For instance, use of the Terminal
application on Mac OS may indicate that someone is about to
access server infrastructure, and perhaps may be about to run
a computationally intensive task. This kind of information is
useful for pro-active resource allocation.

• indications as to when people tend to get distracted by non-
productive tasks. We are considering options for constructing
a focus metric that measures the level of flow [8] that a knowl-
edge worker might be experiencing. In a given time period
(say one hour), some variables that could be used to construct
such a focus metric include:

– time spent active in applications (or working with doc-
uments) that are classified as productive,

– frequency of transitions to other complementary / sup-
plementary applications that continue the flow of pro-
ductivity,

– frequency of transitions to short-lived, or distracting ap-
plications. Reacting to e-mail (or other desktop notifi-
cations) might fall into this category.

The intuition here is that ‘100% focus’ could be approximated
as a scenario in which a knowledge worker spends the en-
tire time period active in one application that is classified
as productive and with no transitions to other applications,
or where all transitions are to other productive applications.
Conversely, a low focus metric should be obtained when lit-
tle time is spent in productive applications, or when there are
many transitions to distracting applications. Exposing such a
metric to users, even if it is a very crude approximation, could
allow people to take action to block distractions during certain
times, or to find ways to better deal with them.

To summarize, we have described several visualizations that al-
low knowledge workers to very quickly obtain self-awareness of
their working patterns and personal context. When combined, these
enable users to gain detailed insights so they can take actions to
improve their working and personal lives. Our visualizations are
enabled by careful instrumentation of user workstations and subse-
quent analysis. Research in this space is highly active in our group,
and is focusing on ways to measure a person’s information analysis
workflow, and to find ways in which this might be improved.

Figure 6: A directed activity transition graph from our Mac OS
instrumentation agent providing preliminary insight into tool us-
age patterns. Thicker lines represent a larger number of transitions
between pairs of applications (the number of transitions is shown
alongside)
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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, two different types of personal physical activity 

data visualizations – a Circular Ringmap and a Virtual Pet 
visualization – are proposed and compared to a widely used 
commercial approach, the FitBit bar chart. A study was conducted 
to evaluate the effectiveness of the three visualizations based on 
participants’ task performance and self-reported experience. The 
results showed that in objective terms, there were not significant 
differences in participants’ time spent on the task and their error 
rates across the three visualizations. However, in subjective terms, 
participants did perceive the visualizations differently. The 
pragmatic bar chart won on several attributes (readability, 
comprehension, and awareness), and the Virtual Pet visualization 
triggered an emotional response (empathy). Although the Circular 
Ringmap visualization helped participants with identifying 
activity patterns, it was not perceived to be intuitive or helpful 
overall. From this study, first, we learned that how people perform 
a task does not equal how participants perceive. Second, decisions 
in designing specific visualizations related to personal data should 
depend each individual goals and contexts. Last, the role of 
emotion, which was triggered by the design of visualizations, is 
discussed. 

Keywords: Personal Informatics, data visualization, effectiveness, 
physical activity, emotional feeling. 

Index Terms: K.6.1 [Management of Computing and Information 
Systems]: Project and People Management—Life Cycle; K.7.m 
[The Computing Profession]: Miscellaneous—Ethics 

1 INTRODUCTION 
Visualizations are crucial in personal data analytics to help people 
gain insights, set goals, and self-reflect on their physical activity 
[1]. By using visualization tools, one’s awareness of physical 
behaviors increases [3], which can help them to make smarter 
decisions and to support them in changing their behavior in 
regards to their personal health. 

Visualizations designed for personal information that relate to 
physical activity should facilitate the process of understanding 
data and finding activity patterns. New methods of visualizing 
personal information [2] have been designed in number of 
research projects and activity systems. For example, Data in 
Everyday Life [7] represents data in a form of a digital calendar; 
QS Spiral shows the top of a clock dial metaphor with a circle 
representing a time span [3]; Fish’n’Steps [4] uses a social 
computer game to promote physical activity; and the virtual plant 

in UbiFit [2] visualizes a garden that grows according to owners’ 
physical activity. 

Many commercial wearable devices are lowering the effort that 
individuals need to exert to collect and understand their data. To 
better engage people, FitBit visualizes data in multiple ways – 
including a bar chart (Figure 1, top) and an animated growing 
flower. But it is still unclear whether people can effectively 
identify and understand data presented in different ways, what 
people subjectively prefer in regards to such visualizations and the 
degree to which subjective preference can play a role. Further, 
few studies compare the objective findings with subjective 
experience. 

While it may be sufficient for visualizations designed for use in 
work environments to focus on studying comparative time and 
efficiency, this may not be the only important factor when 
creating visualizations for our everyday lives. For example, while 
being accurate and efficient may be both necessary and sufficient 
for work, activities in one’s personal life may be complex and 
affected by many other factors, such as emotional response. 
Therefore, in this study, we investigated people’s performances in 
a visualization task and then explored their self-reported 
evaluations of visualization attributes – Readability, 
Comprehension, Awareness, Attractiveness and Empathy. 

2 VISUALIZATION DESIGN 
In this section, we developed two approaches of visualizing 
personal physical activity data, the Ringmap and the Virtual Pet 
visualizations. In this study, we then compared these two 
visualizations to the FitBit bar chart visualization.  

FitBit has a commercial dashboard for people to access their 
personal health data online. Most of the personal data is displayed 
by bar charts (Figure 1, top). People can switch to different data 
tabs in the dashboard to assess their steps taken, distance, floors or 
calories burned. The interface is interactive in order to display the 
daily summary, and adjusted to shoe various ranges of time or 
specific periods of time. 

The Ringmap visualization is a circular structure that represents 
one month of time (Figure 1, middle). It traces and tracks variable 
processes of activity data and is based on our prior visualization 
design – Life Cycle [5]. Each ring represents a day starting on the 
top at 12:00 am. The time is arranged like a clock and reads 
clockwise; the only difference is that this visualization covers an 
entire day rather than 12 hours. Each ring is divided into equal 
slots of 5 minutes. The physical activity levels are mapped onto 
each slot according to brightness. The brighter the slot, the more 
active the person was in those five minutes. When the mouse is 
moved over a time slot in this visualization, the exact physical 
activity data and time is displayed. 

The particular approach that influenced the Virtual Pet 
visualization was motivating behavior changes by cultivating a 
strong internal awareness of one’s physical activity through 
focusing on the care of pets or plants. Figure 1 (bottom) shows 
different physical conditions by date in a calendar view. It 
categorized physical activity data into five levels: extra high, high, 
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medium, low, and extra low. Those categories were then mapped 
onto the virtual pet’s healthy condition or the virtual plant’s 
growth as depicted in Figure 2. The actual five figures depicted in 
this visualization were designed by mapping a person’s 
approximate activity level to possible real life scenarios. For 
instance, being a couch potato stands for a low level of activity, 
whereas being a super hero suggests an extremely high or “extra 
high” level of activity. 

Figure 1: Three Visualizations Representing Physical Activity in the 
Study, Showing One-month Data Visualized in a FitBit Bar 
Chart (top); a Circular Ringmap (middle); and a Virtual Pet 
Calendar (bottom). 

Figure 2: The actual five figures used in the Virtual Pet 
visualization 

3 THE STUDY 
The goal of this study was to compare the effectiveness of the bar 
charts, the Circular Ringmap, and the Virtual Pet calendar 
visualizations, and to understand how may they influence peoples’ 
experience. 

Eighteen participants (8 males and 10 females, aged from 19 to 
29) were recruited among university students. Six participants
each were randomly assigned to three groups; each group was 
provided with one visualization type. The same data set was used 
for all three visualization types. Next, a quantitative experiment 
was conducted, measuring between-groups. The definitions of 
five attributes were given to participants as a reference for their 
ratings of the visualization they interacted with in the task. The 
five attributes were: 

(1) Readability: to what extent could they read the visualization 
data. 

(2) Comprehension: to what extent did they understand what 
the visualization data represented in order to identify different 
activity levels. 

(3) Attractiveness: to what extent were they attracted by the 
graphic design in terms of formal qualities (color, hierarchy, data 
organization methods and so on), as well as the metaphors and the 
data mapping. 

(4) Awareness: how easy or difficult was the visualization for 
them to self-reflect on the activity conditions (to distinguish 
whether the activity level was at a high or low level in certain 
time periods) represented by the data visualization, and in 
answering the questions posed by the task. 

(5) Empathy: to what extent did the visualization evoke an 
emotion or feeling. 

The study consisted of 3 sections: the pre-test, visualization task 
and post-test. Each section had a questionnaire, and the data was 
collected from these questionnaires. The main types of questions 
that were asked in the task were to: (1) Identify the data’s range in 
a specified day in the month; (2) Identify the activity levels of a 
specified day in the month (from five categories: extra 
high/high/medium/low/extra low); (3) Identify if the activity level 
of the specified day or week is considered enough to maintain 
health (the definition of “healthy” in this task: over half of the 
days in a month has an activity data that is above average); (4) 
Explore the activity pattern presented in the visualization and 
when it occurs. 

For the three groups, as shown in Figure 3, the time spent on 
task (in minutes) for the FitBit bar chart was (M = 8.17, SD = 
2.43); for the Circular Ringmap (M =7.89, SD = .88); and for the 
Virtual Pet (M = 7.77, SD = .22). No significant differences were 
found among the three groups, F (2, 17) = .04, p = .96. The error 
rates were: the bar chart (M = .13, SD = .13), the Circular 
Ringmap (M = .23, SD = .15), and the Virtual Pet (M = .10, SD 
= .10). As shown in Figure 4, no significant differences were 
found among the three groups either, F (2, 17) = .89, p = .46. 

The self-reported evaluations, however, revealed differences. 
For the post-test self-reported evaluation, as shown in Figure 5, 
there were strong significant differences among three 
visualizations in Readability, F (2, 17) = 14.02, p < .01, and 
Empathy F (2, 17) = 7.61, p < .01. General significant differences 
were also identified in participants’ ratings of Awareness, F (2, 17) 
= 5.86, p < .05, and Comprehension, F (2, 17) = 5.07, p < .05. 
However, no significant difference appears among all in terms of 
Attractiveness, F (2, 17) = .02, p = .98.  
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Figure 3: Time spent on task of the three visualization groups. 

Figure 4: Error rates of the three visualization groups. 

Figure 5: Self-reported evaluations of the three visualization groups. 

Tukey-HSD tests were run to figure out exactly which pairs 
have significant differences. From the results, the FitBit bar chart 
and Circular Ringmap showed a significant difference in 
Comprehension and Awareness. The Virtual Pet had a strong 
significant difference compared with the FitBit bar chart in 
Empathy, and it also had a significant difference compared with 
the Circular Ringmap visualization. In terms of Readability, there 
were significant differences among all three groups – the FitBit 
bar chart had a strong significant difference from both the Circular 
Ringmap and the Virtual Pet visualizations; the Circular Ringmap 
and the Virtual Pet visualizations also had a significant difference. 

From the results of this study, non-significant differences of 
task performance were found among the three visualization 
groups. Interestingly, however, participants’ self-reported 
evaluations of visualization attributes from the post-test 
questionnaires tell us a different story. Participants perceived the 
FitBit bar chart to be the visualization that was easiest to read, 
comprehend, and become aware of – how physically active the 
data represents. The Ringmap visualization ranked last in all 
attributes. Although the Virtual Pet visualization was rated in the 
middle for Comprehension and Awareness attributes, there were 

no significant differences between it and the FitBit bar chart. For 
Empathy, however, strong effects were found between the Virtual 
Pet and the FitBit bar chart, and between the Virtual Pet and the 
Ringmap. 

4 DISCUSSION 
The main study results revealed that the Ringmap visualization 
was not helpful or intuitive enough for the participants to 
reinterpret. It is unclear whether the novelty of the visualization 
format or if representing 24 hours instead of 12 hours in a circular 
format played a part in the results. In comparison, the Virtual Pet 
visualization was considered to be the visualization that evoked 
the most empathy.  

The Empathy attribute matters in this study, because it tells us 
there is some relationship between the visualization and the 
individual’s emotions. Emotional engagement may have a role to 
play in visualizations that are designed for personal informatics, 
especially physical activity for a number of reasons. First, people 
are invested in attending to these visualizations over time, for 
personal reasons, often involving improving their health. Second, 
numerous studies show that to promote behavior changes implicit 
in physical activity data, extrinsic motivation has a short term 
boost but it is not sufficient enough to sustain engagement. In 
contrast, intrinsic motivation engages people at an emotional level 
and can sustain a longer time of motivation and engagement [6]. 
Emotional engagement is one of the critical factors that personal 
data visualizations use to evoke potential intrinsic motivation for 
lifestyle improvement; in this case, improvement of physical 
activity.   

Moreover, interesting results were discovered when we 
compared the two measurements gathered from the study – the 
objective efficiency of performances in a visualization task and 
the subjective self-reported evaluations of the visualization type. 
In objective terms, the three groups achieved the same task 
performance, indicating that participants did not see differences 
across the three visualizations. However, in subjective terms, 
participants did perceive the five attributes of the visualizations 
differently, especially for the Readability and Empathy attributes. 
This is interesting, especially because the approaches to how the 
data was visualized varied considerably.  

From this study, we learned that how well people perform does 
not represent how they perceive the visualizations. Therefore, we 
may conclude that the efficiency and errors are independent of the 
subjective qualities. Although this fact, the result from the study, 
is normally realized by the community as a common sense, which 
has not been demonstrated or actually investigated with concrete 
result findings. The valuable meaning of this independence 
between objective efficiency and subjective evaluation is that 
there can be a favorite visualization perceived by specific 
population of people that is really inefficient. Also, it indicates 
that the new visualization method – the Virtual Pet visualization – 
might be achievable, and that such a method does both — 
achieves good results for time and errors in task performance, as 
well as for engaging emotions.  

Furthermore, according to the open questions in the post-test 
questionnaire regarding participants’ preferences of visualizations, 
we summarized four important findings as design implications for 
future personal data visualization research: 

First, to make quantified personal health data more beneficial 
for identifying activity patterns and for self-reflection, a large 
volume of data needs to be easily accessible, so that the patterns, 
trends and progress can be easily comprehended and monitored. 
Although this seems obvious, there are nuances worth mention, 
especially in terms of detail and pattern recognition. For instance, 
in the Circular Ringmap, participants reported it was easier to 
identify patterns when large amount of data was structured in the 
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ringmap shape with the detailed information that the five-minute 
intervals provided. In the Virtual Pet visualization, participants 
said they were only able to find the day-level physical activity 
pattern, but not on the hourly level. However, for the FitBit bar 
chart visualizations, participants reported that it was difficult for 
them to figure out any physical activity pattern. 

Second, different visualization types afford understanding the 
data in diverse ways, and having multiple visualizations on offer 
may address the diversity of needs that people have in 
understanding the different things that their personal data can 
reveal. From the open questions in this study, participants 
independently also suggested that it would be helpful to combine 
two types of visualizations together to get a deeper and better 
understanding of the physical activity data over the entire month. 
One participant suggested using bar or line graphs for establishing 
an initial awareness, and for allowing him to search for specific 
information. The participant then suggested that the Circular 
Ringmap would be more useful for reflecting on activity patterns. 
Similarly, another participant proposed combining the FitBit bar 
chart with the Virtual Pet visualizations because it could provide 
both accurate information and with more engagement and 
enjoyment. By including more than one type of visualization, the 
data may be presented in more meaningful (and potentially more 
specific) ways, which may, in turn, increase people’s engagement 
with the data over time. 

Third, when the visualizations are in the domain of personal 
analytics and in the sub-domain of physical activity, exploring and 
incorporating factors related to emotional engagement into 
efficient visualizations may aid people with maintaining their 
motivation for changing their behaviors over time. From the study 
findings, an example is that the Virtual Pet visualization was 
deemed to be the most empathetic. This is an example of how 
design metaphors, such as that represented by the Virtual Pet 
visualization, could be useful in this regard. Moreover, in the 
FitBit bar chart visualization, new interactions can be extended 
and implemented in order to provide a faster exploration of 
activity patterns for long-term and large-scale data sets. Color-
coded mechanisms for representing different levels of activity 
intensities is also recommended, because it could benefit people in 
identifying and counting active/inactive days more easily. 

5 CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we first introduced two data visualizations of 
people’s physical activity levels in different structures, and 
compared them with popular and commercially used bar chart 
visualization. Next, we compared the effectiveness of the three 
visualizations in a visualization task and asked participants for 
self-reported evaluations of five attributes (Readability, 
Comprehension, Awareness, Attractiveness and Empathy). 

The findings from this study proved that the efficiency and 
error rates of the visualization are independent from its subjective 
qualities and participants’ affective experiences. The significance 
of this study lies in the fact that it provides concrete evidence that 
the commonly tested for factors of time and errors (or efficiency) 
are independent of the more subjective factors of emotional 
response and awareness.  It opens new visualization design 
challenges around how to create visualizations that combine these 
factors, and that these factors may have an important role to play 
in personal data visualizations. 

In fact, participants suggested approaching this challenge from 
both directions: (1) to incorporate more emotive factors into 
efficient visualizations; and (2) to increase the readability of 
attractive and more emotionally resonant visualizations. As 
visualizations move increasingly into people’s everyday lives, 
these factors may become increasingly important.  
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Collaborative Visualizations of Self-impacted Data 

Pierre Vanhulst  Denis Lalanne 
Human-IST Research CenterUniversity of Fribourg Switzerland 

ABSTRACT  
This paper presents a literature review led with two purposes:understanding the impact of collaboration in visualization andanalyzing the current lack of engagement of end-users with theirpersonal data. Based on this review, we propose a few trails to followin order to design efficient collaborative visualization systems aimingfor behaviour change. We conclude by highlighting which are theunresolved challenges that will require further researches.   Keywords: Collaborative visualization, personal visualization.  Index Terms: • Human-centered computing~Visual analytics   •Human-centered computing~Information visualization   • Human-centered computing~Visualization systems and tools. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
The blooming of the smart meters’ market allowed pervasivecomputing to become reality. We are now facing a crucial questionthat should have been answered earlier: how will those tools improveour life? There are basically two schools of thought when it comes tothis: those who automate changes by machine learning and those whoinform users so that they understand their personal behaviours andtheir consequences. While the first category requires less commitmentfrom the users, the second allows them to reflect and understand howtheir daily routines affect them [6]. This realization is desirable, as itmakes people less dependent on machines: humans learn and adapttheir behaviours based on their personal data.  In our study, we defined the type of data gathered by quantified selfdevices as “self-impacted”, stressing the fact that they are not onlypersonal, but also directly influenced by the people who produce them.Thus, “Self-impacted data” share the four following properties: theyare personal, continuous, actionable and generally invisible (forexample, end users usually have no idea how much energy theyconsume for a given household task). By opposition to quantified selfdata, self-impacted data also include dimensions that are not directlyproduced or absorbed by humans such as fuel or electricityconsumption.   Using visualizations to make sense of large amounts of data is apopular research topic. While most studies focus on single users, some[12] regard “sensemaking” not only as a cognitive process, but as asocial one too: under certain circumstances, groups working on avisualization may achieve better results than single individuals. Thisspecific research area is at the crossroads of two others, “ComputerSupported Collaborative Work” (CSCW) and “InformationVisualization” (InfoVis). At the other side of the spectrum, “PersonalVisualization & Personal Visual Analytics” (PV&PVA) have recently

been defined as new fields of research [13]. They encompass all theusages of visualizations in personal contexts for various purposes.Finally, “persuasive technologies” and “gamification” were alsoreviewed in an attempt to understand what motivates users to engagewith such systems.   In this paper, we report a literature review of several researchpapers that will eventually lead to the design of a collaborativevisualization system of self-impacted data. Based on this review, wealso identify the challenges that stand in the way and provide guidelines to support the design of such systems.  
2 WORK HYPOTHESES  
At the origin of our research lies the assumption that collaboratingwhile analysing a visual representation of self-impacted data wouldfoster more relevant findings and ideas for behaviour change.  Hyp. #1: Collaborating on a shared visualization allows users tomake more relevant findings.  Acquiring a relevant new behaviour, and sticking to it, is a difficulttask. Studies in psychology field [3] argue that behaviour changesrequire years before being assimilated, and that extinct behaviours arenot erased but might resurge whenever a change of context occurs. Onthe top of this, we assumed that users would not engage easily withvisualization systems. Thus, our second hypothesis stresses the needfor advanced incentives to make people use the systems and to sustainwanted behaviour changes.  Hyp. #2: New techniques are required for users to engage with theanalysis of their self-impacted data and to evaluate the impact of theirbehaviour change.  
3 METHODOLOGY  
We reviewed 68 articles3, each of them being selected for its relevanceregarding at least one of our hypotheses, using search engines such aGoogle Scholars or ScienceDirect. The final step of our research wasto review governmental policies in the world and the scientific reportsthat either advocated, or not, the use of smart meters. While this searchwas more context-specific, field deployment reports were especiallyuseful when it came to understanding current pitfalls of self-impacteddata visualization systems.  
4 USER ENGAGEMENT  
The problem of user engagement (UE) for analysing self-impacteddata is dual: first, users do not engage easily with InfoVis. Second,once they engage and find potential solutions to their problems, it isdifficult to commit to these solutions. We address both aspects below.
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Of all the contexts covered by self-impacted data, energyconservation provides the most extensive literature. Mostgovernmental reports and studies reviewed came down to the sameconclusion, albeit with few variations: so far, the benefits of smartmeters are weak. Delmas et al. [8] wrote a meta-review and state thatin several cases, eco-feedback could even backfire, and increase theenergy use rather than decreasing it. Based on this meta-review,Buchanan et al. explain that the global energy savings offered by smartmeters is of 2% [5]. The authors pointed out the lack of thoroughevaluations proving the efficiency of In-Home Displays (IHDs). RegoTeixeira reported the results of several field experiments inSwitzerland [20]. In one particular experiment, qualitative interviewsrevealed that users did not feel involved for several reasons: technicalissues, lack of financial incentives (sparing energy did not saveenough money) and lack of explanations regarding the system areamong the most prominent barriers. During our literature reviews, wealso came across experiments met with mixed results because of UE.“CommentSpace” [25] is an example of a collaborative visualizationsystem that worked well in laboratory evaluation, but failed to attractusers’ attention in practise. During its one-month field deployment,“CommentSpace” gathered 180 accounts with only 32 of them leaving123 comments. The authors observed that incentives and labourdivision were necessary for users to engage with a visual analyticssystem.  Many solutions were proposed to this challenging lack of UE.Among these: Storytelling & attractive visualizations: One is to take down thebarriers that repel end users. A Netherlands governmental reportregarding smart meters [23] states that simple and attractive visualizations should be used as a “first step” for “computer- illiterates” to engage with the system. To this end, the field of “CasualInfoVis” - a subset of InfoVis aiming at non-expert users [18] –provides several techniques that may partially apply to our research.  Monitoring: Westkog et al. [24] report the results of severalstudies, which advocate the use of feedbacks in order to catch users’attention and make energy consumption “visible”. Darby et al. [7]second this by stating that a monitoring approach is more effectivethan an “information-driven” approach.  Nudges & gamification: Behavioural theories suggest the use ofNudges and Gamification to drive user engagement. However, thesetechniques suffer from various shortcomings: Rathi and Chunekar[19] highlighted “paternalism” issues or unwanted behaviour changeswhen using Nudges. As for Gamification, despite many positive short-term results [10], its usefulness over time is yet to be proven. Bartle also theorized that gamification is likely to become less effective as itbecomes ubiquitous [2]. However, several examples show that

gamification can work over time such as “Stackoverflow”, a websitewhere developers ask for help. Points showing expertise on varioustopics reward those who are the most helpful.  The sustainability of a behaviour change is also problematic toevaluate. Klasnja et al. [16] proved how difficult it is to assess the efficiency of a technology in behaviour change. First, it would require “hundreds or even thousands of people matching control group” overseveral months or years. Then, technology and information alone arenot enough to influence an individual “in the right direction”: thesuccess of a behaviour change is related to the socio-culturalenvironment of the people [17]. Existing evaluation methods of largegroup of users such as Randomized control trials, also fail to explainhow and why users managed to change their behaviour or not. Klasnja et al. argue that early-stage technologies for behaviour change could be evaluated in a “tailored” way, depending on the interventionstrategy of the technology – that is, if this technology fosters betterbehaviour by “self-monitoring”, “reduction”, “tunnelling”,“tailoring”, “suggesting at the right time”, “conditioning” or“surveillance” (according to Fogg’s taxonomy [9]). Each strategy usesdifferent means to leverage user’s behaviour and these means can beevaluated without requiring a large base of evaluators. Sprague andTory [22] argue that new metrics are to be adopted to evaluate suchsystems, instead of mere efficiency.  Knowing that self-impacted data appeal end users who are notexpert in InfoVis, all these considerations are of prime importance toany visualization system in this context. Designers could stick toFogg’s taxonomy and define which persuasive strategies they plan toimplement, evaluating them in a “tailored” way as suggested byKlasnja et al.  
5 EFFECTS OF COLLABORATION 
In the section above, we highlighted a serious issue with userengagement in the context of self-impacted visual analytics. Whileliterature proposed several solutions to this problem, we believe thatcollaboration can be an additional way to solve this issue, as well asbeing an efficient way to provide end users with better findings.  Collaborative visualization is defined by Isenberg et al. as “theshared use of computer-supported, interactive, visual representationsof data by more than one person with the common goal of contributionto joint information processing activities” [15]. The idea thatvisualization is a powerful tool to support decision-making and sensemaking is globally accepted in the HCI community. For instance,Bresciani and Eppler [4] conclude that the use of any kind ofvisualization (either optimal or suboptimal) for a managerial groupdiscussing strategy implementation offers better results than novisualization at all.  However, and contrary to the popular view, the same cannot be saidof collaboration. Shepperd [21], among others, observed thatcollaborating does not always result in higher productivity. One of thereasons for this productivity loss is “collaboration cost” – the timepeople spend to discuss and coordinate themselves. Lack of perceivedgains is also part of the equation. Balakrishnan et al. [1] investigatedthis phenomenon further and suggested that collaboration works bestwhen each member of the group knows only a portion of the data.They are thus appealed to discuss and share their knowledge, whichprevents confirmation bias that can occur in groups where eachparticipant knows all the information.  Literature in CSCW uses the “time-space matrix”, a taxonomybased on two spatiotemporal dimensions: distance (co-located orremote collaboration) and time (synchronous or asynchronouscollaboration). Of the four situations derived from this taxonomy, twowere mostly studied: synchronous co-located collaboration [14] andasynchronous remote collaboration. While it is possible to imagine asocial environment that promotes synchronous and co- locatedcollaboration over self-impacted data, this study mainly focuses onremote and asynchronous platforms, similar to what most commercialsolutions currently propose.  

Figure 1 – Tableau Machine [18], an illustration of Casual InfoVis. This 
visualization displays residential activity in an aesthetically pleasant form. 
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Heer et al. [12] state that a fundamental aspect of collaborativevisualizations is the possibility to share the current state of the visualization and discuss it. This led them to design “Sense.us”, acollaborative visualization system that put in practice their theory.With “CommentSpace” [12], Willet et al. further explored this idea by structuring discussions with predefined tags (to categorize contributions) and links (to specify whether the contribution is anevidence for or against the initial assumption). Heer and Agrawalaalso proposed a precious list of 24 design considerations that take intoaccount various dimensions such as “common ground”, “incentives”or “division and allocation of work” [11].  
6  “SHARE FINDINGS,  NOT DATA” 
Techniques described in the above section took into accountcollaboration that occurs on a shared dataset. Self-impacted data beinginherently personal, they cannot be shared so easily. One of thequestion that emerged from these readings was whether it is possibleto collaborate on a common structure from several datasets, rather thanon a single dataset: concretely, how can users share experience andfindings without revealing their personal data. 

Figure 4 shows a preliminary design for a 3-steps system to sharefindings and observations without revealing data per se. This systemis “context-agnostic”, as we believe that all self-impacted data couldbe crossed and analysed: there might be relations between unexpecteddimensions. The steps are as follows: (1) produce & gather data, (2) monitor & analyse data, (3) share ideas & adopt new behaviour. There exist several ways to gather data (1) depending on their natureand availability, we intend to find a standardized way to import themand compare them. Being continuous, they will be characterized by their timestamp and their dimension. Once imported, the data will be displayed (2) with various visualizations as to allow end users to explore them freely. Ambient visualizations – such as power aware cords or hue changing lamps – will trigger higher user engagement,following the idea that a monitoring approach is the best way to drivepeople’s attention. The collaborative layer will be omnipresent: auser’s exploration of data will be structured by others’ previousfindings and hypotheses using techniques described in literature suchas social navigation – the fact of displaying former users’ trail overvirtual objects. Then, in order to propose anonymous suggestionsbased on others’ experience (3), the system will gather relevant data from their own annotations. This act of sharing will be encouraged by 

Figure 4 - Design of a collaborative visualization system for behaviour change 

Figure 2 - CommentSpace search interface [12]. Users can 
create hypotheses, questions or "to-do"s. Other users can 
provide evidence either for or against this. 

Figure 3 – Social navigation example. While searching on eBay, users are 
provided with several information such as how many times other users 
bought a given product, in order to show which are the most popular items.  
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nudges and “gamified” mechanisms similarly to those of websites like “Stackoverflow”.  Using Fogg’s taxonomy, such a system would thus implement the“self-monitoring” and “suggestion at the right time” strategies.Surveillance – from other users – could also be implemented: at thisstage of the design, we are yet to determine to what extend profilesshould be private.   
7 CONCLUSION  
This paper reviewed the state-of-the-art literature according to twoinitial hypotheses.  Collaboration can bring better results when team members agree toshare their information bias. The challenge lies in of how we are goingto use this knowledge with collaborative visualization systems of self-impacted data: is it possible to generalize this observation to domains where data are personal and where there exists no clear “good”answer? How can we adapt techniques developed by Heer et al, andIsenberg et al to self-impacted data? We also assumed that it ispossible to generalize techniques for all self-impacted data: this islargely arguable and experiments are required to validate thishypothesis.  This literature review also highlighted the many interesting trails tofollow in order to solve user engagement problem. So far, none hasbeen properly evaluated. This opens the door to various experiments. Subsequent to this paper, we plan to design and develop thecollaborative visualization system presented above, in order to pushour hypotheses further. The focus of our research will be the sharingof findings and their application: how can an individual benefit fromothers’ findings and increase her understanding of her self-impacteddata? The way such a system will recognize whether a finding madeby another person can be applied to another, has yet to be defined.  
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Personal Movie Recommendation Visualization from Rating Streams
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ABSTRACT

Online ratings from consumers are important in improving user
shopping experiences at almost all popular e-commerce stores. This
work discusses the challenges of providing effective personal visu-
alization of movie recommendation based on personal watch his-
tory and on-line rating streams. We present our current visualiza-
tion design which layouts movies based on their statistical features,
recommendation results from collaborative filtering, and the rating
records. We have developed a prototype system and provided sev-
eral example results to demonstrate our approach for users with dif-
ferent profiles. We expect that the approach of personal visualiza-
tion of movie recommendation can be extended to many similar ap-
plications in online e-commerce stores and online social networks.

Index Terms: K.6.1 [Computer Graphics]—Application K.7.m
[Information Interfaces and Presentation]—User Interfaces

1 INTRODUCTION

This work studies the problem of movie recommendation for indi-
vidual users based on their personal watch history in on-line rating
datasets. Personal movie recommendation is one popular applica-
tion of rating streams and it can be extended to a number of similar
scenarios, such as music and book recommendations. In fact, on-
line e-commerce stores are widely available and have formed an
important part of our everyday lives. The online stores often col-
lect ratings from users and recommend similar items according to
user profiles; however they seldom provide visualizations for users
to browse and search recommendation results. The personal vi-
sualization of recommendations can help users digest such a large
amount of data produced by our everyday life and enable individual
users to organize and explore movies based on their personal watch
experiences.

While recommendation problems are common in online e-
commerce stores and research fields of data mining and machine
learning, personal visualizations of movie recommendations are
rare. Movie datasets such as Internet Movie Database (IMDb),
have been visualized using graph visualization methods [7, 10, 12],
which are capable of providing advanced visualization and visual
analytics functions. However, they are not designed for personal vi-
sualization of general users. In the following, we describe three key
challenges for personal movie recommendation from online rating
datasets.

• Personal visualization - Different from visualization for pro-
fessional analysts, personal visualization of movie recom-
mendation should be intuitive for general users to understand.

• Visual recommendation - Providing advanced yet simple vi-
sual analytics functions for users to gain insights on the back-
ground recommendation mechanisms and explore movie rec-
ommendations.

∗e-mail: kwegba1@uncc.edu
†e-mail: aidong.lu@uncc.edu

• Online streaming - Handling real-time rating streams at un-
expected speeds, data amounts and filtering relevant informa-
tion for local machines to process and store. Both the results
of a recommendation and the recommendation visualization
should be adjusted across time as well.

To develop a practical personal visualization system of movie
recommendations, we also expect several additional challenges as
follows. As the rating datasets are collected from individual users,
this application has a potential privacy issue for users who prefer
not to publish their user profiles but are willing to share their rat-
ings. There can be some extreme cases requiring time-critical rec-
ommendations, especially when the new products are available to
sell and the amounts are limited. As rating records often come with
review comments, text analysis should also be considered in the rec-
ommendation visualization. At the end, the ambiguity issues raised
from the recommendation algorithms may affect the exploration of
recommendation results significantly.

In this work, we present our current visualization design for per-
sonalized movie recommendation toward addressing the three key
challenges. We start by describing the application requirements
and our design considerations. Then, we present our approach of
embedding statistical features of movie ratings and recommenda-
tion results on a 2D layout, which is straightforward for general
users to connect the relationships of movies and ratings. Specifi-
cally, each movie is located by the average rating separated by the
rating columns and a distance measurement from a singular value
decomposition spaces (SVD) for statistical data features. We have
developed a prototype system for handling real-time rating streams
and integrated interactive exploration functions for users to visu-
alize the viewing history of the user, recommended movies, and a
succinct overview of the entire movie database. We use example
results for users of different watch profiles to demonstrate key in-
teraction functions our prototype system can provide for a personal
movie visualization.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We first
present the related work on personal visualization and recommen-
dation visualization in section 2. Section 3 describes the application
requirements and our visualization design. Section 4 provides ex-
ample results and discusses our approach from different aspects of
design considerations. Finally, we conclude this work and describe
the future work in Section 5.

2 RELATED WORK

We briefly describe the related work of the personalized movie rec-
ommendation from the aspects of personal visualization and rec-
ommendation visualization.

2.1 Personal Visualization

Huang et al. [8] provided a survey of personal visualization and per-
sonal visual analytics (PV&PVA) from related VIS and HCI fields
and they developed a taxonomy of design dimensions for a coher-
ent vocabulary for PV&PVA. In addition, several recent work has
been devoted to personal visualization. For example, Choe et al.
[3] mapped the visual annotations for several insight types and dis-
cussed four areas for the design of personal visualization systems.
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Wang et al. [15] presented three distinct personal visualization de-
signs for visualizing Facebook user data and suggested the impor-
tance of an illustrative design. Our design of the personalized movie
recommendation follows the guidelines from the previous work by
providing a simple yet flexible visualization design.

2.2 Recommendation Visualization

Recommendation algorithms have been applied to quite a number
of applications related to personable visualization, such as for im-
ages [5], music [2], and movies. Most approaches are from the
fields of data mining and machine learning, where network visual-
izations are often adopted. For example, Luo et al. [11] used hyper-
bolic and multi-modal view to visualize the recommendation list.
Kermarrec et al. [9] used SVD-like matrix factorization and PCA
for global mapping of movie ratings from high dimensions to a two-
dimensional space. Crnovrsanin et al. [4] proposed a task-based and
information-based network representation for users to interact and
visualize a recommendation list. Vlachos et al. [14] used bipartite
graphs and minimum spanning trees to explore and visualize rec-
ommendation results of a movie-actor dataset. Gretarsson et al. [6]
visualized recommended users in social networks with node-link
diagram and grouped relevant nodes on the recommendation list in
parallel layers. Our approach also adopts the node-link diagram
on a newly designed two-dimensional space (SVD-based distance /
rating) for general users of a movie recommendation visualization.

3 PERSONAL VISUALIZATION OF MOVIE RECOMMENDA-
TION

We start with describing several aspects of the personal visualiza-
tion for designing our approach. We then describe our current ap-
proach in details.

Integration of automatic recommendation algorithms and
intuitive visual interface. To provide a personal visualiza-
tion which is intuitive for users to understand and powerful to
achieve advanced analysis functions, automatic recommendation
algorithms should be integrated in the visual interface. It is pre-
ferred that some user interaction functions for exploring recom-
mendation results or adjusting recommendation preferences are in-
tegrated with the background recommendation algorithms to reveal
additional insights to the movie dataset.

Personalized visualization. As users may have very different
profiles and tastes on movie selections, the visual interface should
be highly customizable for adjusting the visual parameters as well
as levels-of-details. It is ideal to vary the visualization by adjust-
ing different aspects ranging from simple parameters such as the
genres of movies, released years, average ratings, the number of
recommendation items, to complex features of movies and recom-
mendations according to user watch history.

Simple and meaning visualization. The visualization should be
designed for general users who may not have previous visualization
experiences. It is ideal that the visualization and interactive func-
tions are self-explanatory. Such visualization could replace the rec-
ommendation list by providing insights between the recommended
items and movies a user has watched through several simple inter-
actions for specifying personal tastes.

We design our personal visualization of movie recommendation
based on the considerations described above. For recommendation
algorithms, we adopt a popular collaborative filtering approach us-
ing a singular value decomposition (SVD) [1]. The recommenda-
tion list is computed through finding movies with high ratings from
users with similar profiles.

Our visualization approach modifies the node-link diagram on
a 2D panel designed for personal recommendation with rating
streams. Each movie is mapped to the panel according to the over-
all average rating for its horizontal position, and a distance between

the movie and the user in selected SVD space for its vertical po-
sition. As shown in the examples in the next section, the movies
closer to the top of the space may possess stronger relationships to
the user and the movies closer to the right of the space have higher
average ratings.

The details of the visual parameters are set as follows. All the
movie nodes are presented using circular shapes and user nodes
are hidden. The size of a node is based on the number of users
who have rated it. Thus larger movie nodes indicate more popular
movies. The nodes are colored based on the movie category. The
movies that have been watched by the user are visualized with a
doughnut around the nodes and the color of doughnut is greener for
a higher rating value.

To compute the recommendation list, we first map each user into
the SVD feature space by multiplying the adjacency matrix of rating
records M by the V component of SVD results. We then compute
the cosine similarity between the active user and all other users us-
ing the results of M ×V . Next, we automatically select the list
of users that have a positive similarity with the current user. We
choose the movies those users rated positively (ratings ≥ 3) but
have not been watched by the current user. To provide a strong con-
nection of those movie nodes in the visualization space, we com-
pute the minimum spanning three of a complete graph of the rec-
ommended movies using Prim’s algorithm, as shown in Figures 1
and 2.

We have developed a prototype system with two components.
One is a server component that handles online rating streams and
processes time consuming operations such as SVD decomposition.
The other is an interface for users to visualize and analyze movie
recommendations. The server component is built with Windows
Communication Foundation (WCF). We used the incremental SVD
package [1] to decompose real-time rating streams. Note that the
details of the server description is skipped due to the paper limit
and our concentration on personal visualization interface.

We have also developed several interaction functions to filter the
movie nodes by the movie category, the release date, the similarity
with a selected movie, and the number of recommended movies.
The user can also explore these movies by clicking on IMDb page
link that would take him or her directly to the IMDb page of the
specific movie for further information.

4 RESULTS

We have tested our prototype system using the MovieLens100K
dataset [13]. The dataset has 100K ratings from 1-5 and 1,682
movies from different categories (or genres) rated by 943 users. The
ratings are from September 19th, 1997 through April 22nd, 1998.
Each user has rated at least 20 movies during the entire period. The
following shows several example results of our approach for users
with different profiles.

4.1 Example Results

The first set of results shown in figure 1 demonstrated the variety of
relevant movies for the same user in different features space of the
SVD. It also highlights the personalized taste of each user.

As shown in the top left image in figure 1, we can observe in
the first dimension of SVD that the first user does not like com-
edy movies but enjoys majority drama and romance movies. For
example, the user likes the comedy-romance movies “Truth About
Cats and Dogs, The 1996”, and “Sleepless in Seattle (1993)”. We
can find a similar movie - the drama-romance movie “Phenomenon
(1996)” - with similar average rating and a similar distance from
the user. However, in the second and fifth dimensions of the SVD
features space shown in the bottom left image in figure 1, the re-
sult reveals different set of movies that are closer to the same user.
The romance and drama movies dominate this set as well. Other
than the comedy-horror movie “Yang Frankenstein (1974)” that is
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the closest to the user, we can find movies such as comedy-romance
movie “Annie Hall (1977)”, drama movie “Gandhi 1982”, and other
drama and romance movies the user have rated with high scores.

The second user in the first SVD dimension space (top right im-
age in figure 1) does not have a preference over any movie genre.
From the movies the user has rated, there is no consistency in rat-
ings among any genre of movies. For example, we can see that the
user like horror movie “Shining The (1980)”, the comedy-romance
movie “Sense and Sensibility (1995)”, and the drama movie “To
Kill a Mockingbird (1962)”. However, the user does not like
the drama-romance movie “Phenomenon (1996)” nor drama movie
“Trainspotting (1996)” etc. Overall, the user does not like comedy
movies according to the rating records. This user profile is also
represented by the diversity of the genre of movies in this SVD fea-
tures space. A similar result can be seen in the second and fifth
SVD features space (bottom right image in figure 1). In this space,
the movies the user has rated spread out vertically in the 2D panel
and are mixed with movies the user has not watched yet. The user
may use our visualization to explore recommended movies. For
example, the user may like the drama movie “Margaret’s Museum
(1995)” since it has a similar average rating value and the same
distance from the user with the drama movie “One Flew Over the
Cuckoo’s Nest (1975)” the user likes. Our results demonstrate that
personalized recommendation visualization is unique to each user.

The second set of results is for the interaction and streaming of
rating records, as the recommendations need to be updated through
time as well. Figure 2 shows our visualization of a user in different
time frames. The first top left image shows the result at the ini-
tial time frame and the bottom left image shows a result of a set
of interactions the user has performed. The user first set the movie
similarity slide bar (not shown in the image) to 60 percent. Then,
the user selected a reference movie to the drama movie “Field of
Dreams (1989)”. This indicates that the user is interested in movies
with positive ratings by at least 60 percent of similar users who
also like the movie “Field of Dreams (1989)”. We can see that the
system presents a number of movies fitting the taste of the user.
Among which, there are three movies the user has not watched yet:
a drama movie “Mr. Holland’s Opus (1995)”, a drama movie “It’s
a Wonderful Life (1946)”, and a comedy movie “Birdcage (1996)”.
The two images on the right of figure 2 show the results of the same
user at the 10th time frame and the result of similar user interac-
tions. These results contain more movies compared to the previous
time frames. Other than the three movies the user has not rated yet
at the initial frame, two additional movies are in the list for the user
to explore: drama movies “Phenomenon (1996)” and “Time to Kill,
A (1996)”.

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we discuss the challenges for personal visualization
of movie recommendation based on online rating streams. We pro-
vide our current visualization approach which is based on a rec-
ommendation analysis with collaborative filtering and interactive
visualization on a newly designed 2D space. We demonstrate our
approach with a prototype streaming system and example results
for users with different profiles. Our approach can be applied to
the recommendation visualization of other products with individual
rating records, such as music and images.

It is challenging to design intuitive visualization for general
users. While our current design requires additional improvements
and user studies for its effectiveness, we preserve the similarity be-
tween movie nodes and the user from the SVD spaces. Also, we
transform the locations of movies and users from high-dimensional
SVD spaces to a 2D panel, which is easy to understand and interact.
In the future, we will continue to explore other options to improve
our design.

We will also continue to investigate SVD approaches to re-

veal additional insights of the statistical data features, as SVD
approaches are widely used in automatic recommendation algo-
rithms. We are interested in developing semantic visual analysis ap-
proaches for personal visualization, as it may significantly improve
the intuitiveness of visualization design for general users. We also
plan to expand our streaming platform to take online streams and
develop heterogeneous multi-processing solutions to handle rating
streams of various types.
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Figure 1: Example results of two users in different SVD dimensions.
The images on the left show the results by using the first dimension
of SVD spaces. The images on the right use the second and the fifth
SVD dimensions. These dimensions can be interactively selected in
our prototype system and can be improved with automatic sugges-
tions. The recommended movies are highlighted with the tree paths.

Figure 2: Example results of interaction and rating streams. The two
images on the left show the results from two different time frames
and the two images on the right show the interaction results. Only
portions of the results are shown due to space constraint.
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ABSTRACT

One emerging means of engaging and educating individuals and
communities is the combination of mobile computing, medical sen-
sors, and communication technology (commonly referred to as mo-
bile health or mHealth) that can enable the tracking and personal
visualization of the physical health of the user. To date, hundreds
of mobile apps are available for smartphone users for tracking nutri-
tion and weight related elements of personal health. Unfortunately,
few apps report on the use of evidence-based practices [4] or be-
havioral theory [12] in their development and/or programming and
fewer still provide users with means of quickly analyzing their per-
sonal longitudinal data, relying primarily on static charts of the pie,
bar or line variety. In this paper, we survey a small set of mHealth
applications for diet and nutrition and identify app functions that
would relate to traditional methods of assessing dietary intake and
physical activity as well as advice-giving for meal planning and
improvement. We discuss the use of personal visualization in this
context and close with speculation on novel ways in which the com-
munity could explore visualization design for influencing personal
changes.

1 INTRODUCTION

Obesity has reached epidemic proportions globally with over 1 out
of every 3 adults being classified as obese. Overweight and obesity
are linked to increased risks in chronic diseases including heart dis-
ease, diabetes, osteoporosis and some cancers. Such chronic dis-
eases are a major contributor to the rising health care costs faced
in the United States, accounting for approximately $147 billion of
medical costs in 2008 [6]. In order to combat this growing problem,
new methods of communicating and educating people about health
issues related to overweight and obesity are needed. The Office
of the Surgeon General [1] has emphasized the need for engaging
and educating communities about healthy eating habits based on
the Dietary Guidelines for Americans. In fact, the nutrition and
weight status objectives for Healthy People 2020 focus specifically
on the promotion of healthful diets and regular physical activity as
a means of improving individual health over time [2].

According to the 2015 Pew Research Center Internet and Amer-
ican Life Project, data suggest that a total of 62% of smartphone
owners used their phones to explore health information in 2014. In
2012, exercise, diet and weight apps were among the most popu-
lar health apps with 38%, 31% and 12% of users utilizing apps to
track exercise, dietary intake and body weight, respectively. De-
spite the increased usage of these tools there are few data to sug-
gest that these apps are effective for achieving health-related goals,
as many of the most popular apps do not report the use of evidence-
based practices in their development and/or programming [4]. Fur-
thermore, few apps take advantage of visualization. The research
agenda on personal visualization by Huang et al. [9] defines sev-
eral critical areas that would need to be addressed to improve the
efficacy of mHealth nutrition apps, specifically the notions of en-
abling relevant context for reasoning with the data (i.e., what was I
doing/feeling when I engaged in unhealthy eating habits?), defining
appropriate baselines (i.e., how do I compare to others, normative

data or population standards in the nutrition literature), and shar-
ing/privacy issues (i.e., some research suggests that sharing health
data within a community may improve self-management [7]).

2 A BRIEF SURVEY OF MHEALTH NUTRITION APPS

In this paper, we present a survey of the most highly downloaded
Android and Apple App Store nutrition apps from the winter of
2014. Each app was reviewed looking for functionality that enabled
calorie, nutrient, fitness and weight tracking as well as goal setting,
peer comparison, social network sharing, meal planning advice and
incentives/gamification. Tables 1 and 2 show 15 of the most popular
apps (based on number of downloads and ratings) along with a sum-
mary of the most common positive and negative comments about
each app. Representative comments for the apps were extracted
from the app stores to explore sentiment and topics relating to user
preferences and software functionality. The sample apps shown
here were collected using keywords: “nutrition, diet, health”. Func-
tionality of the apps was then broken into nine different categories
that are representative of methods/approaches commonly utilized
in clinical settings (calorie, nutrient, fitness and weight tracking as
well as goal tracking, peer comparison, social networking/sharing,
meal suggestions and gamification/incentives). Screen shots were
also captured to show representative visualizations (or lack thereof)
from the apps.

Of the 15 apps reviewed, the majority (n=14) were multi-
functional providing functions beyond nutrient, fitness and weight
tracking alone. The most common features among these apps were
goal-setting (n=14; primarily weight-related goals), weight (n=15),
physical activity (n=11) and calorie (n=12) tracking. Although peer
support has been shown to positively impact health, only nine of the
apps included a social networking feature and only 4 apps provided
peer support functionality. The least common features were meal
planning/recipes (n=1) and incentives/gamification (n=3).

Visualizations provided in the apps under review included line
graphs, pie charts and bar graphs. Nutrition displays/images were
limited to visualizing macronutrients (protein, carbohydrate and
fat) in pie charts to illustrate the breakdown of these core nutri-
ents. Vitamins and minerals (micronutrients) were frequently visu-
alized using bar-type graphs. Apps such as MyFitnessPal allow for
personalization of dietary and physical activity goals but lack edu-
cational components to assist the user in making evidence-based
goals. Other dietary trackers, including FatSecret, MyFitness-
Pal, Lose It!, LIVESTRONG Calorie Tracker, MedHelp’s Calorie
Counter, and SparkPeople’s Calorie Counter all offer the ability to
track specific food items on a daily basis. However, the only vi-
sualization options in any of these are pie graphs based on macro-
nutrients (protein, fat, and carbohydrates) and bar charts of calories,
sugar, or other nutrients. Detailed data are presented almost exclu-
sively through text and tables, and effective tracking requires the
input of all food items consumed. While this process is simplified
on these applications by making suggestions based on past records
and allowing for bar code scanning, there is no way to enter general
information about a user’s diet that can be used to assess their nu-
tritional behaviors. Furthermore, few of these apps allow visualiza-
tion or interaction with behavior goals and the allowable changes to
behavior goals may not be broad enough to meet the needs of users
with additional complications beyond weight, such as cardiovascu-
lar disease, diabetes, Celiac disease, food allergies, etc. As such,
we feel that an interesting avenue for personal visualization and
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mHealth is focusing on behavioral methods and visual messages
that may persuade users to improve their health outcomes. Future
investigations in this area should aim to understand how end-users
view and interpret their health data and how these visuals impact
future attitudes, beliefs and behaviors about health.

3 FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR VISUALIZATION AND
NUTRITION

With regards to personal visualization and personal visual analyt-
ics, Huang et al. [9] discussed the need for integrating computer
assisted analysis and persuasive technology. We feel that the use
of visualization for persuasion and its application in personal visu-
alization could be an interesting avenue of research. Recent work
in social psychology demonstrates that social norms not only spur
but also guide actions within society [8]. Such social-norms mar-
keting campaigns have emerged as an alternative to traditional in-
formation campaigns. At the same time, work in social and cog-
nitive science indicates that knowledge of health risks and benefits
is one precondition for change [3], and research has shown that in-
creased awareness can be associated with dietary improvement. As
such, the development of health information campaigns that utilize
social-norms as a marketing strategy combined with messages that
promote personal efficacy could potentially demonstrate a broad
impact. Currently, limited work has been done in utilizing social-
norms as a means of promoting healthy eating.

Along with social-norms, the impact of social interactions, re-
lationships and our need to belong powerfully influence our sense
of self including our motivations to adopt certain behaviors. Many
evolutionary theorists postulate that humans have established such
a strong and influential presence on our world specifically because
of our strong social bonds and relationships. Importantly, social-
norms can have either a positive or a negative impact on outcomes
depending on if a person is above or below the social norm and
the desired outcome [5]. Based on this, Cialdini and colleagues
have developed the Focus Theory of Normative Conduct, to pro-
vide guidance on when precisely social-norms will influence behav-
iors [5]. The theory postulates first that social norms can only be
influential if the comparison to others is salient. Further, the theory
postulates two types of norms, descriptive norms (i.e., what is com-
monly done) and injunctive norms (i.e., what others believe ought
to be done), which have differential impact on behaviors. For exam-
ple, research found that combining descriptive and injunctive norms
within a message can further impact behavior, in this case towel
reuse among hotel guests with both generic (e.g., whole hotel) and
specific (e.g., specific rooms) descriptive and injunctive norms was
more influential than either individually [13]. That said, previous
research exploring how individuals share health information via so-
cial media suggests that poorly designed messages can be perceived
poorly and result in negative interactions (e.g., sarcastic but well
intentioned, or just mean) responses from a social network or just
poor responses from the individual receiving the information [10].
These results highlight the need for a more nuanced understand-
ing of the best methods for discussing health information in social
media, particularly with reference to injunctive norms as these can
easily result in negative backlash based on popular media stories.

We believe an interesting future direction for personal visualiza-
tion is the exploration of the use of both descriptive and injunctive
norms, as compelling reference points for supporting healthier eat-
ing but with a close eye on the possible unintended consequences of
message framing. For example, users could be provided a variety
of healthy eating messages targeted to their specific demographics
and the impact of combinations of descriptive and injunctive norms
with different visualization frames could be explored. Collectively,
these results could potentially highlight the many different possible
frames which could be used to inspire behavioral change via cre-
ating social connections about food through data already available

from social networks. We feel such research could also consider
the concept of “deceptive visualization” [11] and how one might be
able to use deception to improve the adoption of healthier behav-
iors. As such, we feel that visualization methods for harnessing the
influence of descriptive and injunctive norms along with subtle cues
about social relatedness as methods for influencing behaviors could
spawn a variety of new and interesting personal visualizations.
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